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Abstract 

As an environmentally friendly transport option, electric vehicles (EVs) are endowed with the 
characteristics of low fossil energy consumption and low pollutant emissions, making them a 
promising substitute for the conventional gasoline vehicles. Currently, because the high-
voltage propulsion systems have advantages of high efficiency, compact structure, and low 
cost, etc., they have been widely employed in EVs. However, the high-voltage powertrain-
based EVs are subjected to more complicated safety problems (e.g., electric shock injury 
hazards) compared to the conventional internal combustion engine (ICE) cars, especially in the 
crash scenarios. To investigate and improve crash safety of the high-voltage powertrain-based 
EVs are important for their promotions. 

The purposes of this study are to investigate the crash safety-related issues and develop 
effective safety improvement techniques for EVs. Particularly, the electric shock risks and the 
corresponding prevention strategies during crash are the main concerns. In the first place, a 
literature review is carried out to illustrate the safety-related topics from the perspectives of the 
possible injury hazards that an occupant might suffer and the efforts that have been made to 
prevent injuries. The review work indicates that it is valuable and urgent to study and develop 
winding-based DC-bus capacitor discharge techniques for preventing electric shock risks 
reliably and cost-efficiently. On this ground this study, then, focuses on the theories and 
techniques concerning this topic so as to tackle different challenges encountered in the actual 
applications. In detail, firstly, as for the systems with extreme parameters, a novel non-zero d-
axis, non-zero q-axis (NDNQ) current injection-based discharge strategy is designed to quicken 
the discharge process. Secondly, a hybrid discharge strategy that combines machine windings 
and external bleeder circuits is proposed for the systems with highly extreme parameters. 
Thirdly, considering that the components in the EV powertrains are likely to malfunction 
during crash, a winding-based discharge strategy with fault tolerance against position signal 
loss is developed. Finally, to solve the problem that it is difficult to pre-evaluate whether or 
which winding-based discharge technique is available to an EV at the design stage, this study 
provides analytical selection principles on the basis of parametric analysis. 

Key words: Electric vehicle; high-voltage; crash safety; powertrain; winding-based discharge; 

reliability
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 Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

In comparison with the traditional gasoline internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles, electric 

vehicles (EV) are characterized by no fossil energy consumption and low/zero pollutant 

emissions, so many governments have regarded them as the future direction of the automotive 

industry [1-4]. Table 1-1 shows the up-to-date supporting policies and targets (EV market share 

by 2030, excluding two/three wheelers) for EVs from five main countries/regions, which will 

have significant impacts on the EV market in the near future [5]. It can be seen that, from a 

perspective of the governmental policies, tightening greenhouse gas (GHG) emission and 

standardizing the fuel economy are the most popular means to boost growth of EVs. Besides, 

special programs are employed regionally. For example, India approved the proposal for 

implementation of the “Faster Adoption and Manufacturing of Electric Vehicles in India Phase 

II” (FAME Phase II) scheme in February 2019. In terms of the industrial policies, the 

technological revolutions in batteries, electric drives and chargers, etc., are highly valued. 

Under the incentive and guidance of these policies, the number of EVs will increase 

significantly in the near future. Specifically, in 2019, the global sales of electric cars topped at 

2.1 million, boosting the worldwide stock of EVs to 7.2 million [6]. As is shown in Fig. 1-1, 

the New Policies Scenario released by the International Energy Agency (IEA) projects a global 

stock of pure EVs of 13 million vehicles by 2020 and nearly 130 million vehicles by 2030 [7]. 

An increasing number of EVs are now flooding into our daily life, and this draws much 

attention from not only the professionals working in the relevant fields but also the ordinary 

consumers. At present, one of the most highlighted concerns is the EV safety problem. It is 

reported that EV accidents have killed hundreds of people over the past 10 years. For example, 

a taxi driver died from high-voltage electric shock in 2016 in Taiyuan, China [8]; Because 

battery packs caught fire and exploded, five people died in an EV accident in May 2018 after 

they drove their Tesla Model S for only one month [9]. Those terrible accidents motivate us to 

ask the following question ‘is it possible to attain a satisfying EV safety level which is no worse 

than the traditional ICE cars?’. Safety issues of EVs are closely related to millions of  
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TABLE 1-1 Supporting Policies and Targets from Five Countries/Regions 

Regions Governmental Regulations Industrial Policies EV market 
share by 2030

EU 

 

1) Enact tightened GHG emission standards 
for vehicles, 
2) Mandate public procurement for EVs, 
3) Announce ICE bans. 

• Launch the European 
Battery Alliance to 
promote the battery 
industry. 

23% 

USA 

 

1) Freeze greenhouse gas emission standards,
2) Announce EV mandate in ten states, 
3) Adhere to standards for fuel economy. 

• Funds battery and 
electric drive R&D by 
Energy’s Vehicle 
Technologies Office  

8% 

China 

 

1) Tighten average fuel economy, 
2) Prohibit investments in new ICE production 
plants from 2019, 
3) Enact standards for fuel economy. 

• Require the 
manufacturers to 
produce a certain share 
of EVs. 

26% 

Japan 

 
1) Enact standards for fuel economy. 

• Reduce 80% of 
greenhouse gas 
emissions per vehicle. 

21% 

India 

 

1) Enact GHG emission standards, 
2) Implement FAME Phase II. 

• Establish public 
chargers in cities and 
along highways. 

11% 

 

Fig. 1-1. Number of EVs in the future according to EV30@30 Scenario [7]. 

consumers' personal safety and they are important factors restricting the development of EVs. 

Now, ‘without safety, no future for EVs’ has become the general industry consensus [10]. 

Hence, to thoroughly improve the intrinsic safety of EVs is a prerequisite for their promotions. 
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Crash is the most crucial factor that contributes to road casualties [11], [12], so crash safety is 

one of the top concerns for EVs at present. The crash safety of EVs differs from that of the 

conventional vehicles due to the lack of ICEs but the addition of battery-powered propulsion 

systems. Once an EV crashes or is hit when moving/parking on the road, in addition to the 

general collision risks that can occur to an ICE car, it is possible for the EV to experience the 

issues of electrolyte leakage, short circuit and fire, etc., posing more severe risks to the 

occupants and the responders [13]. Therefore, for EVs, apart from the protection needs that are 

similar as the general cars, they must also meet extra electrical safety requirements in the crash 

conditions. For example, with regards to protection against electric shock for the high-voltage 

powertrain-based EVs, the Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) of the United Nations 

(UN) Regulation R94 specifies that the voltages in the vehicle components require to drop to 

the safe level (≤ 60 VDC or 30 VAC) fast (5 s is the best and 60 s is the worst) after crash [14], 

[38]. Considering the particularity of the high-voltage powertrain-based EVs, it is necessary 

and urgent to study their crash-related issues and develop effective crash safety improvement 

techniques. 

This research focuses on investigating the crash safety-related issues and developing novel 

crash safety improvement techniques (especially electric shock prevention techniques) for the 

high-voltage powertrain-based EVs. The progressive objectives of this study can be 

summarized as follows:  

i. To review the safety-related topics of high-voltage powertrain-based EVs in the 
crash conditions from the perspectives of possible hazards that an occupant is 
subjected to and efforts made to prevent injuries. Apart from the electric shock 

hazards, the physical injuries, corrosion, intoxication and burn injury hazards are 

surveyed. Further, both the international and national regulations that are enacted to 

deal with these hazards are presented.  Moreover, the up-to-date technologies that can 

be adopted to reduce injury hazards in the crash conditions are discussed. Through the 

review work, the necessity of studying the crash safety of EVs is addressed. Besides, a 

valuable topic about electric shock prevention by developing novel winding-based DC-

bus capacitor discharge strategies for the high-voltage permanent magnet synchronous 

motor (PMSM) powertrains used in EVs is discovered, which is mainly studied 

afterwards in this research.  

ii. To propose a new winding-based DC-bus capacitor discharge method for the high-
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voltage PMSM powertrains with a slightly large inertia and a relatively small 
system safe current to quickly discharge the DC-bus capacitor and safely reduce 
the motor speed without voltage surge. Considering that the traditional large-d-axis 

current injection-based (LDA-CI) discharge strategy might not be able to achieve the 

best discharge process (five-second discharge) when it is applied to a PMSM drive with 

extreme parameters, a new winding-based discharge strategy based on piecewise d, q-

axis currents is proposed. The new strategy has stronger discharge capacity, and it can 

reduce the bus voltage quickly. Besides, in order to analyse the mechanism of the 

winding-based DC-bus capacitor discharge strategies explicitly, an energy flow model 

(EFM) is established, which can also contribute to designing a new winding-based 

discharge strategy.  

iii. To develop a hybrid discharge strategy which employs the machine windings and 
external bleeder circuits to achieve five-second discharge in minimum sacrifice of 
bleeder size and weight for the high-voltage PMSM powertrains with highly 
extreme parameters. Considering that the previous winding-based discharge 

strategies cannot achieve the best discharge process when the parameters of EV 

powertrains are highly extreme, a hybrid discharge strategy is developed. Both the 

external bleeding resistor (BR) and the discharge algorithms are designed. Actually, the 

new method is applicable to any EV powertrains regardless of the system parameters.  

iv. To develop reliable winding-based DC-bus capacitor discharge strategies with 
fault tolerance against position signal loss. The implementation of the discharge 

methods that rely on machine windings must use accurate position of a PMSM, which 

is usually provided by an external position sensor. Considering that the transmission 

wires of position signals are inclined to come loose or fall out during crash, which will 

influence the discharge process, the fault-tolerant algorithms are incorporated into the 

winding-based discharge strategies to improve the reliability of the system. In addition 

to the direct current regulation-based discharge algorithms, novel indirect current 

regulation-based discharge algorithms (by means of voltage and speed regulation) are 

proposed to enrich the winding-based discharge theories. The proposed fault-tolerant 

discharge methods contribute to improving the safety level of EVs in the crash 

conditions.  

v. To develop parametric selection rules for the winding-based DC-bus capacitor 
discharge techniques for particular EV drives at the stage of design. The pure 
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winging-based discharge methods are parameter-dependent. They are not applicable to 

all EV powertrains especially when five-second discharge is requested. Therefore, it is 

necessary to pre-evaluate whether or which winding-based discharge technique is 

available when designing the discharge system for an EV. On the basis of theoretical 

parametric analysis, general principles that are able to select an effective and efficient 

discharge technique for a particular EV powertrain are developed.  

1.2  Dissertation Outline 

The dissertation consists of seven chapters. An outline of the structure is organized as follows: 

Chapter 1 introduces the motivation of this study. Besides, the main objectives and a brief 

introduction of the research contents are illustrated. 

Chapter 2 reviews five types of injury hazards that the occupants might suffer during crash. 

For these injury hazards, the corresponding international and national crash regulations and the 

up-to-date practical technologies used for hazard prevention are presented. Importantly, the 

crash safety of the high-voltage powertrain-based EVs is addressed, and a valuable research 

topic is discovered through the review work.  

Chapter 3 designs a new winding-based discharge technique for the PMSM powertrains with 

slightly large inertia and relatively small system safe current. Before designing the new method, 

an EFM is established to analyze the mechanism and characteristics of a winding-based 

discharge method. A comparative study is conducted to illustrate the stronger discharge 

capacity of the proposed winding-based discharge method.   

Chapter 4 designs a hybrid discharge method relying on both machine windings and external 

bleeder circuits for the PMSM powertrains with highly extreme parameters. After discussing 

the defects of the traditional external bleeder-based strategy, the machine windings are adopted 

as the auxiliary plant for the external bleeder circuits, achieving a relatively lightweight and 

cost-effective discharge technique suited to any EV drives. The systematic design procedures 

for achieving the hybrid discharge approach are presented, which include two main sequential 

parts: external BR calculation and discharge algorithm design. 

Chapter 5 designs fault-tolerant winding-based discharge techniques to improve the reliability 
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of the discharge process. An enhanced second order sliding mode position observer and an 

adaptive sine-wave-based position observer are designed for the high-speed range and low-

speed range operations, respectively. Meanwhile, in order to further enrich the winding-based 

discharge theories, in addition to the direct current control strategies, indirect current control 

strategies relying on voltage and speed regulation are introduced.  

Chapter 6 discusses the general principles for selecting an effective and efficient discharge 

technique relying on the machine windings for a particular EV. The pure winding-based 

discharge strategies are discussed based on the following categories: instant non-zero d-axis, 

zero q-axis (NDZQ) current injection method, long-cycle NDZQ current injection method and 

long-cycle non-zero d-axis, non-zero q-axis (NDNQ) current injection method. By means of 

parametric analysis, the winding-based discharge strategy selection rules and their 

implementation procedures are presented.  

Chapter 7 is the conclusion part. The main contributions of this study are summarized. Besides, 

the future work that can be carried out to further improve the crash safety of EVs is introduced.
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  Review of EV Safety in Crash Conditions  

Usually, a high-quality review is able to not only broaden the horizons of readers but also 

provide guidelines for the future study. However, there is little review work concerning the 

safety of the high-voltage powertrain-based EVs in the crash conditions now. In order to solve 

the problem, this chapter reviews the crash safety-related topics of the high-voltage powertrain-

based EVs from the following two perspectives. 1) Possible injury hazards that the occupants 

are subjected to: The injury hazards in the crash conditions are categorized into five groups in 

this research, that is, physical injuries, electric shock, corrosion, intoxication and burn. The 

rationale behind these dangers is analyzed simultaneously.  2) Efforts made to prevent injuries: 

Firstly, the international and national crash regulations that are enacted to deal with those injury 

hazards are reviewed. It deserves to be mentioned that the regulations are mainly mandated to 

standardize the design, manufacturing and testing processes of automakers. Secondly, the up-

to-date practical technologies that are adopted to reduce the aforementioned injury hazards are 

presented. Through the review work, the author discovered a valuable research topic that can 

be summarized as electric shock prevention by developing winding-based DC-bus capacitor 

discharge strategies, laying the foundations for the rest of this research.  

2.1  Injury Hazards to Occupants during Crash 

 Physical Hazards 

In theory, the passengers in an EV will confront the same physical hazards to the ones in the 

conventional ICE cars when crash emerges [15]. However, there are even few relevant studies 

that comprehensively introduce the physical injury hazards concerning the ICE cars during 

crash. In order to make it explicit for the ordinary people to recognize the various injuries that 

they might suffer during crash, the physical injury hazards are analyzed in this section.  

The forms of physical injuries include strain, sprain, bump, scratch, bleeding, fracture, crush 

and stab, etc. Intuitively, uncontrollable body movement, invasion of the external objects and 

intrusion of metal frame are the main factors causing these injuries.  
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On the one hand, when an EV crashes or hit by another car, not only the car body but also the 

human body will experience a fierce deceleration or acceleration process due to the external 

impact. The sudden body movements are very dangerous. Firstly, taking the restraint effects of 

the seat belt (serves in frontal and side collision) and seat (serves in rear collision) into account, 

the movements of the lower body, upper body and head, which result from the deceleration and 

acceleration processes, are different [16]. These lead to different tensile and compressive 

stresses between different parts of the occupant’s body, and between the restraint devices and 

the passenger’s body. However, one human body is only able to bear a certain limit of stresses, 

and once the limit is exceeded, the physical damage will inevitably occur [17]. For example, 

when an EV suffers a severe frontal collision when running with an extremely high speed, the 

occupants in the compartment witnesses a large deceleration. In this case, the seat belt is 

inclined to strain the chest and abdomen so as to injuries. In a more severe case, the passengers 

will suffer thoracic and lumbar rib and spine fracture. Besides, because the head displacement 

is much greater than the movement of the chest, the passengers might get a sprain on their 

vulnerable necks and spines. Secondly, the occupants might hit forcefully against the hard 

components inside the vehicle when leaning forward or backward during crash, causing the 

fatal visible wounds, such as bump, scratch, bleeding and fracture, and so on. For instance, it 

is possible that the head and legs of the occupant in the passenger seat run into the instrument 

board (ID) in a frontal impact case. At the moment, if the seat belt is properly used, only the 

above-mentioned injuries are predicted to be seen, but if the protective system does not work, 

it is possible for the occupant to hit the windshield (WS) or be thrown out of the car. In terms 

of the driver, apart from the injuries on the head and legs, the chest will also be in a pretty 

dangerous situation because of the compression from the steering wheel (SW) (see Fig. 2-1) 

[18]. As for the side impact and rear impact scenarios, the passenger’s head is prone to strike 

the door, B pillar and the seat back/headrest, respectively.  
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Fig. 2-1. Injuries on legs, chest and head for the driver in the frontal collision cases. 

On the other hand, the vehicle body would get deformed and even fractured after a severe 

collision, which is dangerous as well. Firstly, as for the EV body shown in Fig.2-2, it can 

generally be divided into three parts: frontal crumple zone, safe zone and rear crumple zone 

[19]. When a severe frontal or rear collision occurs, the bumper fascia, bumper beam, side 

beam and longitudinal beam will collapse so as to absorb the impact energy and spread the 

impact force all over the car frame, protecting the occupants and rechargeable energy storage 

system (RESS) in the safe zone from damage. However, the scattered pieces of the frame from 

the crumple zones fly uncontrollably and unpredictably, leading to the fact that together with 

the object dashed against the car, they might invade into the compartment and then hurt the 

occupants. In this case, the passengers will suffer from bump, scratch, bleeding, fracture, crush 

and stab injuries. It deserves to be mentioned that it is difficult to take precautions to prevent 

the invasion of the external objects due to the chaos. Secondly, the road traffic injury and death 

rates increase as the intrusion of metal frame rises [20]. For example, the footwell intrusion 

induced by the frontal impact could cause severe injuries (e.g., fracture, crush and stab) on the 

lower body. What’s worse, compared to the frontal and rear collisions, in which most of the 

impact energy can be absorbed by the specially-designed anti-collision zones, the impact force 

is directly imposed on the doors and B pillar in a side collision situation. Consequently, car 

deformation is unavoidable in this case once the external impact force is large. Considering the 

frame deformation in the side impact process, the occupants are facing the following hazards: 

1) Hard and protruding geometric interior parts (such as the door armrests) can cause scratch 

and stab to the occupants' abdomens; 2) The intrusion of the door inner plate under the beam 

will cause vertical load on the pelvis, resulting in shear fracture of the sacrum; 3) The collapse 

and deformation of the inner panel of the upper door of the beam and the upper structure of the 

B-pillar will cause the occupants’ head and chest to be swelled, fractured, crushed and stabbed.  
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Fig. 2-2. Structure of the EV body and regionalism with respect to frontal and rear 
impact. 

It is important to address that although the passengers seated in the EVs are exposed to 

significant physical hazards during crash, the risk level of EVs is no worse than the 

conventional cars with respect to the mechanical structures. Hence, it is not necessary for the 

ordinary people to determine whether an EV is worth buying according to the physical hazards 

in the post-crash conditions. But as for automakers, they are spurred to continuously optimize 

the vehicle structures and elaborate the protective devices, decreasing the injury and death rates 

in a vehicle crash.   

 Electric Shock Hazards 

Electric shock injury hazards are pretty special. They are seldom focused on in the traditional 

ICE cars, but they are important issues for the high-voltage powertrain-based EVs. Hence, for 

the sake of better understanding of EV crash safety, the electric shock hazards require to be 

discussed emphatically.   

Intuitively, electric shock means that part of the human body touches the components with a 

high voltage, and a relatively large current passes through the body. IEC 62368-1:2018 defines 

"safe voltage" and “safe current” as 60V DC, 30V AC and 2mA DC, 0.5mA AC, respectively 

[21]. The reasons why the safe DC thresholds are larger than the AC ones are that firstly, 30 V 

AC has a peak voltage of 42 V, and secondly, the ‘electric shock’ feeling occurs on every peak 

of the AC waveform but mainly on initial contact for the DC one. Severe electric shock is lethal, 

and the reasons are as follows. Firstly, the inside bioelectricity generated for neural signal 
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transmission could be interfered, causing loss of consciousness, numbness or tingling. 

Secondly, the abnormal stimulation can make the muscles and organs fail to work normally. 

For example, the symptoms of muscle spasms, breathing problems, vision or hearing problems 

and irregular heartbeat (even worse, heart stopping) appear. Thirdly, as a result of the thermal 

effect of current, body burns would occur, destroying the physiology of victims.  

Nowadays, for the sake of high-power density and high efficiency, high-voltage propulsion 

systems are widely used in EVs [22], [23]. For example, the nominal DC-bus voltages of 

Renault Zoe, Tesla Model 3, BYD Tang and Taycan are 346V, 350 V, 640 V and 800 V (far 

beyond 60 V), respectively. Intrinsically, these high-voltage drives would pose potential 

electric shock and complication hazards to the passengers inside and nearby the cars, which is 

one of the main concerns from both manufacturers and customers. Concerning this problem, 

as for a normal EV (before crash), the electric shock risk prevention methods include physical 

isolation and extra precautions [22]. The physical isolation refers to insulation. Usually, 

insulated cables and insulated housing are employed to prevent a person from contacting the 

live parts directly. In terms of the extra precautions which include equipotential connection, 

ground connection, automatic monitoring and protection systems, they work when the 

insulation is not totally effective. The equipotential connection and ground connection can 

transfer the high voltage to the vehicle chassis or ground, ensuring that no large current flows 

through the human body. The automatic monitoring and protection systems not only have the 

alerting function but also isolate the source of high voltage, protecting personal safety from 

leakage of electricity in the equipment. Even varieties of measures have been employed to 

prevent electric shock risks, EVs are not one hundred percent safe in practice. What’s worse, 

the electric shock risks become higher in the crash conditions. 

There are several reasons why an accident would exacerbate the electrical safety problems. 

Firstly, the metal frame deformation and body fracture expose the high-voltage components to 

the position where a passenger or rescuer can contact directly (physical isolation is broken). As 

for a normal EV, to prevent direct contact with live parts endowed with high voltage but low 

energy, the live parts in the passenger or luggage compartments must be protected to a degree 

of at least ingress protection (IP) XXD, and enclosures in other areas must have a protection 

degree of at least IPXXB,  where IPXXD means a wire with 1 mm in diameter and 100 mm 

long cannot contact the live parts thorough joint gaps and IPXXB means a (test) finger cannot 

contact the high-voltage components [23]. However, vehicle deformation is prone to widen the 
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joint gaps, reducing the IP level. Once the thin fingers of a person are able to be stick into the 

gaps near the live parts, the potential electric shock risks increase. Secondly, car deformation 

may lead the metal frame and chassis to contact the battery electrode or the joints between 

battery packs and power electronic devices (precautions lose efficacy). This issue arises from 

the RESS system of EVs. Generally, the positive and negative electrodes of the battery packs 

are connected with the power devices (e.g., DC/DC converter and DC/AC inverter) through 

binding posts. The insulation covering the terminals might be damaged or fall off due to the 

impact force. At the moment, it gets possible for the fractured frame or chassis to touch the 

binding posts, transferring the battery voltage to the bodywork. Once the occupants or rescuers 

touch a door, electric shock injury occurs. Thirdly, insulation failures might occur to the DC- 

or AC-bus cables during crash. In this case, on the one hand, without electrical isolation 

measures, both the positive and negative sides of the battery could come into contact with the 

bodywork through the damaged cables when encountering insulation failures. Similar as the 

second reason, the battery voltage becomes a threat to the safety of passengers in this situation. 

On the other hand, even though there are electrical isolation measures and they work effectively, 

the residual energy stored in the DC-bus capacitor and propulsion machine could also support 

the high-voltage bodywork [24] through the leaky cables.  

Overall, the human body cannot withstand large voltages and currents. However, the high-

voltage powertrains of a post-crash EV might trap the occupants in a compartment where they 

are inclined to suffer electric shock. Undoubtedly, this is dangerous. This is a typical feature 

of EVs by contrast with the conventional ICE cars.  

 Corrosion, Intoxication and Burn Hazards 

Corrosion, intoxication and burn refer to the RESS-related injuries in this part. The traction 

batteries of EVs will pose potential risks to the occupants during crash, and this is drawing 

wide attention throughout the world. 

As for the most commonly-used lithium-ion batteries, the internal materials are shown in Table 

2-1 [25]. It can be seen that the power batteries are rich in the corrosive, volatile, toxic and 

flammable substances, especially in the electrolyte. In the normal cases, the materials inside 

the batteries are not harmful because they are stably enclosed in shells. But in an accident, the 

battery packs are inclined to suffer severe squeezing, impact and bending, with their structures 
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damaged. Then, many hazards will arise. 

TABLE 2-1 Internal Materials of Lithium-Ion Batteries 
Components Materials 

Anode LiCoO2, LiMn2O4, LiFePO4, LiNiCoMnO2. 

Cathode Carbon materials, like graphite and carbon fiber. 

Separator Polypropylene, polyethylene, composite membrane. 

Electrolyte 1) Lithium salts: LiCIO4, LiPF6, LiBF4, LiAsF6. 2) Solvent: C3H4O3, 
LiPF6, C4H6O3, PF5, C5H10O3, C3H6O3, C4H8O3. 3) Additives. 

When the impact force is imposed on the battery packs, they would deform and even rupture. 

Besides, the fractured metal frame is able to pierce the shells. In these cases, the electrolyte 

leaks out and evaporates [26], [27]. First of all, when an occupant’s skin contacts the electrolyte, 

it will corrode. Secondly, the evaporative gas mixes with air to decompose and then (or directly) 

generate new corrosive and irritating gases that can be combined with water vapor, surrounding 

the passengers. Unluckily, once the gases enter the human body, the organs (e.g., eyes, skin, 

digestive tract and respiratory tract, etc.) will suffer corrosion. Thirdly, in addition to corrosion, 

both the electrolyte and the new gases are usually toxic. Long-term exposure to them could 

damage the nervous system, causing headache, dizziness, fatigue and nausea, etc. A typical 

solvent that satisfies the above-three features are LiPF6. Both itself and its decomposition 

product PF5 are highly corrosive and toxic. 

Apart from electrolyte leakage, thermal runaway of batteries is another common phenomenon 

in crash [28], [29]. Impact, vibration, deformation and pierce could destruct the separators in 

the battery, leading to short circuit between the positive and negative electrodes. Then, a large 

amount of heat is generated within a short while, and the battery starts to burn. Meanwhile, as 

the temperature of battery increases sharply, the electrolyte evaporates and decomposes quickly 

[30]. Unluckily, the evaporative gases are flammable as well (such as, PF5), facilitating the fire 

to spread rapidly. Even worse, when the concentration of the flammable gas is high enough, it 

explodes. As for the occupants seated in the EV, fatal burns and wounds could arise from the 

battery fire and explosion. Additionally, because the combustion products of the electrolyte 

usually include CO, HCl, HF, HCN, C6H6, C7H8, the poisoning hazard is unavoidable in 

practice.  
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2.2 Regulatory Activities Concerning Crash 

Vehicle crash regulations are requirements that automobiles must satisfy in order to be 

approved for sale in a particular country or region. Car manufacturers have to design products 

that assure the respective safety requirements because the regulations are usually mandated by 

legislation and administered by a government body. The worldwide crash regulations can be 

categorized into two groups [13], [31-34]: the international ones and national ones. The 

international regulations refer to United Nations (UN) Global Technical Regulations 

administered by UN Economic Commission for Europe (ECE), which is implemented in 

Europe. The national regulations include Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS) in 

the United States (US), China Guobiao (GB, GB/T) Standards, Korea Motor Vehicle Safety 

Standards (KMVSS), Japan Test Requirements and Instructions for Automobile Standards, 

Australian Design Rules (ADR) and India Automotive Industry Standards (AIS), etc. It needs 

to be mentioned that the regulations administered in China, Japan, Australia and India are 

mainly amended with reference to the UN ECE series, while South Korea has referenced the 

US series [35-37]. Considering that the derived national regulations inherit the safety 

considerations of the corresponding primary series, this section will mainly introduce the 

provisions in the UN ECE regulations and US FMVSS regulations. 

 Regulations Concerning Physical Hazards 

TABLE 2-2 International and National Regulations with Regard to Occupant 
Protection Against Physical Injuries 

Areas 
Collision 

UN 
(Europe) US China South 

Korea Japan Australia  India 

Frontal 
impact 

UN ECE 
R94, R137 

FMVSS 
208 

GB/T 
20913, GB 

11551 

KMVSS 
102 

Article 18, 
Attachment 

23 

ADR 73/00, 
69/00 

AIS 098, 
096 

Side impact UN ECE 
R95 

FMVSS 
214 GB 20071 KMVSS 

102 

Article 18, 
Attachment 

24 
ADR 72/00 AIS 099

Side pole 
impact 

UN ECE 
R135 

FMVSS 
214 GB 37337 KMVSS 

102-4 Article 18 ADR 85/00 IS 12009

Rear impact UN ECE 
R32 

FMVSS 
202a GB 20072 KMVSS 

99 

Article 18, 
Attachment 

34 
 AIS 101
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Table 2-2 lists the specific regulation files (both international and national ones) with regards 

to occupant protection against physical injuries in different vehicle collision situations. These 

regulations set clear requirements for the maximum acceptable damage to the occupants and 

car body under specified/test collision conditions.  

a) Frontal impact 

UN ECE R94 and R137 are developed for the 40%-overlap frontal impact and 100%-overlap 

frontal impact tests, respectively. According to [38], when a vehicle hits against a rigid barrier 

with a 40% overlap at the speed of 56 km/h, the following requirements need to be satisfied: 

• Head injury criteria (HIC36) ≤ 1000, and the resultant head acceleration (RHA) shall 

not exceed 80 g for more than 3 ms. 

• Neck injury criteria (NIC) shall not exceed neck tension and shear criterion in [38]. 

• Neck bending moment (NBM) ≤ 57 Nm. 

• Thorax compression criterion (ThCC) ≤ 50 mm. 

• Viscous criterion for the thorax (V·C) ≤ 1.0 m/s. 

• Femur force criterion (FFC) shall not exceed force-time performance criterion (curve) 

in [38]. 

• Tibia compression force criterion (TCFC) ≤ 8 kN. 

• Tibia index (TI) ≤ 1.3. 

• Movement of the sliding knee joints (MSKJ) ≤ 15 mm. 

• Residual steering wheel displacement (RSWD) ≤ 80 mm in the upwards vertical 

direction and 100 mm in the rearward horizontal direction.  

• No door shall open during crash. 

• No locking of the locking systems of the front doors shall occur.  

• Without using tools, open at least one door and remove the intact dummies (occupants) 

from the vehicle. 

Comparatively speaking, apart from the test conditions (full overlap, crash speed = 50km/h), 

the requirements in UN ECE R137 are slightly different. First, the NIC and FFC are given 

specifically, which are,  

• Axial neck tensile force (NTF) ≤ 3.3 kN. 

• Fore/aft neck shear forces (NSF) ≤ 3.1 kN. 

• FFC ≤ 9.07 kN. 
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Second, the ThCC becomes lower:  

• ThCC ≤ 42 mm. 

When it comes to the US standards, FMVSS 208 covers both the offset- and full-frontal crash 

scenes. According to [39], as long as the crash speed is not higher than 48 km/h and the crash 

angle is smaller than 30°, the following occupant injury and vehicle damage criteria should be 

satisfied: 

• HIC36≤ 1000, HIC15 ≤ 700, and RHA shall not exceed 60 g for more than 3 ms. 

• Axial TNF ≤ 4.17 kN. 

• Axial neck compression force (NCF) ≤ 4 kN. 

• Nij ≤ 1 at any time during crash, where Nij represents a comprehensive factor related to 

shear force, axial force and bending moment. 

• Compressive deflection of the sternum relative to the spine shall not exceed 76 mm. 

• Force transmitted axially through each upper leg shall not exceed 10 kN. 

• All portions of dummies (occupants) shall be contained within the compartment.  

It can be noted that there are obvious differences in both safety considerations and critical 

values between the UN and US frontal impact regulations. However, neck, thorax and legs are 

focused on in both series, representing that these body parts are more vulnerable during crash. 

Additionally, the regulations require the vehicle body to be strong and robust enough to protect 

the occupants from physical injuries as far as possible. 

b) Side impact 

In UN ECE R95, the crash condition is defined as the case that a moving deformable barrier 

(MDB) hits against the vehicle side at the speed of 50 km/h. During crash, the performance 

criteria are summarized as follows: 

• HIC36 ≤ 1000 when there is head contact. 

• Thorax rib deflection criterion (RDC) ≤ 42 mm. 

• V·C ≤ 1.0 m/s. 

• Pelvis pubic symphysis peak force (PSPF) ≤ 6 kN. 

• Abdominal Peak Force (APF) ≤ 2.5 kN. 

• No door shall open during crash. 

• Without using tools, open doors and remove the intact dummies (occupants) from the 

vehicle. 
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• No interior device or component shall get detached to become sharp projections or 

jagged edges. 

In terms of the crash conditions in FMVSS 214, the vehicle is struck on either side by an MDB 

at the speed of 53 km/h. During crash, the up-to-date requirements that need to be satisfied 

include: 

• HIC36 ≤ 1000. 

• Thorax RDC ≤ 44 mm. 

• Pelvis PSPF ≤ 6 kN. 

• Sum of the front, middle and rear abdominal forces ≤ 2.5 kN. 

• No door that is struck shall separate totally. 

• No door that is not struck shall disengage from the latched position. 

As for the side impact regulations, the safety considerations (head, thorax, pelvis, abdomen and 

door) in the two series of regulations are the same, and the criteria for them are very similar. 

In addition, the doors of the vehicle during crash attract much more attention than the other 

components.  

c) Side pole impact 

As for UN ECE R135, the vehicle speed at the moment of first vehicle-to- pole contact is 32 

km/h. The injury criteria are: 

• HIC36 ≤ 1000. 

• Peak lateral shoulder force (LSF) ≤ 3 kN. 

• Thorax RDC ≤ 55 mm. 

• Pelvis PSPF ≤ 3.36 kN. 

• Abdominal RDC ≤ 65 mm. 

• Resultant lower spine acceleration (RLSA) ≤ 75 g. 

• No door that is struck shall separate totally. 

• Doors that are not struck shall remain latched.  

FMVSS 214 adopts the same crash speed to UN ECE R135, while the requirements that need 

to be meet are slightly different: 

• HIC36 ≤ 1000. 

• Thorax RDC ≤ 44 mm. 
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• Pelvis PSPF ≤ 6 kN. 

• Sum of the front, middle and rear abdominal forces ≤ 2.5 kN. 

• No door that is struck shall separate totally. 

• Doors that are not struck shall remain latched. 

Interestingly, the criteria for side pole impact are the same as those for side impact in FMVSS 

214, while the provisions in UN ECE R135 show noticeable differences compared to those in 

UN ECE R95. The allowable damage to passenger head, thorax, pelvis, abdomen and vehicle 

doors are still focused on in the side pole impact scenes.  

d) Rear Impact 

In UN ECE R32, the velocity of collision is between 35 km/h and 38 km/h and the moving 

barrier is rigid. As for UN ECE R32, the requirements are mainly set for the vehicle body: 

• Lengthwise displacement ≤ 75 mm. 

• No rigid component in the passenger compartment shall constitute a risk of injury to 

the occupants. 

• No door shall open during crash. 

• Without using tools, open doors and remove the intact dummies (occupants) from the 

vehicle. 

In FMVSS 202a, the crash speed is set as 17.3 km/h and the following injury criteria are 

specified: 

• Posterior angular rotation (PAR) between the head and torso ≤ 12°. 

• HIC15 ≤ 500. 

As far as rear crash is concerned, UN regulations mainly focus on the vehicle body conditions 

while the head injuries are taken into account in the US regulations.  

 Regulations Concerning Electrical Hazards 

Electrical safety regulations are developed to avoid or reduce the high-voltage electric shock 

and RESS-related hazards during crash. Unlike the regulations in Table 2-2, which can be also 

applied to the traditional ICE cars, the electrical safety regulations are only applicable to EVs. 

Now, the requirements in one particular international or national crash regulation file are 

usually shared between the frontal, side and rear impact cases [40]. For example, although the 
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electrical safety regulations are only specified in UN ECE R94 (frontal impact), they are also 

applicable to the side impact and rear impact situations for the approved EVs in the European 

market. Besides, FMVSS 305, Attachment 111, GB/T 31489 and Article 91 are the electrical 

safety regulations in US, Japan, China and South Korea, respectively.  

With regards to the protection against electrical hazards following the impact test, the 

amendments specify five main performance criteria in UN ECE R94: 

• Within 30 minutes, the liquid that spills outside the passenger compartment ≤ 5 L, and 

no liquid shall spill into the passenger compartment. 

• RESS shall remain in the installed location and RESS components shall remain inside 

RESS. 

• Insulation resistance between the bus and the chassis ≥ 500 Ω/V for AC bus or 100 Ω/V 

for DC bus. 

• Bus voltage decreases under 30 VAC or 60 VDC fast or energy on bus decreases under 

0.2 Joules fast (5 s is the best and 60 s is the worst). 

• Have a protection degree of IPXXB and resistance between exposed conductive parts 

and electrical chassis < 0.1 Ω. 

It deserves to be mentioned that the provisions in FMVSS 305 are nearly identical to those in 

UN ECE R94. This means that most of regions in the world have reached a consensus on the 

electrical safety considerations and criteria. 

 Discussion and Future Challenges about Regulations 

The crash regulations are mainly developed for test, and as long as the EVs satisfy the 

requirements, they will be locally approved for sale. Therefore, the vehicle manufacturers take 

on the main responsibility for making their products qualified. As an ordinary person, it is 

needed to recognize that the EVs that we can buy or see in the daily life are pretty safe in the 

crash conditions because they must satisfy the relative legislations.  

Nevertheless, the current regulations still require to be improved considering the following 

aspects: 

1) Regulations in some regions are not comprehensive. For example, the rear impact 

regulations in Australia need to be established in allusion to the physical hazards. Besides, 
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many countries still lack uniform electrical safety regulations, such as India. Hence, it is 

urgent to determine the relevant regulations as soon as possible through introduction or 

establishment so as to adapt to the rapid development of EVs. 

2) Regulations need to cover more aspects because many residual risks still remain [40]. For 

instance, Firstly, the amendments specify requirements to control the movement of a RESS, 

but there are no requirements for its structural integrity that is closely related to short circuit, 

rupture, fire and explosion hazards. Secondly, the amount of electrolyte that leaks might 

increase if an EV rolls over following a collision.  In this case, the regulations about 

electrolyte spillage deserve modifications.  

3)  Coordination of various national regulations is of great significance. Specifically, although 

the national regulations can be different, this might bring about challenges for vehicle 

manufacturers to sell their products in other regions. 

2.3 Technologies for Reducing Injury Hazards to Occupants after 
EV Crashes  

Technical supports are indispensable for ensuring an EV to satisfy the crash regulations and 

preventing the occupants from various injuries (e.g., physical injuries, electric shock and 

corrosion injuries, etc.) in the crash conditions. This part mainly introduces the current 

commonly-used technologies that contribute to occupant injury hazard reduction.  

 Technologies for Reducing Physical Hazards  

According to the aforementioned analysis of the reasons why the occupants get physically hurt 

during crash, to suppress vehicle intrusion and to suppress direct human body impact should 

be the two most crucial targets for the purpose of injury prevention, which mostly relies on the 

anti-collision structures and passenger restraint system of a vehicle, respectively. As in Table 

2-3, the anti-collision structures of an EV mainly comprise bumper fascia, bumper beam, 

longitudinal beam, the rest of car frames (A, B, C pillars, side beam and roof beam, etc.) and 

doors. In terms of the passenger restraint system, it consists of seatbelts, airbags and safety 

seats. Moreover, considering that once the passengers hit a sharp interior part of an EV, the 

impact force imposed on the human body will become significantly large. Therefore, in order  
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TABLE 2-3 Technologies for Reducing Physical Injury Hazards 
Injury hazards Targets Technical aspects Reference 

Physical injuries 

Vehicle body intrusion 
suppression 

Bumper fascia [42], [43] 

Bumper beam [44-47] 

Longitudinal beam [48-53] 

Rest of car frames [54-60] 

Doors [61-63] 

Human body impact 
suppression  

Seatbelt [64-67] 

Airbag [68-72] 

Safety seat [73] 

Interior trims [41], [74], [75]

to optimize the vehicle interior trims should be treated as an important measure for suppressing 

human body impact [41]. In Fig.2-2, the bumper fascia serves as a buffer, absorbing the impact 

energy foremost during crash [42], [43]. When the collision is slight, the bumper fascia is 

effective for preventing the impact force from being transmitted to the other parts of the vehicle 

body. But if a severe collision occurs, it will collapse immediately. In order to enhance the 

energy absorption ability of the bumper fascia, material and structure optimization is necessary. 

Specifically, [42] employs the carbon fiber reinforcement vinyl ester with microsphere 

(CRVeM) material to replace the traditional polypropylene plastic. In [43], a honeycomb 

structure which is obtained by a series and systematic arrangement of thin edged hexagonal 

cells is designed to improve the overall performance of bumper fascia. Because the honeycomb 

structure has high compression and shear properties in the axial direction, it is much stiffer and 

stronger than the traditional structure when confronting a frontal/rear collision. After the 

bumper fascia loses efficacy in a severe collision, the bumper beam, which is also known as 

anti-collision beam, directly bears the external impact force. Similarly, when designing and 

optimizing the anti-collision beam, material and structure are the main considerations for 

enhancing the protective capability [44-47]. An aluminum alloy sandwich panel beam is 

proposed in [44], of which structure consists of three layers. The first and third layers are made 

of metal and metal alloy, or composite materials such as glass fiber and high-pressure crushing 

board, etc. The energy absorption capacity is analyzed by the drop weight test, and it is found 

that the upper panel supported by the core plate and the lower plate is more resistant to 

penetration. [45] and [46] develop composite bumper beam via the design optimization process 
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combined with the impact analysis. The composite is devised to substitute for the conventional 

steel and glass mat thermoplastic (GMT) for reducing the weight but increasing the energy 

absorbing capacity of bumper beam. In [47], a novel composite bumper beam is developed to 

improve energy absorption and lighten the weight of bumper by the means of Fruit Fly 

Optimization Algorithm (FOA). It deserves to be mentioned that [47] compares HIC36 before 

and after adopting the composite material experimentally, proving that the new material is able 

to reduce HIC36 by around 6.37%.  

Longitudinal beam is connected with the bumper beam, and it absorbs most of the impact 

energy in a severe crash. There are two reasons why the longitudinal beam has such a powerful 

ability. Most importantly, as parts of the longitudinal beam, crash boxes installed between the 

bumper beam and the longitudinal beam are specially designed for impact energy absorption. 

The crash boxes will crumple during crash so as to reduce the impact force that can continue 

to travel backwards. Secondly, the longitudinal beam could bend spontaneously. At present, 

the most common method for exerting the function of a longitudinal beam is structure 

optimization. In [48], a new beam structure with variable rolled blank and variable cross-

sectional shape is proposed, which is proven to be more crashworthy theoretically. [49] 

develops a multi-cell thin-walled structure, and based on parametric analysis, the geometric 

parameters of the new structure are designed. In addition, [50] specially studies the impacts of 

the thickness on the anti-collision performance. By using a new surrogate model and non-

dominated sorting in genetic algorithms-II (NSGA-II), the optimal results are obtained. The 

structure of the crash box is focused on in [51-53], and a square crash box with holes, a cutting-

the-screw-thread structure and a multiple-cavity structure are designed in these researches, 

respectively.  

Compared to bumper fascia, bumper beam and longitudinal beam, the rest of the car frames as 

well as the doors are more inclined to intrude into the EV compartment and cause injuries 

because they are nearer to the occupants. The strength and stiffness of these parts can be 

improved by optimizing the material, structure and processing techniques (technics). In terms 

of the car frames, [54] employs a carbon-fiber-reinforced plastic (CFRP) to substitute the 

conventional steel materials for reducing the weight but increasing the crashworthiness of the 

pillars. Simultaneously, the shape, stacking sequence and thickness of the pillars are optimized 

to minimize the deflection profile in the study. [55] optimizes the B pillar using new innovative 

Tailor Rolled Blank (TRB) structure. In [56], the strength-ductility synergy of dual-phase (DP) 
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steels with high volume fraction of martensite and various tough structures are obtained to 

improve the strength of the vehicle beams. Moreover, bionics have been used for optimizing 

the crashworthiness for overall car frame. For example, a turtle shell structure is proposed in 

[57], of which mechanical characteristics are analyzed in the research. Considering that the 

welded junctions between different parts (e.g., beams and pillars) of the car frame are so weak 

that it is easier to fracture during crash, the continuous laser welding techniques endowed with 

better flatness and smaller gaps are used to replace the traditional spot welding with poor 

continuity [58-60], increasing the strength of the junctions. As far as the doors that are 

responsible for absorbing most of the kinetic energy in side impact are concerned, door beam 

is usually embedded for structure reinforcement. [61] and [62] study the material, geometry 

and connection of the side door beams to reduce damage and reaches the following two 

conclusions. Firstly, any plastic displacement of the door plate should be avoided; Secondly, 

increasing the door beam thickness causes a peak in the beam rigidity and the crush forces, so 

there should be a reduction in the door beam deflections. By the means of finite element 

analysis tools, the strength of the door structure is analyzed and optimized in [63].  

As the most crucial components of the passenger restraint system, seatbelts must be installed 

in every EV. The standard seat-belt system consists of three-point seat belt, a load limiter and 

a retractor pre-tensioner. However, [64] points out that there is still much room to improve the 

current seat-belt technologies when taking the belt slack issue into account. In other words, the 

standard seat-belt system is not optimal. Now, the widely studied technical aspects with regards 

to the seat belts include slack suppression, load distribution optimization and controllability. 

In [65], to reduce the slack in the shoulder portion and the lap portion, an anchor pre-tensioner 

and a buckle pre-tensioner are added and evaluated. Literature [66] uses finite element 

approach to optimize load distribution by adjusting the buckle and anchor positions, 

minimizing the compression force imposed on the passenger body during crash. In [67], an 

algebraic governor is employed to estimate and detect the crash events, and according to the 

degree of a crash, a linear feedback loop algorithm is implemented to control the behaviors of 

the seatbelts. It is found that compared to an uncontrolled seatbelt system, a controlled one is 

able to reduce the injury index by 15%. 

Airbags are important to prevent the occupants from hitting against the hard components in a 

severe crash. The up-to-date airbag technologies used for injury hazard reduction mainly 

include four aspects: increasing the number of airbags, structure optimization, accurate 
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deployment control and inflation process optimization. Firstly, in addition to the two 

compulsory frontal airbags that can only offer protection in a frontal collision, side airbags, 

curtain airbags and knee airbags, etc. (up to 24 airbags) have been employed in modern cars to 

comprehensively protect the occupants [68]. Secondly, scholars and engineers never stopping 

optimizing the geometric parameters and shape of the airbags. For example, the multi-objective 

genetic algorithms are employed to design the height and width of an airbag and the area of 

vent hole in [69]. Literature [70] designs a new tubular airbag to reduce the dosage of gas 

generation, and the simulation results show that the stiffness and protection performance of the 

new airbag are better than the traditional ones. Then, the deployment moment for airbags is 

determined conventionally by diversifying the type and location of crash-related sensors. 

Whereas, [71] argues that the existing crash algorithms are prone to make an erroneous 

judgment, missing the time frame for airbag deployment or generating a wrong deployment 

signal. On this ground an improved algorithm that combines both the pre-crash information 

and the crash-related-sensor signals is proposed to ensure the precision and reliability of airbag 

operations. Finally, when the airbags are triggered in crash, they must inflate quickly. [72] 

reduces the ignition delay time (24%) of the airbag by using a boron/potassium nitrate/5-amino-

1H- tetrazole-based pyrotechnic igniter. 

Safety seats are developed to protect the child passengers considering that the seatbelts and 

airbags are not applicable to them. The categories, properties and reinforcement approaches 

are reviewed in [73]. According to the research, the structure (surface, connection, size and belt 

regulation, etc.) of the safety seat is attracting much attention currently for the sake of higher 

protective ability.  

The materials of the interior trims should be soft, and sharp edges should be avoided. Only by 

using these technologies could the impact be reduced once the human body strikes them. [41] 

and [74] adopt polymer/polyurethane sponge layers as the car interior trim materials. In [75], 

the A-pillar trim is optimized by using smooth surfaces. 

 Technologies for Reducing Electric Shock Hazards 

The reasons and regulations indicate that the IP level, cable insulation, high (battery) voltage 

isolation and residual energy dissipation (DC-bus voltage reduction) require to be paid 

attention to for the sake of electric shock injury avoidance (see Table 2-4).  
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TABLE 2-4 Technologies for Reducing Electric Shock Injury Hazards 
Injury hazards Technical aspects Reference 

Electric shock 

IP level [76], [77] 

Insulation [78-82] 

High voltage isolation [83-88] 

Residual energy dissipation & DC-bus voltage 
reduction [89-97] 

There are two factors influencing the IP level in an EV crash, namely, joint gaps and live parts. 

The joints gaps of the compartment widen due to the external impact force and vehicle body 

deformation. Hence, the overall car frame should be designed and optimized to be with high 

anti-collision and energy-absorbing capabilities. The technologies illustrated in [42-63] are 

effective for preventing joint gaps from increasing significantly (at least IPXXB). However, no 

matter how strong the car frame is, it is still possible that the joint gaps get large in an extremely 

severe crash. Considering this, another applicable solution is to place the live parts that include 

cables, converters, motors, compressors and inverters, etc., far away from the joint positions 

[76]. In addition, the enclosures of the live parts can be directly connected with the chassis, 

causing an equipotential effect [77]. In this situation, even if the occupants touch the live parts, 

the electric shock risks can be averted because no current can flow through the human body.  

Insulation can be categorized as basic insulation, auxiliary insulation, double insulation and 

reinforced insulation [78-81]. Double insulation means a combined structure composed of the 

basic insulation and auxiliary insulation. Reinforced insulation has the similar protective ability 

as double insulation. Generally speaking, the conductive parts cannot be reached when 

applying double and reinforced insulation [82]. In other words, these two kinds of insulation 

are so robust that they are not easy to fail in a crash, avoiding the direct and indirect contact 

with the passengers. However, considering cost effectiveness, it is not affordable to use double/ 

reinforced insulation everywhere, so they are only applied to part of the crucial components 

now.  

Battery is the most principal source for producing a high voltage. If the battery can be 

disconnected from the transmission cables through a breaker embedded in or near the battery 

packs (see Fig. 2-3), which is called high voltage isolation, the electric shock injury hazards 

can be remarkably reduced regardless of the IP level reduction and insulation failures during 

crash. The disconnect devices used for high voltage isolation include electromechanical relays 
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[83], semiconductor devices [84] and pyrotechnical disconnect devices [85], [86]. 

Electromechanical relays are susceptible to contact problems because of their design, which 

include corrosion, bridge-formation and arcing failures. The contacts might stick together over 

longer periods due to the high working currents and vibrations. As for the semiconductor 

devices, because the operating DC current is usually large, high voltage (di/dt) might be 

generated and applied to the power devices, resulting in permanent damage. It is widely 

acknowledged that the pyrotechnically powered battery disconnection devices are reliable. As 

is shown in Fig. 2-4, when a triggering signal comes, the electrical initiator generates an initial 

spark, and fires the chemical transformation of the pyrotechnical charge. The rapid build-up of 

pressures in the combustor accelerates the piston, using the chisel built into the piston to cut 

off the conductor rail. Another interesting topic about the disconnect devices is how to generate 

a triggering signal. [87] introduces that the disconnect device can be activated via an airbag 

control module. Once the airbag system ascertains the fact of collision, the battery management 

system (BMS) will immediately trigger the actions. In [88], both the airbag system and the 

powertrain controller are used to generate a triggering signal. The working mechanism is that 

after the airbag system confirms a severe collision, it sends a signal to the powertrain controller, 

and then, the controller forces the BMS to trigger the disconnect devices.  

DC-DC

Boost

Converter

CBattery
Packs

Breaker

Udc
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Motor  

Fig. 2-3. Block diagram of the structure of the EV powertrain. 
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Fig. 2-4. Working mechanism of a pyrotechnical disconnect device [85]. 

According to Section 2.2.2, in order to prevent electric shock injuries, it is necessary to reduce 

the bus voltage or dissipate the residual energy stored in the powertrains fast for a high-voltage 

powertrain-based EV after crash. Taking a permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) 

based propulsion system as an example (the motor in Fig. 2-3 is a PMSM), once a severe crash 

occurs, a protection mode will be triggered immediately. According to the above analysis, the 

breaker will be tripped immediately to isolate the battery from the other components. In 

addition, the axle is disconnected from the traction motor by the gear box and the PMSM just 

rotates with no load [89]. However, in this case, the residual electrical and mechanical energy 

stored in the capacitor and motor respectively will maintain the DC-bus (capacitor) voltage at 

the high level for long (several minutes) if no energy consumption means are adopted, violating 

the high-voltage safety requirement. Since the DC-bus capacitor voltage cannot go down to the 

safe level spontaneously, this provides strong driving force to develop proper DC-bus capacitor 

discharge techniques. So far, several discharge strategies have been developed, and they can 

be grouped into two categories: external bleeder-based method and internal power device-

based method. 1) External bleeder-based discharge: External bleeder circuits that are installed 

in parallel with the DC-bus capacitor can be employed to reduce the bus voltage in emergency. 

The principal component of the bleeder is a bleeding resistor Rb that is able to consume the 

residual energy in the form of heat. According to whether a controllable switch s is adopted in 

the discharge circuit, the bleeder-based discharge can be further divided into passive discharge 

and active discharge (see Fig.2-5 (a)) [90-92]. The common characteristics for the two modes 

are that the transistors in the inverter are sealed off when a crash monitoring sensor detects 

emergency, and the energy stored in the machine will flow to the bus side through the 

uncontrolled rectifier composed of six free-wheeling diodes. As for passive discharge, the 

bleeding resistor (BR) always works even in the normal situations. Hence, to cut down on 

energy waste, the resistance of the BR should be large, leading to the fact that it is hard to 

reduce the capacitor voltage to the safe level quickly. The resistance of the BR for active 
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discharge can be small because the switch is in the off-state unless a crash signal is diagnosed, 

but the size and weight of the bleeding circuit are huge, sacrificing the compactness and cost 

of the drive system significantly. 2) Internal power device-based discharge: As the name 

suggests, the external bleeders are absent while the internal power devices (motor and inverter) 

are used for discharge in this strategy. In Fig.2-5 (b), only two transistors located on two 

different bridge arms of the inverter are switched on [93], [94]. The electrical energy stored in 

the capacitor is consumed by the two conducive transistors, and the mechanical energy in the 

motor is firstly converted into the electrical one and then consumed by both the transistors and 

the machine windings. One obvious disadvantage of this strategy is that due to the short-circuit 

effect, very large discharge current will be generated, posing risks to the health of the power 

electronics. Fig.2-5 (c) illustrates the traditional large-d-axis current (d-axis current, together 

with q-axis current, α, β-axis currents in this study, is a concept in vector control for AC motors, 

which is illustrated in Appendices) injection-based (LDA-CI) discharge technique [89], [95-

97], which directly functions the motor windings as the bleeder (thereby being known as 

winding-based discharge as well). By weakening the air-gap flux in the motor, the back 

electromotive force (EMF) that is tracked by the DC-bus capacitor voltage will get down to a 

pretty low level instantaneously. In this case, the residual energy is dissipated mainly by the 

machine windings through the controllable current in the form of heat loss. Comparatively 

speaking, when taking cost, size and safety into account, the machine winding-based discharge 

method by the means of current-injection operations has superior advantages over the external 

bleeder-based discharge and the inverter-based discharge approaches. Besides, without using 

extra circuits, the reliability of the discharge system increases.  
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Fig. 2-5. Discharge techniques. (a) External bleeder-based discharge. (b) Short-circuit 
internal power device-based discharge. (c) Current injection-based discharge 

 Technologies for Reducing RESS-Related Hazards 

As is illustrated in Table 2-5, the first priority for reducing the corrosion, intoxication and burn 

injuries is to prevent the lithium-ion battery from damage. Apart from the impact energy 

absorbing techniques in [42-63] and [98], aiming at the battery system itself, its locating place, 

holder and structure can be optimized.   

TABLE 2-5 Technologies for Reducing RESS-Related Injury Hazards 

RESS-related injuries 

Battery placement [98-101] 

Battery holder [101-106] 

Battery pack/cell structure [107-116] 

The battery packs are usually integrated into highly reinforced areas of the vehicle, with the 

aim of eliminating the risk of being penetrated during crash conditions. [99] and [100] 

demonstrate that the batteries should be located inside the safe zone (see Fig.2) of the vehicle. 

[101] takes the crash safety of an electric bus into account and declares that the batteries should 

be installed on both sides of the vehicle body. 

Literature [102] and [103] illustrate that the stabilization and integrity of the battery pack rely 

on the mechanical performance of the battery holder, for instance, the capability to resist 
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deformation and deny impact. In these studies, a composite design and optimization method is 

proposed to optimize the mechanical properties (thickness, shape and natural frequency) of the 

battery holder. In [101], the author found that the side around a battery box is the main collision 

zone, so it needs to be designed well. Meanwhile, this study analyses the energy absorption 

capacity, connection modes and stiffness of the side part of a battery box, and then, an improved 

battery box is developed in this research. Moreover, the high-strength material and reinforcing 

ribs are integrated into the battery box in [104] and [105], respectively. Patent [106] introduces 

the battery holder with outer and inner titanium alloy plates, which are of high anti-collision 

capacity.  

To reinforce the battery pack/cell structure can effectively reduce the electrolyte leakage and 

large-scale fire problems [107]. In the study, the effect of strain rate behavior of the casing 

upon the cell average force-displacement response on lateral indentation, three-point bending, 

and axial compression load cases in investigated. Literature [108] has performed a punctured 

floor battery packaging by external indenter and damage on battery cell by indenter with and 

without offset is also simulated. Furthermore, experiments and simulation on the plasticity of 

the shell casing of battery cell have been performed in [109]. It was observed that considerable 

anisotropies exist on the shell due to rolling and deep drawing process and the experimental 

results are used to develop the plasticity and fracture model of the shell. There are several 

studies about battery module protection structure based on aluminum [110-112]. In [113], a 

lightweight protection structurer based on fiber metal laminate (FML) is designed to absorb 

the impact energy. Compared to the aluminum structure, FML consists of metal sheets bonded 

to fiber-reinforced plastic layers, so it is of higher specific stiffness and strength. structural 

optimization of battery packs is focused on in [114-116]. By placing the energy-absorbing 

battery modules in the front of the vehicle, the optimum working pressure of the battery module 

can be fully used to effectively protect the driver. 

Overall, according to the above analysis, it can be found that firstly, the material, structure and 

processing techniques are commonly optimized for the sake of high safety; Secondly, 

prevention of direct and indirect contact with the live parts and residual energy dissipation are 

the main aspects for the sake of electric shock risk reduction. Thirdly, it is important to 

strengthen the battery itself for the purpose of electrochemical and burn injury prevention. 
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2.4 Valuable Topic Requiring Further Study 

As is illustrated in Section 2.3.2, in order to prevent electric shock injury hazards during crash, 

a winding-based discharge method can be employed to dissipate the residual energy stored in 

the high-voltage PMSM powertrain in an EV, reducing the DC-bus voltage to the safe level 

quickly. Considering that a winding-based discharge strategy is cost-effective, compact and 

high-reliability, it is extremely valuable in the engineering industry. However, few scholars 

and engineers focus on this competitive discharge method, and the relevant researches still 

remain in the preliminary application stage of the traditional LDA-CI scheme. There is still a 

long way to go before the theories and techniques about the winding-based discharge become 

mature. Consequently, the main objective of the rest of this research is to study the winding-

based discharge strategies in depth with reference to different challenges encountered in the 

real applications, improving the crash safety of the high-voltage PMSM powertrain-based EVs. 

2.5 Summary 

This chapter reviews three aspects about EV safety topics in the crash conditions, namely, the 

possible injuries that an occupant might suffer, regulations related to injury prevention and up-

to-date technologies that contribute to crash safety improvement and occupant protection. The 

review work is of great significance in the following three aspects. Firstly, a valuable topic 

(electric shock prevention by using the winding-based discharge methods) is discovered, laying 

the foundations for the subsequent studies. Secondly, the ordinary readers can gain a more 

comprehensive understanding of the EV crash safety-related problems. Thirdly, the review 

work can provide general guidelines (about crash safety-related issues) for the professionals in 

their future studies.
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 New Winding-based Discharge Strategy for 

EV Powertrains with Extreme Parameters 

This chapter aims to tackle two challenges when using the winding-based discharge techniques 

to improve the crash safety of EVs, which include first, the mechanism of the winding-based 

(current injection-based) discharge method is not clear, and second, due to system parameters, 

the traditional LDA-CI discharge strategy might not be applicable for some high-voltage 

PMSM-based EVs when the required discharge period is 5 s. In this chapter, firstly, a physical 

energy flow model (EFM) is proposed to explain explicitly the mechanism of the winding-

based discharge methods, making it well-founded to understand and develop novel winding-

based discharge strategies. Then, a new winding-based method relying on piecewise d, q-axis 

current loci is proposed for the PMSM drives with slightly large inertia and relatively small 

system safe current to quickly reduce the DC-bus voltage during crash. Finally, the proposed 

discharge algorithm is verified by experiments. 

3.1 Introduction 

As for the traditional LDA-CI discharge strategy in [89] and [95-97], of which equivalent 

circuit is shown in Fig. 3-1, the features of its implementation procedures include that firstly, 

when a severe crash occurs, a fixed large non-zero d-axis current (negative value) is injected 

into the machine, and secondly, the q-axis current is controlled to maintain at zero for the sake 

of generating no braking torque [97]. The expected discharge process for the traditional LDA-

CI discharge method is shown in Fig. 3-1 (red curve). It can be seen that immediately when the 

current is injected into the machine, the DC-bus voltage is expected to experience a sudden 

drop under 60 V due to the flux-weakening effect, though the machine speed does not change 

dramatically. Definitely, this process satisfies the best (five-second) discharge requirement, 

which is introduced in Section 2.2.2.  
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Fig. 3-1. Equivalent circuit and mechanism of LDA-CI discharge strategy. 

However, when using the traditional LDA-CI method, the DC-bus capacitor discharge 

characteristics are closely related to the system parameters, such as the system safe current Isafe 

which neither causes magnet demagnetization nor exceeds the maximum allowable current 

(determined by power electronic devices and system thermal properties), and rotor inertia J. 

Specifically, when J is large but Isafe is relatively small (eg., J=0.24 kg·m2 and Isafe =100 A), 

the expected discharge performance cannot be achieved. In detail, the discharge time (the time 

before bus voltage reduces to 60 V) will exceed 5 s even when the injected current is set as the 

lower limit of the safe level (-Isafe), which does not satisfy the best discharge requirement (blue 

curve in Fig. 3-2). Considering that the occupants are more likely to suffer electric shock injury 

as the discharge period increases, it is significant to develop new winding-based discharge 

strategy to achieve five-second discharge for those systems with large rotor inertia and 

relatively small system safe current. 
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Fig. 3-2. Discharge characteristics for different powertrains. 

One potential effective way to shorten the discharge time is to apply a large d-axis current as 

well as a non-zero negative q-axis current to the motor during discharge, by which the motor 

speed can drop quickly. This strategy can be denoted as a non-zero d-axis, non-zero q-axis 

(NDNQ) method. However, a large negative q-axis current will increase the rate of energy 
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conversion from the mechanical energy to the electric one that flows back to the DC-bus side. 

In this case, the motor windings might not be able to expend the energy synchronously, and a 

huge voltage surge will emerge inevitably because the capacitance of the DC-bus capacitor is 

usually not large [117]. In order to avoid excessive voltage surge, it is of great importance to 

figure out how to control the q-axis current. Before designing a new winding-based discharge 

strategy, it is essential to understand its working mechanism. Nevertheless, there are no 

relevant studies that have clearly explained it, and this should be treated as another crucial 

challenge.  

In the rest of this chapter, firstly, an energy flow model (EFM) which is a combination of 

energetics and electromagnetics is proposed. It deserves to be mentioned that this model is well 

suited for capturing the transient discharge behaviors of a PMSM drive system, and relying on 

it, the mechanism and characteristics of both the traditional and novel winding-based discharge 

schemes are discussed. Secondly, a new winding-based discharge method is proposed to 

quickly discharge the DC-bus capacitor and safely reduce the motor speed without voltage 

surge for the high-voltage PMSM powertrains with slightly large inertia and relatively small 

system safe current. This method adopts piecewise d, q-axis current loci, and it makes full use 

of the maximum discharge capacity of the system. 

3.2 EFM and Mechanism of Winding-based Discharge methods 

 Energy Flow Model 

Based on the EV powertrain in Fig. 2-3, the EFM used for discharge is established as in Fig.3-

3. The capacitor is be made analogy with a triangular energy tank, and the area of the shaded 

triangle represents the electric energy packed into the tank. The height of the shaded triangle 

is equal to the capacitor voltage. v1 and v2 represent two valves whose states can be controlled 

by d, q-axis currents. f1 is the energy consumed by mechanical friction. f2 is the kinetic energy 

of the rotor that is going to be converted into electric energy flowing back to the tank, and most 

of the energy in the tank is expended in the form of winding heat loss (f3). 

Assume that the discharge is requested at t0 when the capacitor voltage is Udc0. The initial 

energy Q0 stored in the tank is as follows: 
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Fig. 3-3. Energy flow model for winding-based discharge strategies. 
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After a period of △t, the energy flow can be expressed as: 

2
1 m

t

f F dtω
Δ

= ⋅                                                          (3-2) 
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Δ Δ
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It deserves to be addressed that ωm_iq_st and ωm_iq_ed are the rotor mechanical angular speeds 

before and after iq is injected to the machine, respectively. This means only when iq is non-zero 

(negative) could f2 exist during discharge. Then, the remaining energy Qrem in the capacitor is: 

0 2 3remQ Q f f= + −                                                      (3-5) 

During discharge, the real-time DC-bus capacitor voltage Udc is: 

2 rem
dc

QU
C

⋅=                                                         (3-6) 
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The above equations are the energetic parts of the proposed EFM, which is based on the law 

of conservation of energy. However, that is not enough for accurately evaluating the transient 

performance characteristics of the drive system and calculating the amount of energy 

conversion. To complement the deficiency, electromagnetic parts are added to the EFM, which 

are the PMSM model in the direct-quadrature (d, q) rotating reference frame [118-121].   

qd s d
d m q

d d d

Ldi R ui p i
dt L L L

ω= − + +                                                (3-7) 

q q fd s
m d q m

q q q q

di uL Rp i i p
dt L L L L

ω ω
Ψ

= − − + −                                      (3-8) 

1 (1.5 ( ( ) ) )m
f q d q d q m

d p i L L i i F
dt J
ω ω= Ψ + − −                                  (3-9) 

 Mechanism of Winding-based Discharge Methods 

Relying on the EFM, the winding-based discharge mechanism (from the perspective of energy 

flow and consumption) is illustrated in Table 3-1, which can be summarized as: 

a) When both iq and id are zero, v1 and v2 are off. There is only one path to consume the rotor 

kinetic energy by f1, while the electric energy in the tank cannot flow out. Namely, f2=f3=0. 

The capacitor voltage remains at the maximum level Udc0. In this case, the discharge time 

will be very long and the PMSM will freely speed down. 

b) When iq is kept at zero and id is negative, v1 is off but v2 is on. The rotor mechanical energy 

cannot be converted into electric energy, and it is consumed only by friction, but the energy 

stored in the tank can be rapidly dissipated because of the existence of winding loss (f2=0, 

f3≠0). In this case, another typical feature of the system is that there is no energy (regardless 

of external and internal energy) flowing to the DC-bus capacitor but the PMSM is able to 

provide voltage support for the DC-bus side. Hence, the DC-bus capacitor voltage will 

equal the terminal voltage and approximately follow the performance characteristics of the 

back EMF of the PMSM [122], that is,  

 2 2 '3 ( )dc d q e f d d mU u u C L i ω= + ≈ Ψ +                                   (3-10) 

c) When iq is nonzero and id is zero, both v1 and v2 are on. Most of the rotor mechanical energy 

will be transformed into capacitor electric energy, and then consumed by the windings 
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together with the initial energy in the tank (f2≠0, f3≠0). At the same time, a small percentage 

of kinetic energy is consumed by the path of f1. When negative iq and id are injected into 

the machine, v1 and v2 are in open states. A large amount of rotor mechanical energy floods 

into the tank (f2≠0, f3≠0) but the capacitor energy can be dissipated by f3 very quickly.  

TABLE 3-1 Mechanism of Winding-based Discharge Strategies 

Current states Valve status Proportion of energy flow 

id iq v1 v2 f1 f2 f3 

zero zero off off large zero zero 

nonzero zero off on large zero nonzero 

zero nonzero on on small nonzero nonzero 

nonzero nonzero on on small nonzero nonzero 

It deserves to be mentioned the implementation of a winding-based discharge method always 

contains one or more of the aforementioned cases. For example, as for the traditional LDA-CI 

discharge method, because the d-axis current reference is set as a large negative constant, and 

the q-axis current reference is zero from the very beginning to the end, only case b) is adopted 

to achieve the bus capacitor discharge for this method. According to the mechanism shown in 

Table 3-1, d, q-axis currents play a critical role in achieving a winding-based discharge strategy 

because it determines the energy flow process. Hence, when designing a new winding-based 

discharge method, one of the most important tasks is to properly control the currents to be 

injected into the machine. The proposed method in this chapter will utilize case d) for discharge, 

which will be detailed in Section 3.3.  

3.3 Winding-based Discharge Strategies for Systems with Extreme 
Parameters 

For the purpose of redesigning an effective and high-efficiency winding-based discharge 

approach, it is meaningful to discover beforehand the characteristics and defects of the 

traditional winding-based bleeding schemes. To achieve this purpose, a case study is conducted 

in this section. By the use of EFM and Matlab/Simulink, the characteristics of the traditional 

LDA-CI method are analyzed. In addition, to intuitively verify that a NDNQ method is able to 

quicken the discharge process or has stronger discharge capacity, an easy-to-get winding-based 

discharge method by using fixed d, q-axis currents (denoted as classic NDNQ method) is 
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discussed comparatively. Further, to solve the problems existing in the traditional LDA-CI and 

classic NDNQ methods, an effective NDNQ method that employs piecewise d, q-axis currents 

is designed, of which characteristics are analyzed as well. 

A PMSM powertrain with parameters in Table 3-2 is used for case study. In this research, it is 

assumed that a discharge request occurs when the motor speed is at the rated value ωrated, which 

is regarded as the maximum speed. 

TABLE 3-2 Parameters of PMSM Powertrain 

Parameter Value Unit 

stator winding resistance Rs 0.275 Ω 

d, q -axis inductance Ld, Ld 0.8 mH 

the number of pole pairs p 3 - 

moment of inertia J 0.24 kg·m2 

viscous coefficient F 0.0035 - 

permanent magnet flux linkage Ψf 0.18 Wb 

DC-bus voltage Udc0 310 V 

system safe current Isafe 100 A 

rated speed ωrated 345 rad/s 

DC-bus capacitor C 560 μF 

 Analysis of Traditional LDA-CI and Classic NDNQ Methods 

When the traditional LDA-CI method is applied to the system with slightly large inertia and 

relatively small safe current, the initial DC-bus voltage is promptly reduced. But it cannot drop 

under the safe level as quickly as expected in Fig. 3-1, so the capacitor can be charged when 

the back EMF is higher than the DC-bus capacitor voltage, slowing the discharge rate. The 

simulation results of capacitor voltage and speed characteristics in Fig. 3-4 (a) prove the above 

statement. The discharge is requested at 0.5 s when -100 A d-axis and zero q-axis currents are 

utilized (complying with Fig.3.1). The capacitor voltage immediately jumped down to 170 V, 

after which it declines slowly and reaches the safe value until 5.5 s (the discharge time is 5.0 s) 

when the speed reaches 98 rad/s. The reason why the capacitor voltage can only decrease to 

170 V in the rapid discharge process, instead of decreasing to under 60 V as desired is that the 

highest allowable current of this system is so low that the instantaneous discharge capacity is 
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limited. In detail, when the negative id (-100 A) is applied, the air-gap field of the motor is 

weakened instantly, reducing the back EMF simultaneously to about 170 V at the rated speed. 

At the moment, the capacitor voltage is much higher than the back EMF, so that the energy can 

flow in one direction from the capacitor to PMSM. But soon the capacitor voltage will not be 

constantly higher than the back EMF due to the gradually declining rotor speed. Afterwards, 

the capacitor will be in a state of discharge accompanied by charge (slow discharge), and only 

when the rotor speed goes down to the position where the back EMF is equal to Usafe will the 

capacitor voltage remain under 60 V.  
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Fig. 3-4. Capacitor voltage and speed characteristics of the winding-based discharge 
algorithms. (a) Traditional LDA-CI method. (b) Classic NDNQ method. 

The above-mentioned voltage and speed characteristics of the traditional LDA-CI method 

indicate that it is impracticable to apply a traditional LDA-CI algorithm to the system with 

slightly large inertia and relatively small safe current when “five-second discharge” is 

requested. To shorten the discharge time, the q-axis current is tried to be controlled to maintain 

at a constant higher level (classic NDNQ method) so as to speed up the deceleration process. 

Fig. 3-4 (b) illustrates the simulation results of the process. In the situation, a large d-axis (-98 

A) and a non-zero q-axis current (-20 A) are adopted as the reference values at 0.5 s. Compared 

to Fig. 3-4 (a), the DC-bus voltage reaches 60 V more quickly within 3.2 s (the discharge time 

is 2.7 s) when the speed arrives at about 140 rad/s. However, there is an obvious voltage surge 

in a short period after the beginning of discharge, and if the reference value of iq is increased, 
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the peak of the voltage surge will get higher. This happens because a larger negative q-axis 

current can increase the energy conversion rate from the mechanical energy to electric energy, 

which is more significant when the machine speed is high, but the windings are not able to 

expend the energy synchronously because the total discharge current does not increase.  

The current characteristics of the traditional LDA-CI and the classic NDNQ algorithms are 

compared in Fig. 3-5, in which two interesting phenomena can be seen. Firstly, the q-axis 

current in the windings turns to be negative passively without following the planned trajectory 

for the traditional LDA-CI method due to the cross-coupling effect [123], [124], which seems 

to comply with case d) with regards to the mechanism, but iq is actively generated in the system 

rather than being passively injected like the classic NDNQ method. Secondly, the discharge 

current, especially the d-axis current, witnesses a downward trend when the DC-bus voltage is 

not large enough to maintain it at the reference level for both methods. At the moment, the 

energy consumption rate by the machine windings goes down simultaneously. Therefore, it can 

be found that an effective way to shorten the discharge time is to extend the duration of 

applying larger discharge currents. Apart from faster deceleration, it is also in that way for the 

classic NDNQ method to achieve a shorter discharge period. In detail, firstly, even though id 

falls just by about 2 A (2%), it lasts 0.8 s longer at the desired position before declining. 

Secondly, iq can remain at nearly -20 A during the whole process, and only when the bus 

voltage reduces almost to zero will it decline for the classic NDNQ method. Comparatively, 

the q-axis current generated in traditional LDA-CI method is lower (by nearly 10 A) and 

experiences a declining trend earlier from about 2.5 s. In terms of the defects, the discharge 

time for the traditional LDA-CI method is not qualified when “five-second discharge” is 

requested. Although the classic NDNQ method shows more attractive characteristics in this 

aspect, namely, shorter discharge time, the voltage recovery phenomenon is unwanted for the 

sake of system safety. Consequently, Section 3.3.3 will design a novel winding-based DC-bus 

capacitor discharge strategy by calculating and applying appropriate q-axis current references 

to shorten the discharge period, and simultaneously avoid voltage surge. 
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Fig. 3-5. d,q-axis current characteristics of the traditional winding-based algorithms. 

 Proposed Winding-based Discharge Method 

By comparing the discharge properties of the above two algorithms, it is feasible to shorten the 

overall discharge time by using a relatively high negative q-axis current reference iq_ref. 

However, it is also found that when the q-axis current in the machine is about -10 A from the 

beginning, there is no voltage rise phenomenon. But when it is controlled at -20 A, the voltage 

surge shows up in the high-speed range. Hence, the locus of iq_ref should be well designed if a 

high q-axis current control strategy is employed to shorten the discharge time as well as 

eliminate the voltage surge. Now, a new issue of how to determine the reference signal arises. 

When the negative reference iq_ref and d-axis current reference id_ref keep fixed, a constant 

electromagnetic braking torque Te will be produced in the PMSM. Assuming that the real 

currents in the machine can be controlled to track the reference values, it can be derived that: 

_ _ _1.5 ( ( ) ) 1.5 ( ( ) )e f q d q d q f q ref d q d ref q refT p i L L i i p i L L i i= Ψ + − = Ψ + −            (3-11) 

Ignoring the term of reluctance torque for simplicity, Te can be expressed as: 

_1.5 1.5e f q f q refT p i p i= Ψ = Ψ                                          (3-12) 

Then, the motor will slow down with a constant deceleration adec. 
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After a period of △t, the kinetic energy converted into the electric energy f2 in (3-3) can be 

rewritten as: 
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Ψ
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= − Ψ Δ − Ψ Δ −

                       (3-14) 

It can be noted that f2 is proportional to the machine speed if a constant q-axis current is adopted. 

Thus, it can be deduced that the phenomenon that the energy conversion rate (from mechanical 

energy to electric energy) is higher than the energy consumption rate by using machine 

windings (f2>f3) is more inclined to happen over the high-speed range. The problem can be 

solved by employing piecewise q-axis current as in Fig. 3-6. The entire discharge process is 

divided into several periods of △t. iq_ref is smaller when the speed is high, and it increases 

incrementally as the machine speed gets down. On the basis of EFM, the key technique 

proposed in this study to avoid voltage surge can be described as: letting f2 ≤ f3 within each 

period of △t. In other words, that phenomenon will disappear as long as the mechanical energy 

conversion rate is not higher than the energy consumption rate. The procedures for computing 

iq_ref_i for each segment are given below, where i represents the number of segment and i=1, 2, 

3, …... It needs to be mentioned that because most of the residual energy is consumed by the 

machine windings for a winding-based discharge strategy, the energy consumed by mechanical 

friction (f1) is assumed to be ignored subsequently for the sake of simplicity. Another reason 

why this assumption is reasonable is that if a winding-based discharge strategy is proven to be 

effective theoretically without considering friction, the actual discharge process must satisfy 

the requirement (five-second discharge) because friction could increase energy consumption 

rate (explained at the end of this section). 
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Fig. 3-6. q-axis current reference  and desired speed characteristics in the entire 
discharge process. 

In this study, the author tries to take advantage of the maximum discharge capacity of the 

system, so the system current is expected to be controlled to maintain at Isafe during the whole 

process, that is, 

2 2 2
_ _ _ _d ref i q ref i safei i I+ =                                              (3-15) 

Taking the ith interval as an example, on the basis of the formulas (3-4) and (3-15), it can be 

derived that: 

2
3 safe sf I R t= ⋅ ⋅ Δ                                                    (3-16) 

Besides, within the ith interval (see Fig. 3-6), substitute the initial speed ωmi-1 and q-axis current 

iq_ref_i into (3-14), it can be obtained that: 

1

2 2
2 _ _ _ _

3 9 ( )
2 8mif q ref i f q ref if p i t p i t

J
ω

−
= − Ψ Δ − Ψ Δ                       (3-17) 

According to the requirement f2 ≤ f3, iq_ref_i can be calculated as:  

2 2
1 1

_ _

2+
01.5

mi mi safe s

q ref i
f

t I R
J ip t

J

ω ω− −
Δ− −

≤ <Ψ Δ
                                (3-18) 

As long as the q-axis current satisfies (3-18), the requirement “no voltage surge” can be met. 

However, in order to decrease the PMSM speed as fast as possible, the magnitude of iq_ref_i is 
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supposed to be maximum within the permissible range. Therefore, the required injected q-axis 

currents are as follows for each period △t. 

2 2
1 1

_ _
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1.5
mi mi safe s

q ref i
f

I R t
Ji p t

J

ω ω− −− + − Δ
= Ψ Δ

                                     (3-19) 

Substitute (3-19) into (3-15), a piecewise d-axis current reference locus can be derived as: 

2 2
_ _ _ _d ref i safe q ref ii I i= − −

                                               (3-20) 

As for the proposed method, three important aspects need to be addressed. Firstly, because 

piecewise d-axis and q-axis currents are used for energy dissipation, it can be called 

segmented/piecewise NDNQ discharge strategy. Secondly, by carefully looking at Equation 

(3-18), the calculated q-axis current reference will be imaginary when ωi-12<2Isafe2Rs△t /J. This 

happens only when the machine works in the low-speed or standstill states. Namely, a terrible 

crash occurs when the EV runs slowly or parks. What deserves to be mentioned is that there is 

not much residual energy that needs to be consumed during discharge in these cases, and the 

traditional LDA-CI method is totally qualified. Therefore, the proposed segmented NDNQ 

discharge method is specially designed for the high-speed (ωi-12>2Isafe2Rs△t /J.) situations. 

Thirdly, it should be acknowledged that the shorter △t is, the more accurate the discharge 

method will become. In this study, assume that the change of the machine parameters can be 

ignored during discharge process and when △t is set as 0.5 s, Fig. 3-7 shows the values of id_ref 

and iq_ref for the different intervals and the corresponding simulation results. In comparison with 

the traditional LDA-CI method, firstly, the capacitor voltage falls to 60 V within 3.7 s 

(discharge time is 3.2 s) when the speed gets to about 110 rad/s for the proposed NDNQ method, 

which becomes shorter and satisfies the discharge requirement. The reason why the threshold 

speed for the novel method is higher than that for traditional LDA-CI method (but lower than 

classic NDNQ method) is that the back EMF of the machine is affected by the flux-weakening 

d-axis current. The larger the negative id is, the higher level the rotor speed should stand at for 

obtaining the same voltage. Secondly, the q-axis current in the motor can track the reference 

values well and the d-axis current starts to decline from about 2.5 s, proving that the new current 

control algorithm is capable of extending the duration of applying relatively large discharge 

currents to the machine. Then, the voltage surge phenomenon is completely avoided, 
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contributing to eliminating the electrical shock risks of the EV powertrains. Finally, an 

interesting phenomenon is that the current references are derived by setting f2=f3 but the bus 

voltage continues to drop during discharge. This happens because firstly, the energy consumed 

by friction (f1) is ignored when designing the current reference locus. Considering that the 

mechanical friction can expend energy, the capacitor voltage will decline. Secondly, it can be 

noticed that at the start of each period in Fig. 3-7 (b), there exist current overshoots for the real 

iq. This will cause that the speed declines faster over the former half period of △t than that of 

the latter half period. Consequently, the calculated f2 is smaller than the real value, which will 

in turn lead to that the calculated q-axis current reference is relatively lower. Thus, although it 

is expected that f2 = f3, f2 is less than f3 in reality. But the goal to avoid voltage surge can be 

achieved. The characteristics of the proposed winding-based method will also be verified by 

experiments in Section 3.4. 
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Fig. 3-7. Characteristics of the proposed winding-based algorithm. (a) Capacitor voltage 
and PMSM mechanical angular speed. (b) d,q-axis current. 

3.4 Experimental Results 

Experiments are conducted on a system whose parameters are consistent with Table 3-2. It 

deserves to be mentioned that the original resistance of the PMSM is 0.15 Ω, but it can be 
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regulated to the desired level by directly connecting steel wire with high resistivity for research. 

The experimental equipment is shown in Fig.3-8 (a), of which main hardware was designed by 

author and provided by collaborators. A DC power supply is available at 310 V. An intelligent 

power module (IPM), Mitsubishi PM100RLA120, is used as the voltage source inverter with 

the frequency of 10 kHz. Four thin-film capacitors, DHF DAWNCAP 140 μF, are connected 

in parallel to compose the desired 560 μF DC-bus capacitor. The proposed discharge algorithm 

is implemented on DSP TMS320F28335 controller board. The real rotor position is detected 

by a rotary transformer. Hall current sensors, HNC-100LT, are used to measure three-phase 

currents while the motor d, q-axis currents are calculated by the digital controller. The DC-bus 

voltage is measured by a voltage transducer LV25-P. Using the USB- RS485 communication 

interface, the collected data are transmitted to and further recorded by the host computer. The 

schematic diagram of the traditional and proposed discharge methods is presented in Fig. 3-8 

(b). Programmatic virtual switches are used to select the operating state of the system. When 

the system works normally, port 2 is connected and the system can be controlled by any PMSM 

drive technique, such as double closed-loop speed regulation strategy [125]. Once an 

emergency occurs, port 1 is connected and the winding-based discharge algorithms are 

implemented.  

 

(a) 
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Fig. 3-8. Experimental system. (a) Experimental equipment. (b) Schematic diagram. 

Assume the discharge request occurs at 0.5 s when the motor speed is ωrated. Fig. 3-9 (a) 

illustrates that the DC-bus capacitor voltage of the traditional LDA-CI method drops to the safe 

level at nearly 5.75 s, being a little bit longer than that in the simulation result. Fig. 3-9 (b) and 

(c) show the characteristics of the three phase currents from 0.52 to 0.5215s and the d, q-axis 

currents, respectively. Before 2.4 s, the d-axis current can track the prescribed trajectory well, 

after which it goes down gradually. In accordance with the simulation results, the q-axis current 

(about 14 A) is generated automatically at the time when the discharge is requested, while it 

starts to decline from 2.5 s and reaches below -5 A at 6.0 s. Additionally, f2 and f3 can be 

calculated according to the EFM, and Fig. 3-9 (d) demonstrates that about 14000 J of 

mechanical energy is converted into the electric energy and then consumed by the windings by 

the end of discharge.   
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Fig. 3-9. Experimental results of the traditional LDA-CI method when crash occurs at 
the speed of 345 rad/s. (a) DC-bus capacitor voltage and machine speed. (b) Phase 
current. (c) d,q-axis current. (d) Amount of energy conversion and consumption by 

windings. 

Fig. 3-10 depicts the discharge characteristics of the classic NDNQ method. The discharge time 

is 2.8 s, which is very close to that in the simulation result in Fig. 3-4 (b). However, a marked 

voltage surge (about 460 V) appears in the high-speed range. In terms of the current 

characteristics, iq can stay at the desired value during the whole process while id witnesses a 

downward trend from 3.1 s. Similar to the traditional LDA-CI method, a total of approximately 

14000 J of energy is expended by the windings during the whole process.  
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Fig. 3-10. Experimental results of the Classic NDNQ method when crash occurs at the 
speed of 345 rad/s. (a) DC-bus capacitor voltage and machine speed. (b) Phase current. 

(c) d,q-axis current. (d) Amount of energy conversion and consumption by windings. 

Fig. 3-11 demonstrates the experimental results of the proposed winding-based discharge 

algorithm. Overall, it can be noticed that the DC-bus capacitor voltage drops to 60 V at nearly 

3.5 s and the voltage surge disappears. The reason why the proposed algorithm can avoid 

remarkable voltage surge in the PMSM drive system with large inertia is that a piecewise q-

axis current locus is used. The higher the mechanical speed is, the relatively lower iq is applied 

to the machine, as shown in Fig. 3-11 (c), producing smaller braking electromagnetic torque. 

Consequently, the motor speed declines more slowly in the high-speed range, making it 

possible that the energy consumption rate by windings is no lower than the mechanical energy 

conversion rate. That stands in contrast with Fig. 3-10 (c) in which iq always keeps at a high 

position and the motor windings are incapable of consuming the converted mechanical energy 

synchronously. Before leaving Fig. 3-11 (c), it can be found that the d-axis current begins to 

fall from 2.8 s, proving the statement that the new algorithm can extend the duration of applying 

relatively large discharge current to the motor compared to the traditional LDA-CI method.  
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Fig. 3-11. Experimental results of the proposed winding-based discharge algorithm 
when crash occurs at the speed of 345 rad/s. (a) DC-bus capacitor voltage and machine 

speed. (b) Phase current. (c) d,q-axis current. (d) Amount of energy conversion and 
consumption by windings. 

Table 3-3 shows the features of all the three above-mentioned bus voltage bleeding algorithms 

when they are applied to a drive system with slightly large rotor inertia and relatively small 

safe current. As far as the proposed method is concerned, although the discharge time is about 

3.0 s, which is a little bit longer than 2.8 s for the classic NDNQ method, it has been shortened 

greatly by 42.8% compared to that in the traditional LDA-CI method. More importantly, the 

large voltage surge disappears. This is crucial to improve the safety level of both the EV 

components and passengers during crash.  

TABLE 3-3 Characteristics of DC-Bus Capacitor Discharge Algorithms 
Type of algorithm Discharge time (s) Voltage surge (V) 

Traditional LDA-CI method 5.25 none 

Classic NDNQ method 2.8 460 

Proposed NDNQ method 3.0 none 

Moreover, in order to verify that the proposed algorithm is effective regardless of the machine 

speed, experiment is carried out when assuming a discharge is requested at the speed of 200 

rad/s (see Fig. 3-12). For the sake of low initial speed, the calculated q-axis current reference 

gets lower (-18.5 A) at first. The DC-bus voltage descends to the safe level at about 1.35 s and 
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no large voltage recovery is witnessed. Only about 4500 J of kinetic energy is transferred to 

electric energy and consumed by the machine windings when the rotor speed arrives at zero.  
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Fig. 3-12. Experimental results of the proposed discharge algorithm when crash occurs 
at the speed of 200 rad/s. (a) DC-bus capacitor voltage and machine speed. (b) Phase 
current. (c) d,q-axis current. (d) Amount of energy conversion and consumption by 

windings. 

Looking at the current properties in Fig. 3-11 (c) and Fig. 3-12 (c) in detail, the d-axis current 

fluctuates at the moment when a larger q-axis current is applied to the machine in the proposed 

algorithm. This phenomenon arises from the transient regulation process of the motor. Besides, 

the q-axis current can level off at the desired value until the DC-bus voltage is nearly zero, 

while the d-axis current starts to decline in advance in accord with the simulation results. That 

indicates that the d-axis current is more sensitive to the declining DC-bus voltage in the 

machine when a winding-based discharge algorithm is employed. Therefore, a nonzero q-axis 

current control algorithm is more suitable for discharge the DC-bus capacitor during crash. 

3.5 Summary 

This chapter proposes an EFM which is a combination of energetics and electromagnetics 

firstly. The EFM can be used to illustrate the mechanism and characteristics of the winding-

based discharge strategies. Secondly, after analyzing the defects of the traditional methods 
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when they are applied to the systems with slightly large rotor inertia and relatively low safe 

current, a piecewise NDNQ control algorithm is designed to avoid voltage surge and shorten 

the discharge time simultaneously. The simulation and experimental results prove that, 

compared to the traditional winding-based discharge methods, the proposed one is more 

suitable for discharging the DC-bus capacitor of the PMSM powertrains with extreme 

parameters in EVs during crash because it has stronger discharge capacity. Undoubtedly, the 

proposed winding-based discharge strategy is able to ensure crash safety of the high-voltage 

PMSM powertrain-based EVs.
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  Hybrid DC-Bus Capacitor Discharge 

Strategy for EV Powertrains with Highly Extreme 

Parameters 

This chapter aims to solve the challenge that a pure winding-based discharge strategy might 

not be able to achieve the best discharge process when it is applied to the EV powertrains with 

highly extreme parameters during crash. Firstly, the defects of the external bleeder-based 

strategy that is definitely available for discharging the DC-bus capacitor of the powertrains 

with extreme parameters are discussed analytically, figuring out the necessity of developing a 

new discharge strategy for those kinds of systems. Then, a hybrid DC-bus capacitor discharge 

strategy relying on both machine windings and external bleeder circuits is proposed. As for the 

new strategy, systematic design procedures are developed, which include two main sequential 

parts: external BR calculation and control algorithm design. Finally, the performance 

characteristics of the hybrid discharge method are verified by experiment. 

4.1 Introduction 

Chapter 3 illustrates that the pure winding-based discharge strategies are parameter-dependent. 

Even though the proposed winding-based discharge strategy in Chapter 3 has stronger 

discharge capacity than the traditional LDA-CI method, it is just effective when the system 

parameters are slightly extreme. Once the system parameters become highly extreme, “five-

second discharge” cannot be achieved (similar to the blue curve in Fig. 3-1).  

To quickly dissipate the residual energy stored in the PMSM powertrains whose parameters 

are extreme in the crash conditions, as is introduced in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.2, an active 

external bleeder-based discharge method can be employed to achieve the best discharge 

performance (five-second discharge) as long as the resistance of the BR is designed to be 

sufficiently small. Theoretically, it is not difficult to design a BR with small resistance. 

However, when another factor that the power and current withstand levels of the BR should be 
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quite high for the purpose of safety is taken into account, the size and weight of the bleeding 

circuit will be incredibly huge, which is unwanted in engineering.  

By comparing the winding-based discharge method and the active bleeder-based discharge 

method, it can be found that firstly, the bleeder-based strategy is not dependent on the system 

parameters and endowed with enormous dissipation capacity, but it is less competitive 

considering the size, weight and cost. Secondly, although the winding-based scheme is much 

more compact and cost-effective, the system parameters have a strong impact on the discharge 

performance. On these grounds an intuitive hypothesis can be made that these two strategies 

can be combined together to make up for each other’s shortcomings. This chapter proposes a 

hybrid DC-bus capacitor discharge strategy relying on both machine windings and external 

bleeder circuits to achieve the best discharge process in the minimum sacrifice of the bleeder 

size and weight for the EV powertrains with extreme parameters. As for the new method, the 

machine windings are used as the auxiliary plant for the external bleeder circuits, and it can be 

applied to any EVs in theory. 

4.2 Mechanism and Defects of Bleeder-based Discharge Method 

This part will analyze the mechanism of the bleeder-based discharge method. Then, the current 

level, resistance, size and weight of the BR are theoretically discussed by means of case study, 

illustrating that a combined discharge strategy is highly desired. Considering that an EV crash 

might occur not only in the vehicle running conditions but also in the parking situations, and 

the bleeder-based discharge strategy should be applicable to them, a comprehensive analysis 

involving both aspects will be carried out. In order to explicitly explain the working mechanism 

of the discharge method, equivalent discharge circuits are extracted from Fig. 2-5 (a) for the 

standstill and running situations, respectively, which are shown in Fig. 4-1.  
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Fig. 4-1. Equivalent circuits and mechanism of bleeder-based discharge method. (a) 
Standstill cases. (b) Running cases. 

 Mechanism and BR for Standstill Cases 

When a discharge request occurs at the machine speed of zero, no residual energy is stored in 

the motor and only the DC-bus capacitor voltage requires to be diminished. Therefore, the 

PMSM and inverter are inactive while the capacitor and the bleeder circuits are activated. In 

this case, the capacitor and the bleeder constitute a simple resistance-capacitance (RC) net, so 

the real-time capacitor voltage Udc during discharge is represented as: 

0
b

t
R C

dc dcU U e
−

= ⋅                                                     (4-1) 

Taking the required discharge period tr and the safe DC-bus voltage Usafe into account, the 

required resistance of the BR can be derived as: 

  

0

ln( )

r
b

safe

dc

tR U
C

U

≤ −
⋅

                                                    (4-2) 

When designing a wound-braking-resistor, apart from its resistance, the current-carrying 

capacity is another crucial parameter that determines the wire size (diameter and length). 

During discharge, the total energy Qb that needs to be dissipated is: 

 2 2
0 0

1= ( )
2b safe dc safeQ Q Q C U U= − −                                      (4-3) 

Hence, the root-mean-square (RMS) discharge current ibRMS is: 

b
bRMS

b r

Qi
R t

=                                                         (4-4) 
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 Mechanism and BR for Running Case 

If an emergency happens when the vehicle runs on the road, the kinetic energy of the PMSM 

rotor as well as the energy stored in the bus capacitor should be expended by the BR. In the 

process of energy consumption, the machine works as a generator, inducing a continuously 

decreasing back EMF that is related the machine speed. As for the inverter, the emergency 

triggers an inherent protection mode with “shut-down” control signals applied to all of the 

transistors. Whereas, the six free-wheeling diodes cannot be sealed off, constituting an 

uncontrolled rectifier (UR). The back EMF of the machine will be rectified by the UR, charging 

the capacitor and generating the bleeding current ib that passes through the BR. 

In order to reduce the analytical complexity, an appropriate assumption that the effects of the 

machine inductance and the capacitor capacitance can be ignored since they are small [126]. 

On this ground the magnitude of the braking q-axis current iq in the machine equals the bleeding 

current ib (active current) and the d-axis current is 0, namely,    

dc
q b

b

Ui i
R

= − = −                                                             (4-5) 

Moreover, according to [122], taking the resistance of the machine windings into account, the 

DC-bus capacitor voltage can be approximated as:  

'3 2dc e f m b sU C i Rω= Ψ −                                                     (4-6) 

Then, On the basis of the motor model Equation (3-12), the braking torque Te of a PMSM is 

described as follows:  

1.5 1.5e f q f bT p i p i= Ψ = − Ψ                                                  (4-7) 

And the real-time machine speed can be expressed as: 

0 00 0
d d

t t e
m m dec m

Ta t t
J

ω ω ω= + = −                                            (4-8) 

Substitute (4-5), (4-7) and (4-8) into (4-6), Udc can be rewritten as: 
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Take the derivative of (4-9), and the voltage descending rate (VDR) can be expressed as: 

' 21.5 3d ( )
d ( 2 )

e fdc
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b s

C pU U t
t J R R

Ψ
= −

+
                                        (4-10) 

Since that Udc experiences a downward trend, according to (4-10), the voltage VDR will decline 

continuously as well. Therefore, within tr, it can be derived that: 
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Based on (4-11), the resistance of the BR is supposed to meet the following criteria:  
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(4-12) 

where a1= '
03 e f mC ωΨ and a2= ' 21.5 3 e fC pΨ . 

In comparison with the zero-speed cases, in addition to that the bus voltage should decline to 

Usafe within tr, the machine speed also needs to decrease to the threshold value ωm_th at which 

the line-to-line back EMF is Usafe for the running cases. Hence, the energy to be expended 

includes not only the electrical part stored in the capacitor but also the kinetic energy stored in 

the machine rotor.  

2 2 2 2
0 _ 0

1 1( ) ( )
2 2b m m th dc safe

Kinetic energy Electrical energy

Q J C U Uω ω= − + −
 

                                  (4-13) 

Then, the RMS discharge current is calculated as: 

( )
b

bRMS
b s r

Qi
R R t

=
+

                                                  (4-14) 

 Evaluation of Size and Weight Sacrifice 
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In order to implement an intuitive discussion on the properties of the BR, a PMSM powertrain 

for EV with parameters (original parameters of the system shown in Table 3-2) in Table 4-1 

is studied. Currently, one of the most common materials used for making precise braking 

resistor is the alloy of copper (Cu) and nickel (Ni) [127]. Taking CuNi44 (ISOTAN@) whose 

resistivity is ρr=49·10-8 Ω·m and density is ρm=8900 kg/m3 as an example, the minimum wire 

diameter is selected based on the relationship between the wire diameter d and the current-

carrying capacity ica (see Fig. 4-2).  

20.3516 2.6475 0.1552cai d d= + −                                   (4-15) 
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Fig. 4-2. Relationship between conductor diameter and current-carrying capacity. 

TABLE 4-1 Parameters of PMSM Powertrain 
Parameter Value Unit 

stator winding resistance Rs 0.15 Ω 

number of pole pairs p 3 - 

d, q-axis inductance Ld, Lq 0.8 mH 

moment of inertia J 0.24 kg·m2 

permanent magnet flux linkage Ψf 0.18 Wb 

DC-bus voltage Udc0 310 V 

system safe current Isafe 100 A 

rated speed ωrated 345 rad/s 

threshold speed ωm_th 65 rad/s 

voltage constant C’e 2.88 - 

required discharge time tr 5 s 

DC-bus capacitor C 560 μF 
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Table 4-2 shows the properties of the BR (just the conductor part) when the required discharge 

time is 5 s. Firstly, it can be seen that the parameters designed for the running mode (initial 

speed should be set as the maximum value) are suitable for the standstill situations. Then, to 

satisfy the fastest discharge requirement, although the required resistance is only 7.33 Ω, the 

diameter db of the conductor is 4.5 mm and the length lb is 237.8 m, weighing around 33.6 kg. 

However, such an enormous resistor is unwelcome because it increases the vehicle weight 

greatly, so in practice, the lower power-level resistors are usually used, but the discharge time 

will exceed 5 s.  

TABLE 4-2 Parameters of Bleeding Resistor 
Resistor properties Standstill Running Unit 

resistance Rb ≤ 5415 ≤ 7.33 Ω 

current level ibRMS 0.03 19.2 A 

minimum diameter db 0.022 4.5 mm 

required length lb 4.2 237.8 m 

calculated mass mb 0.014·10-3 33.6 kg 

Overall, the EVs are placing a high demand on the novel discharge strategies characterized 

by rapid discharge but small size and weight. 

4.3 Proposed Hybrid Discharge Technique  

Fig.4-3 illustrates the block diagram of the proposed hybrid discharge strategy. Compared to 

Fig.4-1, the novel bleeding system is composed of not only the motor, diodes and external 

bleeder circuits but also the transistors in the inverter. Besides, the vector control algorithms 

based on specially-designed d, q-axis current injection are needed to generate the control 

signals. Similar as Fig. 3-8, programmatic virtual switches are used to select the working modes 

of the system. This part will give a design method for the BR, and on this ground the bleeder 

size and weight reductions are analyzed. Then, different discharge regulation modes and 

algorithms are developed considering the initial condition when a discharge request occurs. 
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Fig. 4-3. Block diagram of the proposed hybrid discharge method. 

 Design of BR for Proposed Discharge Method 

When designing the BR for the hybrid discharge system, the extreme condition at which the 

initial speed ωm0 equals the maximum value needs to be considered. It has been stated in 

Chapter 3 that the maximum machine speed is assumed to equal the rated value ωrated in this 

study. In this case, the total energy to be dissipated is denoted as Qb_des, which can be calculated 

by (4-13) when letting ωm0 equal ωrated. 

a) Resistance of BR 

By contrast with the individual bleeder-based discharge method of which braking torque is 

produced depending on the quotient of the bus voltage and BR, as is shown in (4-7). The 

deceleration process of the new approach relies on the injected d, q-axis currents (transformed 

from the phase currents ia and ic). Further, another crucial feature of the proposed hybrid 

discharge technique is that, thanks to the BR, it is not necessary to adopt the piecewise q-axis 

current reference to avoid the voltage surge phenomenon as long as the resistance is relatively 

small. The reason is as follows: the voltage surge arises because within a short period, the rotor 

kinetic energy that is converted into the electric energy (KETEE) is larger than the total 

bleeding capacity (sum of internal and external dissipation). However, for the hybrid method, 

once the bus voltage rises greatly, the instantaneous bleeding power of the BR will shoot up 
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and the short-period bleeding energy would surpass the KETEE, preventing the capacitor 

voltage from continuous growth. Based on these, a constant large q-axis current reference that 

can ensure the five-second discharge requirement is needed. According to (4-7) and (4-8), the 

q-axis current for design (iqref_des) within tr should track the following locus: 

_
_

( )
1.5

m th rated
qref des

r f

J
i

pt
ω ω−

=
Ψ

                                                  (4-16) 

Although the q-axis current in the machine is inclined to remain at the reference level when 

bleeding enters into the stable state, at the beginning instant of discharge, the real value of the 

q-axis current can still be influenced by the quotient of the initial capacitor voltage and BR 

because the DC component of the DC-bus current idc (active current, directly related to iq) in 

Fig. 4-3 is approximately equal to ib. In order to rapidly compel the q-axis current to trace the 

targeting value, let the resistance of the BR satisfy: 

0

_| |
dc

b
qref des

UR
i

=                                                          (4-17) 

b) Conductor design considering BR size and weight 

Assume that during discharge, the energy dissipated by the external bleeder is Qbex_des while 

Qbin_des is the energy consumed by the machine windings, where Qbex_des + Qbin_des =Qb_des. Then, 

the RMS discharge current ib_exRMS of the BR is: 

   _
_

bex des
b exRMS

b r

Q
i

R t
=                                                   (4-18) 

ib_exRMS is vital to the conductor diameter and length of the BR whose resistance has been 

decided. Hence, in order to reduce the size and weight of the bleeder circuits as much as 

possible, ib_exRMS should be minimal. Consequently, when designing the BR, Qbex_des is 

supposed to be the lowest in the extreme condition. In this case, the best bleeding capacity of 

the machine windings needs to be utilized. Based on this, the currents in the machine is 

expected to be controlled to maintain at the system safe current Isafe, which should not pose any 

potential risks (including thermal damage and overcurrent, etc.) to the system during the whole 

discharge process, that is, 
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2 2 2
_ _dref des qref des safei i I+ =                                              (4-19) 

Then, Qbex_des is calculated by: 

2
_ _bex des b des safe s rQ Q I R t= −                                              (4-20) 

Substitute (4-16)-(4-18) and (4-20) into (4-15), the required diameter of the BR conductor is: 

2
_ _
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pt U
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             (4-21) 

Here, the thermal performance is not further analyzed because ica takes it into account. And the 

length is: 

2
610

4
b b

b
r

R dl π
ρ

−= ⋅                                                    (4-22) 

The mass of the required conductor can be calculated by: 

2 610
4b m b bm d lπ ρ −= ⋅                                                (4-23) 

c) Evaluation of size and weight  

As for the PMSM drive system whose parameters are in Table 4-1, the properties of the 

designed BR are shown in Table 4-3. In comparison with Table 4-2, the required BR resistance 

in the proposed system increases to 18.8 Ω, but the conductor diameter db decreases to 2.4 mm 

(46.7%) and the length lb drops to 173.5 m (27%). Importantly, the weight of the BR conductor 

experiences a significant decline from 33.6 to 6.98 kg.  

Although the weight of the proposed method is still high for a practical application, it is 

obviously smaller than the pure bleeder-based discharge method. Therefore, the advantages of 

the proposed method can be described as follows: when five-second discharge is required, the 

BR weight might be still high (at least for the studied system in this research) for the hybrid 

discharge method, but it must have been reduced compared to the traditional discharge method. 

In practice, if the weight, size and cost are limited, we can set a longer discharge period (within 

one minute) as the required discharge time. In this case, the resistance of the BR will be higher 
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but the weight and size can be further reduced.  

TABLE 4-3 Properties of Bleeding Resistor 

Resistor properties Value Unit 

resistance Rb 18.8 Ω 

current level ib_exRMS 8.18 A 

minimum diameter db 2.4 mm 

required length lb 173.5 m 

calculated mass mb 6.98 kg 

Overall, the BR in the hybrid discharge structure is much smaller than that in the bleeder-based 

discharge system. 

 Discharge Modes and Control Algorithms 

After adopting the above-mentioned hybrid DC-bus capacitor discharge topology, the EV 

powertrain is endowed with the ability to regulate the bus voltage to drop below the safe level 

within five seconds when the emergency happens at the speed of rated position. However, it is 

probable that the discharge is requested at the moment when the machine does not reach the 

highest speed, including the standstill state. Considering the safety of the EV powertrain, 

especially the fragile transistors in the inverter, it is unnecessary to always control the d, q-axis 

discharge currents to remain at the extreme states (idref_des and iqref_des), and even the winding-

based discharge part can be absent. Three types of discharge modes based on ωm0 and the 

corresponding control algorithms are developed in this section (see Fig.4-4).  
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Fig. 4-4. Discharge modes and control algorithms. 

a) Full-power discharge mode 

When a discharge request occurs at the speed of the maximum value, both the internal machine 

windings and the external bleeder circuits are needed for dissipating the residual energy. In this 

case, the hybrid system has to take full advantage of its own discharge capacity and the required 

discharge current Ir equals Isafe. Consequently, the d, q-axis discharge currents (id_dis and iq_dis) 

in the machine should comply with the calculated parameters during BR design:  

_ _

2
_ _

q dis qref des

d dis safe q dis

i i

i I i

=


= − −
                                             (4-24) 

It is expected that the DC-bus capacitor voltage will get down to Usafe soon by the use of the 

combined scheme, removing the electrical shock risks. After that, the controller will continue 

to implement the discharge algorithms until the bus voltage arrives at zero. 

b) Partial-power discharge mode 

When ωm0 is lower than ωrated but higher than the corner threshold ωth_b below which only the 

external BR is able to pull the bus voltage down to 60 V within 5 s, both the windings and BR 

have to be adopted for discharge as well, but other than (4-24), the d, q-axis current in the 

machine can be modest.  

Firstly, the fast discharge requirement must be satisfied, so the q-axis discharge current should 
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be controlled as: 
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Secondly, as is illustrated in Fig. 4-3, the bleeder circuits together with the bus capacitor 

constitute the load of the PMSM that works as a generator. Since the capacitance is usually 

small, the load can be further approximated as a resistor [126], [128]. Then, ignoring the mutual 

inductance, the current and voltage in a permanent magnet generator can be depicted by an 

approximated phasor diagram in Fig. 4-5, Xd and Xq are the d and q-axis reactance; X=Xd+Xq, 

representing the machine reactance. Id and Iq are the d and q-axis current vector; U is the phase 

voltage, and I is the current (amplitude is I) in the machine. Then, it can be obtained that: 

' 2
_3( cos ) 3( )e f m q dis s

dc s

C i I R
U E IR

I
ω

φ
Ψ −

= − =                     (4-26) 
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Fig. 4-5. Approximated PMSM phasor diagram operating as a generator. 

Between 0 and tr, the energy dissipated by windings (Qbin) and BR (Qbex) can be represented 

as: 
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                                     (4-27) 

where Qbex + Qbin =Qb. According to (4-7), (4-8) and (4-25)-(4-27), when ωm0 ≤ωrated, the 
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required discharge current Ir in the machine will satisfy the following condition: 
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where c= 
' 2 2

_1.5 e f q dispC i
J
Ψ

and g= '
0 _e f m q disC iωΨ . Therefore, the d-axis reference discharge 

current should be set as: 

2 2
_ _d dis r q disi I i= − −                                                    (4-29) 

Similar as the full-power discharge mode, only when the bus voltage gets down to zero will 

the implementation stops. 

c) Bleeder-based discharge mode  

There must be a speed threshold ωth_b below which (including standstill case) there is no need 

to implement the winding-based discharge algorithms and just the bleeder-based strategy is 

qualified for the five-second discharge process.  

According to (4-5) and (4-6), the bus voltage generated by ωm0 is: 

'
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b s

C R
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R R
ωΨ

=
+

                                                (4-30) 

Obviously, Udc (0) is smaller than Udc0 when the initial speed is less than ωrated. But since the 

resistance of BR is small, the capacitor voltage will quickly decline to the back EMF level, 

which is called voltage balance phenomenon (VBP, eg., balance time<20 ms for the 

aforementioned system). Then, the DC-bus capacitor voltage will be dominated by the induced 

voltage. On this ground the differential equation (4-10) can be solved with the boundary 

condition Udc (0) after ignoring the balance time. 

' 21.5 3
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dc dc
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= ⋅ −
+

                                  (4-31) 

when t=tr, Udc should be less than Usafe. Hence, it can be derived that: 
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When ωm0 < ωth_b, the “shutting-off” signals will be directly applied to the inverter.  

Fig. 4-6 demonstrates the theoretical DC-bus voltage characteristics under the three different 

discharge modes. Three main features can be summarized as follows:1) When the machine 

windings serve for discharge, apart from ωm0, the negative injected flux-weakening current (d-

axis current) is another key factor that makes the back EMF of the machine lower than Udc0, 

resulting in VBP. Therefore, the bus voltage will experience a sharp decrease immediately after 

the discharge request arises even when the initial speed equals ωrated. 2) When the capacitor 

voltage is determined by the machine (ωm0>0), the higher the initial speed is, the larger the 

VDR becomes at the same discharge moment. 3) In theory, the bus voltage will quickly drop 

to zero for both the full-power and partial power discharge modes in the safe voltage region. 

But it lasts long for the bleeder-based discharge mode, which is allowable in this research 

because the voltage shock risks have been eliminated. 
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Fig. 4-6. Theoretical DC-bus capacitor discharge characteristics under different control 
modes. 

4.4 Experimental Verifications 

The experimental equipment is shown in Fig. 3-8. It deserves to be mentioned that the winding 

resistance shown in Table 4-1 complies with the initial value, so it does not need to be regulated 
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by connecting steel wire with high resistivity for research. In this chapter, the control frequency 

of the inverter is 7.5 kHz. Moreover, in order to verify the effectiveness of the designed BR 

resistance, a slide rheochord (see Fig. 4-7) of which resistance can be adjusted to 18.8 Ω 

(current level 15 A) function as the BR. 

 

Fig. 4-7. Slide rheostat used as BR. 

Firstly, assume that a discharge request occurs when the motor speed is ωrated. At this moment, 

the system operates at the full-power discharge mode, and the reference d and q-axis current 

reference s can be calculated as -98.6 A and -16.5 A, respectively. Overall, Fig. 4-8 (a) 

illustrates that the capacitor voltage drops to the safe level within around 4.4 s, being slightly 

shorter than 5 s. This happens because the mechanical friction is ignored when establishing the 

discharge model. It can be concluded that the proposed BR design and full-power discharge 

methods are very effective. In terms of the speed characteristics, interestingly, the machine 

speed is still higher than ωm_th when the DC-bus voltage arrives at 60 V, which is caused by 

the flux-weakening impact. This also contributes to shortening the discharge time. In 

accordance with the theoretical analysis, the bus voltage experiences sharp decrease (large VBP) 

after the discharge algorithms are implemented. In Fig. 4-8 (b), both the d and q-axis currents 

get to the expected level quickly after discharge begins and then, they level off until about 4.9 

s when the bus voltage is not able to maintain such high current level. Fig. 4-8 (c) shows that 

the bleeding current passing through the BR (BR current) jumps to about 16 A at first. This 

phenomenon is caused by the initial voltage of the capacitor. Then, the discharge BR current 

will be dominated by the back EMF, witnessing a linearly downward trend. Moreover, the 

braking torque is consistent with the q-axis current, indicating that the torque calculation 

method is reasonable. Finally, at the extreme state, a total of 13920 J (6080 and 7840 J for 

external BR and internal windings, respectively) are dissipated by the whole system.  
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Fig. 4-8. Experimental results of the proposed discharge method when emergency 
occurs at the speed of 345 rad/s. (a) DC-bus voltage and machine speed. (b) d, q-axis 

currents. (c) BR current and braking torque. (d) Energy dissipated by BR and machine 
windings. 

Fig. 4-9 and Fig. 4-10 depict the experimental results when the emergency occurs at the speed 

of 250 rad/s and 200 rad/s, respectively. In these cases, the partial-discharge mode is employed. 

In Fig. 4-9, the d, q-axis discharge currents require to be set as -54.5 and -11 A, respectively. 

The capacitor voltage gets down to the safe level at about 4.8 s (discharge period is 4.3 s). 

Similar to the extreme state, when the bus voltage is 60 V, the rotating speed is about 98 rad/s 

which is higher than the threshold. As for the discharge currents, both the d and q-axis currents 

can track the reference values well as long as the bus voltage is high enough. The BR current 

in Fig. 4-9 (c) witnesses a sudden increase at the start of discharge (16 A as well) before it 

enters into the linear declining region. Fig. 4-9 (d) illustrates that about 3705 J energy is 

consumed by bleeder circuits while 2678 J is dissipated by the machine windings in the form 

of heat. The VDR in Fig. 4-10 (a) gets smaller than that in Fig. 4-9(a) because the initial speed 

has gotten lower, but the discharge period sees little change. When the initial speed is 200 rad/s, 

the d, q-axis discharge currents are -42 and -8 A, respectively. The braking torque in Fig. 4-10 

(c) is smaller than that in Fig. 4-9 (c), indicating that the discharge process becomes modest. 
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Fig. 4-9. Experimental results of the proposed discharge method when emergency 
occurs at the speed of 250 rad/s. (a) DC-bus voltage and machine speed. (b) d, q-axis 

currents. (c) BR current and braking torque. (d) Energy dissipated by BR and machine 
windings. 
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Fig. 4-10. Experimental results of the proposed discharge method when emergency 
occurs at the speed of 200 rad/s. (a) DC-bus voltage and machine speed. (b) d, q-axis 

currents. (c) BR current and braking torque. (d) Energy dissipated by BR and machine 
windings. 

Fig. 4-11 demonstrates the experimental results when the discharge request arises at the speed 

of ωth_b. Under the bleeder-based discharge method, there are no specially designed currents 

that are injected into the machine. The induced voltage will generate bleeding current through 

the UR. Fig. 4-11 (a) shows that it is nearly 4.1 s before the bus voltage arrives at the safe level, 

but the total discharge time is over 10 s. This happens because the braking torque which is 

related to the bleeding current remains declining (see Fig. 4-11 (c)), leading to the speed 

deceleration gets lower.  Fig. 4-11 (b) presents that the d-axis component is much smaller than 

the q-axis component of the current in the machine, indicating that the assumption for equation 

(4-7) is reasonable. Finally, Fig. 4-11 (d) shows that most residual energy (2182 J) is dissipated 

by the BR and only 20.2 J is consumed by the machine windings. Before leaving Fig. 4-11, an 

interesting phenomenon that the output electromagnetic torque of the machine fluctuates 

greatly during discharge should not be ignored. This happens due to the following reasons. It 

needs to be mentioned that the torque is directly observed by (4-7), so the dynamics of the 

torque see the similar trend with the q-axis current. Notably, the torque experiences a step 

change immediately when a discharge request occurs. Meanwhile, when the q-axis current 
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declines as the bus voltage decreases, the magnitude of the torque will gradually drop as well. 

Further, because the PMSM works as a three-phase generator and the inverter functions as an 

UR when the bleeder-based discharge mode is activated, the currents in each phase of the 

machine are not continuous (with fluctuations) due to the properties of an UR [129]. Even 

worse, there exist the moments at which only two-phase windings are conducted and the other 

phase is shut off in each electrical period. Consequently, when transforming the three-phase 

currents into the ones in the rotating reference frame, large fluctuations will be witnessed as in 

Fig. 4-11 (b). Further, the output braking torque will be influenced so as to be fluctuant as in 

Fig. 4-11 (c).  
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Fig. 4-11. Experimental results of the proposed discharge mode when emergency occurs 
at the speed of 150 rad/s. (a) DC-bus voltage and machine speed. (b) Discharge d, q-axis 
currents. (c) BR current and braking torque. (d) Energy dissipated by BR and machine 

windings. 

Given that the discharge is requested when the machine speed is zero, the experimental results 

are shown in Fig. 4-12. The bus voltage can drop to zero within about 0.03 s, which means the 

voltage balance time is really short and the safety can be ensured. All of the energy stored in 

the capacitor (about 27 J) will be consumed by the BR.  

Overall, according to the experimental results, the proposed full-power discharge algorithm, 

the partial-power discharge algorithm and the bleeder-based discharge algorithm are proven to 
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be able to achieve fast discharge within five seconds for the tested system, complying with the 

requirements in the UN ECE Regulation R94. 

time [0.1 s/div]

Udc  [195 V/div]

ib [8 A/div]

Qbe x [30 J/div]

 

Fig. 4-12. Experimental results of the proposed discharge mode when emergency occurs 
at the speed of zero. 

4.5 Summary 

This chapter proposes a novel hybrid residual energy discharge strategy based on the internal 

windings and the external bleeder circuits to achieve the fast discharge requirement without 

greatly sacrificing the BR size and weight for high-voltage PMSM powertrain-based EVs 

during crash. Firstly, an accurate model for the bleeder-based discharge method is established 

to explicitly evaluate the BR size and weight sacrifice, explaining its defects when it is applied 

to a system with extreme parameters and “five-second discharge” is required. Secondly, the 

combined discharge strategy that synthesizes the advantages of the winding-based and external 

bleeder-based discharge schemes is detailed. It is proven that by using the hybrid discharge 

method, the size and weight of the BR decrease significantly compared to the traditional 

external bleeder-based discharge strategy. Moreover, because the proposed method can achieve 

the best (five-second) discharge process for any EV drives, it contributes to high crash safety 

with respect to electric shock prevention.
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  Fault-Tolerant Winding-based DC-Bus 

Capacitor Discharge Strategy 

This chapter aims to tackle the challenge that a DC-bus capacitor discharge strategy which uses 

the machine windings as energy dissipation devices does not work when the rotor position is 

lost during crash. Specifically, efficient position loss fault-tolerant (PL-FT) control algorithms 

are designed and then incorporated into the winding-based discharge strategies to improve the 

reliability of the system. Firstly, an enhanced second order sliding mode (SOSM) observer with 

strong robustness against the DC-bus voltage disturbances is developed to detect the rotor 

position over the high-speed range. Secondly, an adaptive sine-wave (SW) based low-speed 

position observer (LSPO) with high immunity to voltage changes is designed for position 

estimation in the low-speed situations. By using the estimated rotor position, a winding-based 

discharge method is still effective even though the sensors for measuring rotor position 

malfunction during crash. Apart from endowing the winding-based discharge strategies with 

fault-tolerance capability, this chapter also puts forward new indirect current regulation-based 

discharge methods which are completely different from the aforementioned methods 

(traditional LDA-CI and NDNQ methods, etc.). Eventually, both simulation and experiment 

are carried out to verify the proposed fault-tolerant winding-based discharge techniques.  

5.1 Introduction 

The implementation of the discharge methods that function machine windings as the bleeder 

must use accurate rotor position which is usually provided by an external position sensor (eg., 

resolver) embedded in the machine. Although the sensor body is unlikely to fail during crash 

because of its robust construction and the relatively safe location in EVs, the transmission wires 

of position signals are inclined to come loose or fall out, resulting in the failure of position loss. 

A doable solution to this problem is to incorporate position sensor fault handling techniques 

(over full-speed range) into the discharge process. Nevertheless, another problem that how to 

design efficient and suitable PL-FT controllers arises.  
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In contrast with the normal operations, the DC-bus voltage cannot remain stable in the course 

of discharge after crash, with sharp decline and acute fluctuations. Thus, the PS-FT controllers 

must have robustness against DC-bus voltage variations [130], [131], otherwise the discharge 

performance will deteriorate or even worse, failure occurs. Among the traditional model-based 

PL-FT control methods for the high-speed situations, which include Luenberger observer [132], 

extended Kalman filter [133], [134] and sliding mode (SM) observer [135], [136], the last 

theory is well-known for its robustness [137], [138], so it can be adopted as the high-speed 

position observer (HSPO) for PL-FT control. However, the conventional SM observer has the 

disadvantage of chattering effect because signum function is used as the switching function 

[139], aggravating the inaccuracy of position estimation. Below are the explanations for the 

chattering effect. In the theoretical description of sliding modes, the system stays confined to 

the sliding surface and need only be viewed as sliding along the surface. However, real 

implementations of sliding mode control approximate this theoretical behavior with a high-

frequency and generally non-deterministic switching control signal that causes the system to 

"chatter" in a tight neighborhood of the sliding surface. Chattering can be reduced through the 

use of dead bands or boundary layers around the sliding surfaces. For the standstill and low-

speed conditions, high frequency (HF) voltage injection methods, including sine-wave voltage 

injection [140-142] and square-wave voltage injection [143-145], can be employed for PL-FT 

control. However, the induced HF currents that are used to obtain the position information 

becomes weaker as the DC-bus voltage declines, influencing the estimation precision. This 

undoubtedly poses a threat to the reliability of the winding-based discharge process. In 

summary, PL-FT control or position estimation techniques are mature for the PMSMs working 

normally, but there are few studies concerning the systems with variable DC-bus voltage.  

Taking the above problems into account, this chapter introduces reliable winding-based DC-

bus capacitor discharge techniques that have the fault-tolerance capability against position loss. 

In detail, an enhanced SOSM observer and an adaptive SW-LSPO are specially designed for 

PL-FT control during the discharge process, which can improve the system reliability. It 

deserves to be mentioned that the proposed PL-FT techniques are applicable to all of the 

aforementioned discharge strategies (traditional LDA-CI, NDNQ and hybrid methods, etc.) 

which need machine windings. However, in order to further enrich the winding-based 

discharge theories, new indirect current regulation-based discharge strategies are proposed in 

this chapter.  
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5.2 Design of HSPO based on SM Theory  

 Machine Modelling 

When designing a PL-FT control algorithm based on SM theory for the high-speed conditions, 

the PMSM model in the two-phase stationary (α, β) reference frame is needed. After applying 

the Inverse Park Transformation Equation (3-7) and Equation (3-8), the electrical model of 

PMSM in the stationary reference frame can be expressed as the following state-space 

equations, where the iron saturation, magnetic flux leakage, eddy current and hysteresis loss 

are assumed to be negligible: 

d
1 1d =

d
d

d qs
m

d d

d q d ds
m

d d

L LRi p
i u eL Lt

i i u eL L L LRp
t L L

α

α α α

β β β β

ω

ω

−   − −          + −        −       −      

                   (5-1)                        

The back EMF eα, eβ of the machine can be represented as: 

d
(( )( ) ) sin

d
q

d q m d m f

i
e L L p i p

tα ω ω θ= − − − + Ψ                                  (5-2) 

d
(( )( ) ) cos

d
q

d q m d m f

i
e L L p i p

tβ ω ω θ= − − + Ψ                                   (5-3)                        

It can be noticed that the α, β-axis back EMFs contain the real rotor position θ, but they cannot 

be measured directly. On this ground a sliding mode variable structure controller will be 

employed to estimate the real-time back EMFs, from which the position information can be 

extracted. 

 Traditional SOSM Observer 

Referring to [146], traditional SOSM observers used for estimating the back EMF of system 

(5-1) can be constructed as: 

1
2

1 20

ˆd 1 1ˆ ˆ= + ( | | sign( ) ( sign( ) + ))
d

td qs
m

d d d d

L Li R i p i u i i i
t L L L L
α

α β α α α αω λ λ ρ
−

− − + +         (5-4) 
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1
2

1 20

ˆd 1 1ˆ ˆ= + ( | | sign( ) ( sign( ) + ))
d

td q s
m

d d d d

L Li Rp i i u i i i
t L L L L
β

α β β β β βω λ λ ρ
−

− + +          (5-5) 

It can be seen that signum function (see Fig. 5-1 (a)) is used as the switching function in the 

traditional SOSM observers. Besides, in order to ensure global stability, the perturbation term 

ρ can be designed as: 

0ρ =                                                             (5-6) 

When (5-4) and (5-5) get to the equilibrium state in the control process, the estimated back 

EMFs used for position estimation are as follows: 

 
1
2

1 20
ˆ = | | sign( ) ( sign( ) )

t
e i i iα α α αλ λ+                                        (5-7) 

1
2

1 20
ˆ = | | sign( ) ( sign( ) )

t
e i i iβ β β βλ λ+                                       (5-8) 

The above equations illustrate that the chattering effects of an SOSM controller can be 

attenuated because the integral terms are able to prevent violent variations caused by signum 

function. However, the first terms in (5-7) and (5-8), which contribute to the dynamic 

characteristics still contain signum functions. Consequently, it is impossible to eliminate the 

chattering phenomenon totally. The experimental results in [147] have also proven that the 

chattering phenomenon will arise in the above traditional SOSM observer. In this case, it is 

preferable to employ low pass filters (LPF) to further attenuate the chattering effects, inevitably 

reducing the system bandwidth. 

F(    )iα F(    )

iα , iβ

iβ

（a）

F(    )iα F(    )iβ

iα , iβ

（b）  

Fig. 5-1. Properties of switching function. (a) Signum function. (b) Sigmoid function..  

 Proposed Enhanced SOSM Observer 

This section will present an enhanced SOSM observer comprising a continuous sigmoid 
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function (CSF) (replacing the signum function) as the switching function to further reduce the 

chattering effects (see Fig. 5-1 (b)).  

a) Observer design 

The sigmoid function ,( )F iα β  is expressed as： 

2 2( ) 1, ( ) 1
1 exp( ) 1 exp( )

F i F i
i iα β
α β

= − = −
+ − + −

                             (5-9) 

Substitute (5-9) for the signum functions in (5-4) and (5-5) and let the extra term ρ equal zero. 

A CSF-based SOSM observer can be rewritten as: 

1
2

1 20

ˆd 1 1ˆ ˆ= + ( | | ( ) ( ( ) ))
d

td qs
m

d d d d

L Li R i p i u i F i F i
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t L L L L
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α β β β β βω λ λ
−

− + +              (5-11) 

When the observer states reach the equilibrium point, the estimated back EMFs will become: 

1
2

1 20
ˆ = | | ( ) ( ( ) )

t
e i F i F iα α α αλ λ+                                          (5-12) 

1
2

1 20
ˆ = | | ( ) ( ( ) )

t
e i F i F iβ β β αλ λ+                                          (5-13) 

By the use of CSFs, the terms that cause violent variations disappear, being able to reduce the 

chattering effects more effectively. Then, the estimated rotor position θ̂  can be calculated by: 

ˆˆ arctan( )
ˆ
e
e

α

β

θ = −                                                    (5-14) 

And the estimated angular speed ˆmω  is equal to the differential of estimated position: 

ˆdˆ
dm t
θω =                                                           (5-15) 

b) Stability analysis 
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According to (5-1), (5-10) and (5-11), the model for current errors between the estimated values 

and the real values can be described as: 

1
2

1 20

d 1= ( | | ( ) ( ( ) ))
d

td qs
m

d d d

L Li R i p i e i F i F i
t L L L
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α β α α α αω λ λ
−

− − + − −            (5-16) 
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β β β β βαω λ λ
−
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Define the sliding surfaces in the α, β axis as (Sα, Sβ), and they can be denoted as:  

S
S i
S i

α α

β β

  
= =   

    
                                                     (5-18) 

The Lyapunov function is constructed as: 

2 21 1 1S S=
2 2 2

TV i iα β= ⋅ ⋅ +                                              (5-19) 

Obviously, V > 0. Then, according to the Lyapunov stability decision theorem, only by 

deducing that d 0
d
V
t

<  will it can be concluded that the SMO can reach a stable state. Take the 

time derivative of equation (5-19): 

ddd dSS
d d d d

T iiV i i
t t t t

βα
α β= ⋅ = +                                            (5-20) 

Substitute (5-16) and (5-17) into (5-20), it can be further derived that: 

1 1
2 2 2 2

1 2 1 20 0

1 2 3

d ( ) ( | | ( ) ( ( ) )) ( | | ( ) ( ( ) ))
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t ts s

d d d d

term term term

iR R iV i i e i F i F i e i F i F i
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α β α α α α β β β βλ λ λ λ= − + + − − + − − 



 

(5-21) 

In order to keep the observer stable, term1, term2 and term3 are expected to be less than 0, so 

the parameters 1,2λ  should meet the following criteria: 
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According to the sign (positive and negative) of ,iα β , Equation (5-22) can be rewritten as: 
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                            (5-23) 

Because the sign of ,iα β is coincident with that of ,( )F iα β , Equation (5-24) is the strong 

condition for keeping the observer stable.  

1 21 1
2 2

max(| |, | |), 0
| | ( ) | | ( )

ee

i F i i F i

βα

α α β β

λ λ> >                           (5-24) 

In practice, iα  and iβ  are the current estimation errors. Assume that the observer can reach 

the equilibrium state and when requiring the observer remains stable with the error range of 

[|ξmin|, |ξmax|], where ξmin and ξmax are the upper and lower limit of the current estimation errors, 

respectively, the minimum | ,( )F iα β  | can be described as: 

,
min

2min | ( ) | 1
1 exp( | |)

F iα β ξ
= −

+ −
                                    (5-25) 

Moreover, the magnitude of eα and eβ cannot exceed the initial bus voltage Udc0 during 

discharge, that is, 

0 0,dc dce U e Uα β< <                                                   (5-26) 

So far, it can be concluded that the enhanced observer will keep stable with the minimal 

estimation error of |ξmin| when 1,2λ  satisfies the following conditions: 
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⋅

                                     (5-27) 

It can be noticed that the required ξmin cannot be zero, which reflects the fact that the 

convergence property of a sigmoid function-based SM observer is sacrificed in comparison 

with the traditional signum function-based observer. 

Finally, it should be addressed the crucial advantage of the proposed SOSM observer is that it 

is able to overcome the chattering effects totally without using LPFs. On this ground the time 

delay of the observer is small and the bandwidth for it is high. Consequently, the bandwidth 

and stability of the whole system are hardly influenced when the SOSM observer is adopted. 

5.3 Design of Adaptive SW-LSPO 

The DC-bus voltage descends continuously in the discharge process, but the traditional high 

frequency sine-wave voltage injection strategy used for estimating the rotor position relies on 

relatively high and stable DC-bus voltage. Thereby, a robust position observer based on 

adaptive principle against voltage drop is proposed in this section. 

 Traditional SW HF Injection Method 

A derived expression of PMSM model used for position estimation over low-speed range is 

given as [14]: 

α α α α1 2 2
2

β β β β2 1 2

cos2 sin 2 sin 2 cos2d d sin= 2
sin 2 cos2 cos2 sin 2d d cos

s f
u i i iL L L
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    +    −      −⋅ + × + +Ψ             −             
  

(5-28) 

where 1 2,
2 2

d q d qL L L L
L L

+ −
= = . When the frequency of the injected voltage is high over the 

low-speed range, the impedance in the model acts more prominently than the reactance and the 

back EMF of the machine is low, so both the first and third terms in (5-28) can be neglected, 

namely: 

      α
α 1 2 2

dd( cos 2 ) sin 2
d d

ii
u L L L

t t
βθ θ= + × + ×                                     (5-29) 
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Traditionally, the HF voltages applied to the machine with constant amplitude Uh and angular 

frequency ωh are expressed as follows: 

cos( ), sin( )h h h h h hu U t u U tα βω ω= =                                          (5-31) 

After the HF voltages are injected into the motor, the rotor position and speed can be calculated 

by synthetically processing (including phase shift, high pass filtering and phase lock loop 

control) the positive and negative sequences of the feedback HF currents in the stationary 

reference frame, which contain the position information: 
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i e e
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− − + ++ −

= +

 

                            (5-32) 

 Impact of Bus Voltage on Sine-Wave HF Injection Method 

Many scholars have investigated the impact of amplitude of HF voltage on sensorless control, 

and it is found in [148] that the position error can be remarkably reduced as long as it rises to 

20 V. Hence, in this study, the injected voltage amplitude is expected to be constant at that 

level during the whole discharge period. But it is not simple to achieve by means of traditional 

algorithms and the reasons are as follows. 

In order to intuitively explain the problems, the below analysis will use normalized values of 

the voltage and current amplitude. Base voltage is defined in a rather conventional way, 

corresponding to the DC-bus voltage value in the normal situations, that is, 

0 0dcU U=                                                         (5-33) 

Thus, the base voltage that equals rated value is calibrated to 1-p.u., at which 1-p.u. αβ-axis HF 

currents are induced. And 20 V is 0.065-p.u. in this study. 

Take a motionless vehicle (standstill) as an example, Uh will be set to 0.065 at the beginning 

of discharge when the bus voltage Udc is 1. At this moment, the feedback currents are 0.065. In 

this case, the switching time generated by HF voltage (e.g., in the first sector), real HF voltage 

applied to the motor and corresponding HF current are illustrated in Fig. 5-1 (a) and (b) when 
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space vector pulse width modulation (SVPWM) is employed. However, as is shown in (5-31), 

once the amplitude of the injected voltage is given, it no longer changes in the program as for 

the conventional sensorless algorithms, leading to unchanged calculated switching time like 

Fig. 5-2 (a).  Hence, when Udc declines, the real HF voltage applied to the machine cannot level 

off. Instead, it shows direct proportion with the DC-bus voltage. According to (5-32), the 

feedback currents will drop as well. Fig. 5-2 (c) shows the amplitude of the real HF voltage 

and current when Udc is 0.2. In this case, the induced HF currents are weak, making it difficult 

to measure and process the useful signals. Because the signal-to-noise ratio is reduced, the 

accuracy of position estimation will degrade inevitably.   
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Fig. 5-2. (a) Switching time generated by HF voltage in the first sector. (b) Real HF 
voltage applied to the motor and feedback HF current when Udc is 0.065. (c). Real HF 

voltage applied to the motor and feedback HF current when Udc is 0.2. 

Overall, when the DC-bus voltage stands at a high position steadily, no problem is encountered 

when Uh is set to a constant small value. But as the DC-bus voltage is increasingly lower during 

discharge, the HF currents will get weaker and weaker over time. Therefore, the issue that the 

accuracy of position estimation decreases consistently arises.  

 Proposed Adaptive SW-LSPO 

In order to maintain a constant level of the real HF voltage that is applied to the machine during 

discharge, an adaptive solution that compensates Uh in real time according to the DC-bus 

voltage downgrade is proposed. The implementation process can be divided into three different 

phases. 
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Phase 1: Detect the real-time bus voltage Udc and calculate the drop-out value △Udc. 

0dc dc dcU U UΔ = −                                                      (5-34) 

Phase 2: Because the real injected HF voltage follows a linear relationship with both Udc and 

switching time, the HF voltage loss caused by DC-bus voltage reduction can be compensated 

by extending the switching time generated by the set value of HF voltages in program (see Fig. 

5-3). Obtain the compensation voltage: 

     h dcU k UΔ = Δ                                                          (5-35) 

where k is a correction coefficient, and it is 1 without considering the dead-time effects.  
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Fig. 5-3. Extended Switching time generated by HF voltage. 

Phase 3: Set the HF voltage amplitude online in real time as: 

      0.065hr hU U= +Δ                                                     (5-36) 

Theoretically, the increment of the given α, β-axis HF voltages ,h hu uα βΔ Δ is equal to hUΔ . At 

present, the real HF voltage applied to the machine is able to keep nearly 0.065-p.u., and the 

HF currents are produced accordingly during discharge, ensuring precise position estimation. 

Whereas, there exists another problem that the downward bus voltage will eventually arrive at 

the threshold 0.065. In this case, Udc is not large enough to ensure HF signal injection and 

simultaneously maintain rotational motion. In this study, because the first priority is to 

discharge the capacitor voltage entirely, the rotor position will be estimated continuously 

following the above rules despite the degradation of accuracy. Although high discharge 

performance cannot be guaranteed, the residual energy is too small to cause harm over the 

period. It deserves to be that, firstly, the proposed position sensor fault-tolerant control 
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algorithm is specially designed for the discharge process with declining DC-bus voltage. 

Secondly, the control performance of the machine will undoubtedly decrease (torque and speed 

ripples increase) because the HF voltage and current are injected into the machine. This is 

acceptable for the winding-based discharge process because high-control performance is not 

necessary, and what needs to be focused on is the function of high-voltage discharge. Hence, 

in this research, the impacts of the HF signals on the machine control performance (torque and 

speed ripples etc.) can be ignored.  

5.4 Fault-Tolerant Full-Speed Range Discharge 

When integrating the HSPO and LSPO into the discharge process, an EV powertrain with 

modest parameters will be considered in this section. In terms of this kind of system, the 

traditional LDA-CI discharge method is effective to achieve the best discharge process. 

However, in order to enrich the winding-based discharge theories, this section does not just use 

the traditional LDA-CI method, in which the d, q-axis currents are directly set as the targeting 

control objectives (direct current regulation-based discharge algorithm). Supplementarily, 

indirect current regulation-based discharge algorithms based on voltage and speed regulation 

are developed for different working states.  

The flow diagram of the proposed fault-tolerant winding-based discharge algorithms is shown 

in Fig. 5-4 (a). Once a discharge request occurs, the instantaneous feedback rotor speed ωm0 

will be functioned as the selection signal for the deceleration process or the acceleration process. 

Then, in the discharge process, the real-time Udc determines whether the discharge is supposed 

to stop. During deceleration, ωm is used for selecting the position observer. Since the HSPO 

and LSPO are suited for different speed range, a switching point ωpos.th needs to be set 

beforehand for the sake of normal implementation of the PL-FT discharge scheme. Usually, 

ωpos.th can be set as a value that is lower than ωm_th for a PMSM used in EVs. During 

acceleration, because the machine speed is extremely low, LSPO is selected as the position 

observer. In Fig. 5-4 (a), it can also be noted that the real-time machine speed ωm has the 

function of selecting the discharge algorithms (including speed regulation method, voltage 

regulation method and current regulation method), which will be detailed next. 

a) Deceleration process 
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The deceleration process comprises two steps (voltage and current regulation), as in Fig. 5-4 

(b). In order to explain it roundly, take that ωm0 > as an example and both the control methods 

will be experienced.  
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Fig. 5-4. Winding-based discharge scheme. (a) Flow diagram. (b) Control methods. 

When the rotor speed is higher than ωm_th, a DC-bus voltage regulation algorithm is activated 

(port 1 is connected) to maintain the bus voltage at five percent lower (Uref) than the safe 

voltage until the machine speed decreases under ωm_th. In detail, a voltage proportion-integral 

(PI) controller is adopted to produce a large negative d-axis current reference id_ref which can 

regulate the magnitude of the air-gap magnetic field of the PMSM according to the error 

between Uref and Udc. As far as the q-axis current is concerned, it is set to zero.  At this stage, 
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the HSPO is used to estimate the rotor position. 

_ 0q refi =                                                        (5-37)     

When the speed gets under ωm_th, the direct d, q-axis current control method (LDA-CI method) 

is employed (port 2 is connected). By contrast with the voltage regulation-based discharge 

method of which d-axis reference is generated by the voltage controller, the system safe current 

is directly set as the d-axis reference (id_ref = -Isafe) for the direct current control method. 

Similarly, the q-axis current keeps at zero. At this stage, the position estimation method will 

take a radical shift from HSPO to LSPO when the speed arrives at ωpos.th.  

The above energy dissipation procedure and control methods can also be applied to the cases 

in which the initial speed is lower than ωm_th, but only current regulation-based discharge 

algorithms are enabled. 

b) Acceleration process 

By contrast with the control methods in deceleration, the machine will be controlled to speed 

up (port 3 is connected) by setting a zero d-axis current and constant reference speed ωref in the 

acceleration process as in Fig. 5-4 (b). A speed controller is utilized to calculate the q-axis 

current reference iq_ref. In practice, based on the law of energy conservation, the rotor speed 

cannot exceed the maximum value ωmax which satisfies the following inequation: 

max 0dc
C U
J

ω < ⋅                                                   (5-38) 

Usually, in EV powertrains, C << J (usually 0.01C
J

< ). In this study, for the sake of simplicity, 

ωref is configured as: 

_ref pos thω ω=                                                        (5-39) 

In this stage, only LSPO is enabled for estimating position, and when the detected Udc keeps 

zero, the discharge process ceases. 

c) Design and Analysis for Voltage Controller (PI) 

In Fig. 5-4 (b), compared to the speed and current PI controllers that have been widely used in 
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the PMSM drive systems, the voltage PI controller is seldom adopted so that there is a lack of 

design technique for it. However, because it is an important part of the discharge technique, it 

is necessary to develop the standard parameter tuning and analysis method for the regulator.  

The structure of the voltage regulation-based discharge control system is shown in Fig. 5-5. It 

can be seen that the voltage controller is only embedded in the d-axis current control loop of 

the machine, so the d-axis electrical dynamics of the PMSM are needed for designing the 

parameters of voltage PI controller, which can be described as:  

qd s d
d m q

d d d

Ldi R ui p i
dt L L L

ω= − + +                                               (5-40) 

q-axis current 
controller (PI)

Udc

SVPWM

Generator

iq

id

iA

iC

Inverter

iq_ref=0

dq

αβ

d-axis current 
controller (PI)

dq

abc

voltage 
controller (PI)

C

Uref

id_ref

 

Fig. 5-5. Structure of the voltage regulation-based discharge control system 

Moreover, the relationship between the DC-bus voltage and the d-axis current is needed (with 

reference to (3-10)): 

'3 ( )dc e f d d mU C L i ω= Ψ +                                               (5-41) 

In addition, assume that the motor drive control algorithm allows perfect decoupling between 

the d and q axis [149], and then, the machine model in the s-domain can be obtained by applying 

Laplace transform to (5-40) and (5-41): 

( ) 1( )
( )

d
c

d d s

i sG s
u s sL R

= =
+

                                              (5-42) 
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'
'3

( ) 3 ( )e m f
dc e m d d

C
U s C L i s

s
ω

ω
Ψ

= +                                  (5-43) 

Then, the inverter used to supply the machine would be approximately modeled as a simple 

gain 1 when the space vector pulse width modulation (SVPWM) strategy is adopted, that is, 

( ) 1invG s =                                                            (5-44) 

As for the voltage and current PI controllers, they can be described as follows: 

_ ( ) ui
u pi up

kG s k
s

= +                                                    (5-45) 

_ ( ) ci
c pi cp

kG s k
s

= +                                                    (5-46) 

where kup and kui are the proportional and integral gain of the voltage PI controller, respectively. 

The proportional and integral gain of the current PI controller is kcp and kci, and they can be 

calculated following the traditional method in [150].  

Then, the block diagram of the voltage and current control loop in the s-domain can be depicted 

as in Fig. 5-6 (a). For a fixed system, the parameters of the machine and current controller are 

known. For the sake of simplicity, the system can be regarded as one second-order system (see 

Fig. 5-6 (b)) and the transfer function is: 

1 2
2

3 4 5

( )equ
m s mG s

m s m s m
+=

+ +
                                           (5-47) 

where '
1 3 e m d cpm C L kω= , '

2 3 e m d cim C L kω= , m3=Ld, m4=Rs+kcp, m5=kci. Then, the closed-

loop system transfer function can be described as: 

 
2

1 2 1 2
3 2

3 4 1 5 2 1 2

( )
( )

( ) ( )
up up ui ui

up up ui ui

k m s k m k m s k m
C s

m s m k m s m k m k m s k m
+ + +

=
+ + + + + +

                   (5-48) 

Meanwhile, the characteristic equation can be obtained: 

3 2
3 4 1 5 2 1 2( ) ( ) ( )up up ui uiD s m s m k m s m k m k m s k m= + + + + + +                  (5-49) 
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Fig. 5-6. Block diagrams of the voltage control loop. (a) Block diagram. (b) Equivalent 
diagram. 

Take the drive system with the parameters in Table 5-1 (kcp= 3.8, kci= 0.5) as an example, the 

Routh criterion should be employed to analyze the system stability and design the system 

parameters [151], and the Routh table is shown in Table 5-2. In order to keep the system stable, 

the following conditions need to be satisfied: 

0, 0, 1845 /up ui mk k rad sω> > <                                     (5-50) 

TABLE 5-1 Parameters of PMSM Powertrain 

Parameter Value Unit 

stator winding resistance Rs 0.18 Ω 

d-axis inductance Ld 4.2 mH 

q-axis inductance Lq 10.1 mH 

number of pole pairs p 3 - 

moment of inertia J 0.052 kg·m2 

sensorless switching speed ωpos.th 30 rad/s 

threshold speed of safety ωm_th 60 rad/s 

rated speed ωrated 314 rad/s 

DC-bus voltage Udc0 310 V 

system safe current Isafe 100 A 

voltage constant C’
e 3.16 - 

DC-bus capacitor C 560 μF 
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TABLE 5-2 Routh Table 

s3 0.0042 0 .5 0 .011 0 .087m up u ik kω+ +  

s2 0.98 0.087 upk+  0.011 m uikω  

s1 3 5

(0.98 0.087 )(0.5 0.011 )

7.65 (0.08526 4.62 )
0.98 0.087

up m up

ui up m ui

up

k k

e k k e k
k

ω

ω− −

+ + +

+ −
+

0 

s0 0.011 m uikω  0 

Because the tested machine always operates under 1845 rad/s, it is simple to determine the 

values of kup and kui following (5-50). Further, in order to ensure the rapid response speed (fast 

voltage regulation), the bandwidth of the system should not be reduced significantly after using 

the PI controller. In this case, both the gain kup and the shear frequency _
ui

u c
up

k
k

ω =  of the voltage 

PI controller should stand at a relatively high position according to the automatic control theory. 

In practice, the bandwidth loss over the full-speed operating range is little once the following 

conditions are satisfied: 

1, ui
up rated

up

kk p
k

ω> >                                                (5-51) 

Finally, according to the above analysis, it needs to be explained that the reason why the author 

calls the voltage regulation- and speed regulation-based discharge methods as indirect current 

regulation-based methods is that although the direct targeting control objectives are voltage 

and speed, respectively, in essence, the discharge process is achieved by injecting particular 

currents (current references are generated by voltage and speed controllers).  

5.5 Simulation and Experimental Verifications 

 Simulation Results 

To verify the proposed discharge methods comprehensively, both high-speed and low-speed 

(including standstill) cases are considered. In these cases, the deceleration and acceleration 
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algorithms can be verified.  

a) Results of deceleration algorithms 

In order to verify the fault-tolerant discharge strategy, the PMSM drive for EV with parameters 

in Table 5-1 is studied. Fig. 5-7 (a) shows the fault-tolerant discharge characteristics when 

discharge request occurs at the speed of rated value ωrated. When the voltage regulation 

algorithm launches, the capacitor voltage drops under 60 V sharply. This happens because 

nearly -75 A d-axis current is generated, weakening the air-gap field of the motor instantly. At  
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Fig. 5-7. Discharge process when discharge request occurs at rated speed. (a) Discharge 
characteristics. (b) Position estimation results at high speed and high voltage. (c) 

Position estimation results at low speed and low voltage. 
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the moment, the DC-bus capacitor voltage is much higher than the back EMF, so the energy 

can flow fast from the capacitor to PMSM. But soon the capacitor voltage will not be constantly 

higher than the back EMF due to the gradually declining rotor speed. Afterwards, the capacitor 

will be in a status of discharge accompanied by charge. In the period, id keeps negative and a 

gradually increased q-axis current is produced due to cross-coupling effects (like the 

phenomenon in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.1) to keep the bus voltage at 57 V (with fluctuations) 

until about 3.3 s. Then, the voltage quickly decreases to zero because of larger id is seen 

immediately when the current regulation algorithm is adopted. Otherwise, the rotor speed 

cannot shift synchronously, leading to non-zero capacitor voltage and relatively low d, q-axis 

currents which do not track the prescribed trajectory between 3.3 and 4.0 s. The rotor position 

estimated by the proposed HSPO and the transient estimation error between 0.5 s and 0.53 s 

are illustrated in Fig. 5-7 (b). It can be noticed that the enhanced SOSM observer can track the 

actual position with small error that is within ±0.2 rad regardless of the bus voltage fluctuations, 

indicating that the proposed position observer is highly robust against the voltage variations so 

as to be suitable for the discharge process. However, Fig. 5-7 (c) shows that the position 

estimation accuracy of the LSPO is deteriorating as the voltage and speed become lower. This 

happens because Udc is not large enough to guarantee the signal-to-noise ratio of the HF voltage 

injection method and the maximum error reaches over 0.35 rad between 3.55 and 3.7 s. 

Fig. 5-8 demonstrates the discharge process which starts from ωm_th, and the entire dissipation 

time is 0.67 s. At the start of the current regulation, a large negative d-axis current (but not as 

desired) is generated to drop the bus voltage violently to zero. At the moment, iq experiences 

fluctuations arising from cross-coupling effects although the reference is set to zero. 

Comparatively, the speed witnesses slower decrease because of the relatively high mechanical 

time constant. Therefore, the capacitor voltage can still be slightly higher (fluctuations) than 

the final value and, both the id and iq experience a wind-down period uncontrollably by the end 

of discharge. Fig. 5-8 (b) illustrates the position estimation results between 0.25 and 0.4 s. It 

can be seen that the estimated results of the position observers at low speed and voltage are not 

commendable. The maximum estimation error is analogously 0.45 rad, which is similar to that 

in Fig. 5-7 (c). 
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Fig. 5-8. Discharge process when discharge is requested at safety threshold. (a) 
Discharge characteristics. (b) Position estimation results. 

Before leaving Fig. 5-7 and Fig. 5-8, it can be noted that although the rotor position can be 

estimated by the proposed position sensor fault-tolerant algorithms over the full speed range 

and the deceleration discharge algorithms can be successfully implemented, both the current 

and position experience abrupt changes when the machine speed arrives at ωpos.th. This 

phenomenon is caused by the radical shift mode from HSPO to LSPO. One of the side effects 

of the unsmooth transition is that the discharge performance degradation problem occurs. 

Possibly, an overcurrent fault might arise, triggering the protection mode and interrupting the 

discharge process. Another issue that the vibration of the machine would intensify during the 

transition process arises because of the current fluctuations. Luckily, the transition happens 

when the bus voltage is below the safe level, so the electrical shock risks no longer exist. But 
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in order to achieve higher reliability, the smooth transition methods from HSPO to LSPO still 

need to be developed.  

b) Results of acceleration algorithms 

Assume that the emergency occurs at a standstill state and the acceleration process is tested as 

in Fig. 5-9. In this case, only LSPO (no transition) is used for detecting the position. Once a 

discharge request occurs, a positive q-axis current is generated to speed up the machine to about 

6 rad/s, while the bus voltage jumped down to an average of 5 V which is safe. Then, the 

machine slows down mainly relying on the friction from 0.4 to 3.6 s, while the windings can  
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Fig. 5-9. Discharge process when discharge is requested at zero speed. (a) Discharge 
characteristics. (b) Position estimation results. 
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also expend energy due to the fluctuant d, q-axis currents. In terms of the position in Fig. 5-9 

(b), interestingly, when the voltage is small, the estimated accuracy becomes higher than that 

in Fig. 5-7 (c) and Fig. 5-8 (c). The reason why this happens is that the bus voltage for the 

acceleration-based algorithm declines gradually (see Fig. 5-9 (a)), following the trend of speed. 

But the voltage just keeps jumping up and down around zero for the deceleration process in 

which the flux-weakening d-axis current and the negative q-axis current play a mutual role (see 

Fig. 5-7 (a)). 

 Experimental Results 

Experiments are conducted on a three-phase PMSM drive whose parameters are also consistent 

with Table 5-1. The experimental equipment is shown in Fig. 5-10. Except the test machine, 

the control system is the same to that shown in Chapter 3, Section 3.4.  

 

 

Fig. 5-10. Experimental equipment. 

a) Results of deceleration algorithms 

Assume a discharge request occurs when the motor speed is ωrated. In accordance with the 

simulation results, Fig. 5-11 (a) illustrates that the capacitor voltage drops under the safe level 

quickly at first and then levels off at the required position until 2.5 s when the proposed voltage 

regulation algorithm is employed. Once the currents in the machine are regulated, the bus 

voltage declines quickly to around zero. Fig. 5-11 (b) and (d) show the characteristics of the 
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three phase currents and position information from 0.52 to 0.54 s in the voltage regulation range 

(Fig. 5-12 shows the current regulation case more clearly). It can be seen that the HSPO based 

on enhanced SOSM observer is able to track the real position with small error that is within 

±0.16 rad. The d, q-axis currents in Fig. 5-11 (c) are very similar with those in Fig. 5-7. After 

discharge begins, id turns about -60 A while only about -2 A q-axis current is produced, and 

both of them show a slightly decreasing trend before the current regulation launches. Between 

2.85 and 3.2 s, uncontrolled currents are generated as well, after which they go down to zero. 

Finally, the discharge time is about 3.0 s.  

time [0.4 s/div]

(a) (b)
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time [0.4 s/div]

iq [1 A/div]
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position [1 rad/div]

θ
error[0.2 rad/div]θ̂

time [2 ms/div]

iCiBiA  current [20 A/div]

(c) (d)  

Fig. 5-11. Experimental results at the initial speed of 314 rad/s. (a) DC-bus capacitor 
voltage and machine speed. (b) Phase currents. (c) d, q-axis current. (d) Position 

information at high speed. 

Fig. 5-12 depicts the experimental results when discharge occurs at the speed of 60 rad/s and 

it can be noticed that the overall discharge time is about 0.6 s.  In the discharge process, only 

current regulation algorithm is used. After the d- and q-axis references are set -100 and 0 

respectively, the bus capacitor voltage soon decreases to about zero while the speed shows a 

slowly downward trend. The generated back EMF can be higher than zero so as to recharge the 

capacitor, but the voltage surge will be expended instantly, causing the phenomenon that the 

capacitor voltage goes up and down alternately. In Fig. 5-12 (c), about -50 A d-axis current is 
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produced to bleed the bus voltage. In the discharge process, iq becomes negative and it grows 

gradually to -2 A at 0.44 s, which is compliant with simulation. By the end of discharge, both 

of them experience a declining process as expected. Fig. 5-12 (b) and (d) demonstrates the 

three phase currents and position over the discharge interval. It can be noticed that before about 

0.3 s when the HSPO is adopted to calculate position, the estimation error is within 0.25 rad. 

But when the LSPO observer is used, the estimation precision gets relatively lower with a 

maximum deviation of 0.4 rad. In accordance with the simulation results, both Fig. 5-11 and 

Fig. 5-12 illustrate that the proposed HSPO has relatively strong robustness against the bus 

voltage changes (drop and fluctuations), so it’s qualified for the discharge applications. 
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Fig. 5-12. Experimental results at the initial speed of 60 rad/s. (a) DC-bus capacitor 
voltage and machine speed. (b) Phase currents. (c) d, q-axis current. (d) Position 

information at low speed. 

b) Results of acceleration algorithms 

Given that the discharge is requested when the machine speed is zero, the experimental results 

for the acceleration process are shown in Fig. 5-13. The bus voltage can drop under 60 V within 

0.1 s as the rotor speed rises to about 5 rad/s. Then the machine slows down gradually and 

reaches zero at about 3 s when the entire residual energy in the system is consumed. In this 

case, because the speed is constantly set as ωpos_th, the q-axis current will keep positive while 
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id experiences obvious fluctuations in Fig. 5-13 (c). As far as the position is concerned, overall, 

the proposed LSPO can track the real position with small error. Only when the speed 

approaches zero, a maximum estimation error of 0.4 rad is seen, which does not affect the 

discharge process any longer. 
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Fig. 5-13. Experimental results from standstill. (a) DC-bus capacitor voltage and 
machine speed. (b) Phase currents. (c) d, q-axis current. (d) Position information. 

5.6 Summary 

This chapter proposes effective PL-FT winding-based DC-bus capacitor discharge strategies 

to improve the system reliability. In order to handle the position loss faults, a robust HSPO 

based on enhanced SOSM theory and an adaptive SW-LSPO with high immunity to voltage 

changes are specially designed for position estimation in the high-speed and low-speed 

(including standstill) situations during crash, respectively. When implementing the winding-

based discharge strategies, the rotor position information estimated by the position observers 

is employed, leading to the fact that the position loss fault does not influence the discharge 

process at all. In addition to the traditional LDA-CI discharge method, which is a direct current-

regulation based strategy, a voltage regulation-based discharge method and a speed regulation-

based discharge method are developed for the high-speed and standstill situations, respectively. 
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By improving the reliability of the DC-bus capacitor discharge schemes, the crash safety level 

of EVs can be improved simultaneously. 
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 Winding-based Discharge Technique 

Selection Rules based on Parametric Analysis  

In the previous chapters, several winding-based discharge strategies have been introduced, 

which include the traditional LDA-CI method, piecewise NDNQ method, hybrid discharge 

scheme and indirect current regulation-based methods. However, a crucial problem is that 

when designing the discharge system for a particular EV, there are no ready-to-use rules that 

an engineer can follow to pre-evaluate whether or which winding-based discharge technique is 

available, especially for the high-speed range. To solve this challenge, this chapter proposes 

general principles for picking out applicable winding-based DC-bus capacitor discharge 

techniques at the stage of EV design on the basis of parametric analysis. Then, case studies are 

used to verify the proposed discharge technique selection rules.  

6.1 Introduction 

From Chapter 2 to Chapter 5, several winding-based discharge strategies have been introduced. 

In detail, Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 illustrate that the traditional LDA-CI method is able to make 

the DC-bus voltage get down to a pretty low level instantaneously relying on the flux-

weakening effect. A novel piecewise NDNQ discharge method is developed for the powertrains 

with extreme parameters in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, a hybrid winding-based discharge method 

is designed for the systems with highly extreme parameters. Chapter 5 indicates that apart from 

the direct current-regulation based strategies, the DC-bus capacitor can be discharged by the 

indirect current regulation-based methods (voltage regulation- and speed regulation-based 

methods). The features of these winding-based discharge methods are summarized in Table 6-

1. According to the features, a general classification method for the winding-based discharge 

techniques is given in Fig. 6-1. Before leaving Table 6-1, it  can be noted that the pure winding-

based discharge techniques that can be used for the high-speed situations could also be 

categorized into two groups: non-zero d-axis, zero q-axis (NDZQ) current injection-based 

methods (including the traditional LDA-CI and voltage regulation-based methods) and NDNQ 

method. Since there are many kinds of winding-based discharge methods which have superior 
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advantages (see Chapter 2), it is valuable to design a discharge system by using them for an 

EV in engineering. 

TABLE 6-1 Characteristics of Winding-based Discharge Strategies 
Strategies Typical features Applications 

Traditional LDA-CI 
method 

1) NDZQ currents, 
2) Instant discharge, but long-cycle discharge is 
accepted, 
3) Parameter-dependent (high-speed range), 
4) Pure windings, 
5) Direct current regulation. 

1) Running situations, 
2) Standstill situations.

Piecewise NDNQ 
method 

1) NDNQ currents, 
2) Long-cycle discharge, 
3) Parameter-dependent (high-speed range), 
4) Pure windings, 
5) Direct current regulation.  

1) High-speed situations

Voltage regulation-
based method 

1) NDZQ currents, 
2) Instant discharge, but long-cycle discharge is 
accepted, 
3) Parameter-dependent (high-speed range), 
4) Pure windings, 
5) Indirect current regulation. 

1) Running situations, 
2) Standstill situations.

Speed regulation-
based method 

1) ZDNQ currents, 
2) Pure windings, 
3) Indirect current regulation. 

1) Standstill situations.

Hybrid method 

1) External bleeder circuits and machine 
windings, 
2) Long-cycle discharge, 
3) Parameter-independent.  

1) Running situations, 
2) Standstill situations.
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Winding-based discharge techniques

Pure winding-based 
discharge techniques

Hybrid winding-based 
discharge techniques

Direct current injection-
based discharge methods

Indirect current injection-
based discharge methods

Traditional LDA-
CI method

Piecewise NDNQ 
method

Voltage-regulation 
method

Speed-regulation 
method  

Fig. 6-1. Classification of winding-based discharge techniques. 

When designing a discharge system for a new EV, one or more types of winding-based 

discharge methods can be employed as long as it/they are effective to achieve the fast discharge 

process. For the standstill cases (EV is hit by another car when it parks), because there is not 

much residual energy stored in the powertrain after crash, it is not difficult to select an 

appropriate winding-based discharge method. Table 6-1 shows that the traditional LDA-CI, 

voltage regulation-based and speed regulation-based discharge algorithms are available for the 

standstill cases. However, for the running situations (EV crashes when it runs on the road), it 

is possible that there is a huge amount of residual energy that needs to be dissipated (related to 

the initial speed and rotor inertia, etc. during crash). In this case, the selection process for the 

winding-based discharge methods becomes complicated because not all of them are applicable 

to any EV powertrains when the system parameters are considered, which has been somewhat 

illustrated in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. Consequently, a new issue that how to select an 

appropriate winding-based discharge method (especially in the running situations) for a new 

EV according to the system parameters arises. 

This chapter proposes general rules to pre-evaluate whether or which winding-based discharge 

technique can be adopted for a particular EV, contributing to discharge method selection over 

the high-speed range. The proposed criteria are built upon three principles. Firstly, “five-second 

discharge” is the main requirements to determine whether a discharge approach is appropriate. 

Secondly, if a winding-based discharge is effective when a crash request occurs at the highest 

speed (ωrated in this study), it must be effective for all of the running situations. Thus, when 

developing the theoretical discharge method selection rules, the highest speed situation is 

considered. Thirdly, the pure winding-based methods are preferred compared to the hybrid one 
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due to the advantages of lower cost and size. It deserves to be mentioned that the proposed 

selection rules are especially able to judge whether an NDZQ method and an NDNQ method 

can be adopted in particular EV drives. 

6.2 Selection Principles for NDZQ Method 

From the perspective of discharge effect, as for the NDZQ methods discussed in Chapter 3 and 

Chapter 5, after injecting a large d-axis current into the machine, the bus voltage instantly 

decreases under Usafe. However, it needs to be mentioned that although “instant discharge” is 

the originally expected performance for an NDZQ method , there still exists another acceptable 

“long-cycle discharge” scenario for this method, which can be described as that the bus voltage 

is higher than 60 V at the moment when discharge starts, but after bleeding for several seconds 

(within 5 s), it can become no larger than Usafe. In this part, the parametric conditions that are 

able to be used for determining whether the NDZQ discharge techniques can be applied to a 

particular PMSM drive used in EVs are presented. 

 Instant Discharge Occasions 

Although the NDZQ methods with instant discharge characteristics have been illustrated 

previously, the relevant explanations are so diffuse that it is difficult for a reader to follow. 

Thus, comprehensive descriptions of the NDZQ methods are given at first. NDZQ current 

control contains two modes, namely, traditional LAD-CI and voltage regulation-based methods, 

of which simplified schematic diagrams can be depicted as Fig. 6-2 (a) and Fig. 6-2 (b), 

respectively. Although both of them are based on flux-weakening principle, the discharge 

processes are totally different. As for the traditional LAD-CI method, a fixed negative value 

will be set as the d-axis current reference (id_ref) after a discharge request occurs. For the sake 

of simplicity, id_ref is usually set as the lower limit (-Isafe) of the system safe current in 

engineering. Fig. 6-3 (a) illustrates the desired DC-bus voltage performance when the 

traditional LAD-CI method works successfully. Immediately when the current is injected into 

the machine, the bus voltage is expected to experience a sudden drop under 60 V, though the 

machine speed does not change greatly. The period between t0 and t1 represents the current 
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Fig. 6-2. NDNQ methods. (a) LDA-CI strategy. (b) Voltage regulation-based strategy. 
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Fig. 6-3. Expected discharge process of instant discharge. (a) LDA-CI strategy. (b) 
Voltage regulation-based strategy. 

response time (can be regarded as discharge time for this method) which is pretty short, and 

the instantaneous voltage at t1 is denoted as balanced voltage (BV). After the DC-bus voltage 

reaches BV, it will constantly decrease in proportion to the declining speed of PMSM. 

Compared to Fig. 6-2 (a), the reference d-axis current of the voltage regulation-based method 

is generated by using a voltage controller (PI). Similarly, two current controllers (PI) are 

employed for current control. The features of the voltage controller and current controllers are 

described as follows: 1) The input of the voltage controller is the error between the pre-set 

voltage (PSV) Uref and the measured value Udc, and the magnitude of the output needs to be 

restrained within the safe working range (no larger than Isafe); 2) In Fig. 6-2 (a), the main 

function of the current controllers is to maintain the d, q-axis currents at the desired levels 

during discharge. In Fig. 6-2 (b), although the DC-bus voltage is one of the direct control 

variables, voltage reduction is still achieved by regulating the currents in the machine in virtue 

of the flux-weakening principle. Therefore, during discharge, the current controllers are used 

to track the output of the voltage controller which is not a constant and the q-axis reference, 

respectively; 3) Considering that when designing the internal parameters of the current 

controllers for the normal operations, both the stability and dynamics of the PMSM drive are 

usually taken into account, the integral and gain factors used in the discharge process can be 
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consistent with the ones used in the normal control process. Fig. 6-3 (b) shows that the DC-bus 

voltage is expected to track the PSV after the voltage control algorithm is executed, and this 

will last until the machine speed is too low to generate sufficient back EMF. Hopefully, the 

current response time is short as well. According to the above analysis, it can be found that the 

NDNQ methods can totally reduce the DC-bus voltage within five seconds as long as the 

system parameter Isafe is large enough. Specifically, if the allowable injected d-axis current id_ref 

(limit value is -Isafe) is capable of reducing the back EMF of the PMSM under Usafe at the 

highest rotating speed ωrated, the NDZQ current control techniques can be selected to discharge 

the DC-bus capacitor within a short period for the EV drive during crash. 

As for a PMSM whose electrical model is shown in (3-7) and (3-8), when using an NDZQ 

method to discharge the DC-bus capacitor, assume that the required injected d-axis current is 

id_ref and when the system gets stable at the speed of ωrated, the following equations can be 

derived: 

_

_ +
d d ref s

q rated d d ref f

u i R
u p L iω

=
 = Ψ （ ）

                                               (6-1) 

Moreover, according to Fig. 6-3 and (3-10), the DC-bus voltage Udc should also meet the 

following condition during discharge: 

2 2
dc d q safeU u u U= + ≤                                                     (6-2) 

Substitute (6-1) into (6-2), and the available solution of the inequation is: 

_ ( , , , , ) 0d ref sol d f rated si f p L Rω≤ Ψ <                                             (6-3) 

where fsol represents the expansion form of the solution, that is, 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2
d f rated s f rated d safe rated s safe

sol
d rated s

p L p R p L U R U
f

p L R
ω ω ω

ω
− Ψ + − Ψ + +

=
+

                (6-4) 

It can be noticed that firstly, the required injected d-axis current is restrained by not only the 

system safe current but also the other machine parameters (p, Ld, Ψf, Rs, ωrated). Secondly, in 

order to adopt an NDZQ strategy to achieve instant discharge, the system safe current should 

cover the required range, that is,  
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safe solI f− ≤                                                              (6-5) 

It deserved to be mentioned that when performing the discharge actions, the optimal range of 

the d-axis current reference for the LDA-CI method is [Isafe, fsol]. Moreover, as long as Equation 

(6-5) is satisfied, the output of the voltage controller (d-axis current reference) for the voltage 

regulation-based method is able to reach the position that can make the back EMF of PMSM 

under Usafe instantly.  

 Long-Cycle Discharge Occasions 

As for the PMSM drives that do not meet the condition (6-5), the bus voltage cannot get down 

under Usafe immediately even when the maximum allowable current -Isafe is injected. But as the 

residual energy is continuously consumed, the bus voltage for some systems might reduce to 

60 V in 5 s at most, of which voltage performances are shown in Fig. 6-4. In these cases, NDZQ 

current control algorithms are still available. Theoretically, in Fig. 6-4, the red line (case a) is 

the critical case whether a NDZQ method can be used for discharge for an EV drive.  

0 t0 t1 5

Usafe

time (s)

D
C-

bu
s v

ol
ta

ge

Discharge to 60 VBV> 60 V

Discharge starts case a case b case c

tc tb
 

Fig. 6-4. Discharge process of long-cycle discharge. 

When the d, q-axis currents are set as -Isafe and 0, respectively, according to (3-4), the energy 

consumed by the internal windings (Qbin) during the discharge process (within tr) can be 

calculated by: 

2 2 2( ) =bin d q s r safe s rQ i i R t I R t= +                                            (6-6) 

In this study, because tr is the required discharge period before the DC-bus voltage reaches 

Usafe, it is 5 s at most. In addition to the machine windings, with reference to (3-2), the 

mechanical friction can also consume energy, which can be described as: 
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2

r

bfri m
t

Q F dtω= ⋅                                                       (6-7) 

Assuming that the machine speed declines in a linear trend during discharge, ωm is written as: 

_( ) rated m th
m rated

r

t t
t

ω ω
ω ω

−
= − ⋅                                              (6-8) 

ωm_th can be given directly in practice. If it is not given, with reference to (3-10), ωm_th can be 

estimated by: 

_ '3 ( )
safe

m th
e f d safe

U
C L I

ω =
Ψ −

                                                (6-9) 

It deserves to be mentioned that once the calculated value for ωm_th is over ωrated, let ωm_th=ωrated. 

In this case, (6-5) must be satisfied. Substitute (6-8) into (6-7), and the total energy that can be 

dissipated by the machine windings and mechanical friction within 5 s can be derived as: 

2 2
_ _2 5 ( )

5
3

rated rated m th m th
tot bin bfri safe s

F
Q Q Q I R

ω ω ω ω+ +
= + = +                   (6-10) 

For an EV drive system, with reference to (4-13), when rotating speed drops from the highest 

value to the threshold speed, the energy that requires to be consumed is: 

2 2 2 2
_ 0

1 1( ) ( )
2 2b rated m th dc safeQ J C U Uω ω= − + −                              (6-11) 

Definitely, as long as the system discharge capacity (when -Isafe is set as the d-axis current 

reference ) exceeds the demand, the NDZQ techniques can be used to discharge the DC-bus 

capacitor in a long-cycle period. Thus, the criterion for discharge technique selection is: 

1b totQ kQ≤                                                        (6-12) 

where k1 is a reliability coefficient and it equals 1 theoretically. But considering that as the bus 

voltage decreases, the total current in the machine cannot always remain at Isafe, leading to 

relatively lower discharge capacity. Hence, k1 can be set as less than 1 in engineering. 

 Implementation Procedures of Selection Rules for NDZQ Methods 
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To determine whether a NDZQ method can be selected to discharge the DC-bus capacitor of a 

particular PMSM drive system by using (6-5) and (6-12), five steps need to be implemented 

(see Fig. 6-5): 

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Step 4:

Step 5:

Instant 
discharge

Long-cycle 
discharge

NDZQ is 
unavailable

No
Yes

Yes
No

Calculate current 
threshold f1St

ar
t 

Calculate speed 
threshold ωm_th 

Consumption 
capacity Qtot 

Consumption 
requirement Qb 

-Isafe ≤ fsol

Qb ≤ k1Qtot

 

Fig. 6-5. Implementation procedures of NDZQ method selection. 

1) Use the machine parameters p, Ld, ψf, Rs and ωrated to compute the required d-axis 

current threshold fsol.  

2) Compare fsol with the system safe current. If the system can withstand the current with 

a magnitude of fsol, it can be concluded that the NDZQ method is suitable for the instant 

discharge. Otherwise, execute step 3). 

3) Substitute the values of Usafe, Ψf, Ld, Isafe and C’e into (6-9) to calculate the threshold 

speed. 

4) Calculate the total energy Qtot that can be consumed using (6-10) and employ (6-11) to 

obtain the energy Qb that needs to be dissipated.  

5) Compare Qtot with Qb. If the system discharge capacity is over the discharge burden, 

the NDZQ method can be used for the long-cycle discharge in theory. 
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6.3 Selection Principles for Piecewise NDNQ Method 

 Criteria for Piecewise NDNQ Method Selection 

There only exists one effective NDNQ discharge method so far, that is, piecewise NDNQ 

method. The rationale behind it is that by injecting a relatively large negative q-axis current, a 

high braking torque will be generated in the PMSM, leading to a rising deceleration. As long 

as the machine speed can arrive at the threshold ωm_th before 5 s, the discharge requirement is 

met. The NDNQ method focuses on controlling the q-axis current rather than the d-axis current 

(like NDZQ methods), and it is definitely a long-cycle discharge strategy.  

As is illustrated in Chapter 3, assume that the period of each segment is △t, and the required 

negative q-axis current iq_ref_i for each segment is shown in (3-19). When the system is under 

control, according to (3-12) and (3-13), the electromagnetic torque Te_i and deceleration of the 

PMSM in each segment can be described as: 

_ _ _1.5e i f q ref iT p i= Ψ                                               (6-13) 

_
_

e i
dec i

T
a

J
=                                                        (6-14) 

Further, the real-time machine speed during discharge is expressed as: 

1

1

_ 1 _ 1
1

( ) ( )

( )
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m rated dec i dec n
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t a t a t n t

tn Quotient
t

ω

ω ω

−

+

− +
=

 = + Δ + − ⋅ Δ



 =

Δ


                       (6-15) 

where adec_0=0. The expression of the initial speed ωmi-1 at the start of each segment can be 

also seen in (6-15).  

For the purpose of “five-second discharge”, the machine speed at 5 s should be less than the 

threshold. Hence, the following inequality condition needs to be satisfied: 
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                 (6-16) 

It deserves to be mentioned here that ωm_tr is the estimated machine speed at 5 s. ωm_th is the 

threshold speed that can be calculated by (6-9) with Isafe replaced by id_ref_ntr+1 (obtained by 

using (3-20) ) or given directly. 

(6-16) can be regarded as the criteria for judging whether a piecewise NDNQ discharge 

technique can be applied to a PMSM drive. Clearly, the number of pole pairs, flux linkage of 

PM, the maximum rotating speed, system safe current, phase resistance, rotor inertia and the 

pre-set period of each segment are closely related to the applications of an NDNQ method. 

Besides, it is interesting that the initial DC-bus voltage has little to do with this strategy. 

 Implementation Procedures 

When using the proposed criteria to determine whether a NDNQ strategy can be adopted for 

discharging the DC-bus capacitor of a PMSM drive in post-crash conditions, the 

implementation process is divided into the following three steps (see Fig. 6-6): 

1) Preset the period of each segment △t (e.g., 0.5 s) and predict the required q, d-axis 

current references iq_ref_i, id_ref_i using (3-19) and (3-20). 

2) Use the machine parameters J, p, Ψf, Usafe, Ld, C’e and ωrated to compute the estimated 

speed ωm_tr at 5 s and the threshold speed ωm_th. 

3) Compare ωm_tr and ωm_th. If the estimated speed is lower than the threshold, it is 

concluded that the NDNQ method is suitable for discharge. Otherwise, it is not 

applicable. 
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Fig. 6-6. Implementation procedures of NDNQ method selection. 

 Overall Discharge Technique Selection Rules 

(6-5), (6-12) and (6-16) just illustrate the analytical applicable occasions of different pure-

winding-based discharge techniques in the high-speed situations. But in engineering, more 

aspects need to be taken into account when using these criteria to select one effective discharge 

way for a particular PMSM drive. Firstly, compared to the piecewise NDNQ method that 

requires many calculations, the NDZQ methods are more preferable due to its simplicity. 

Secondly, although the long-cycle NDZQ approach and the piecewise NDNQ method target at 

different variables (d-axis and q-axis currents, respectively), the windings can consume the 

same amount of energy within 5 s because the total injected current is expected to equal Isafe 

regardless of either scheme. Consequently, if (6-12) is satisfied, there must exist a set of q-axis 

current references (calculated by (3-19)) that satisfy (6-16) for a PMSM in theory, and vice 

versa. In other words, the maximum discharge capacity of the two long-cycle discharge 

methods is identical in theory. Another issue that how to determine which one is better arises. 

Chapter 3 has proven that due to the working properties of a PMSM, as the DC-bus voltage 

decreases, it is difficult for an NDZQ method to maintain the d-axis current at the maximum 

level (the total current gradually becomes lower), while the NDNQ method can achieve longer 

large-current discharge process. Therefore, in the actual applications, the NDNQ strategy is 

inclined to show higher discharge capacity in reality. According to the above analysis, the 

aforementioned problem concerning long-cycle discharge strategy selection can be solved by 

properly setting the value of k1 (artificially reducing the discharge capacity of the NDZQ 

method). Because it is unnecessary to accurately design k1, an empirical value of 0.65 is set in 
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this study.  

Overall, the discharge technique selection rules can be summarized as the following sequential 

procedures (see Fig. 6-7): 1) First, if (6-5) is satisfied, an instant NDZQ discharge algorithm is 

adopted due to its fast voltage reduction speed regardless of the states of (6-12) and (6-16). 2) 

Then, if (6-12) is satisfied when k1=0.65, the long-cycle NDZQ discharge method is used 

without considering whether (6-16) is met because the procedures of piecewise NDNQ 

implementation are much more complicated. 3) If (6-12) is unsatisfied when k1=0.65, while (6-

16) is satisfied, the piecewise NDNQ method will be employed. 4) Once the parameters of the 

EV powertrain do not meet all the derived requirements, the hybrid discharge method is 

supposed to be employed for DC-bus capacitor discharge because it is parameter-independent. 

Start 

-Isafe ≤ fsol
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Qb ≤0.65Qtot
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NDZQ discharge
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Fig. 6-7. Overall discharge technique selection procedures. 

6.4 Case Studies and Results 

Different EV propulsion systems have different parameters. In order to validate the proposed 

criteria and discharge technique selection rules as sufficiently as possible, in this study, case 

studies (six cases) are employed for verifications. The verifications can be grouped into two 
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categories. Firstly, the overall selection rules are adopted to pick out appropriate winding-based 

discharge techniques for four different PMSM drives (case 1 - case 4) which have been studied 

in [152-154], and the selected discharge scheme for each system is tested by simulation. 

Secondly, because the winding-based discharge methods used in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 have 

been proven to be effective, as long as it can be further proven that the system parameters in 

these chapters comply with the criteria for selecting the corresponding winding-based 

discharge strategies, the proposed criteria can be considered to be effective to some degree. 

Therefore, the proposed criteria are used to judge whether the selected winding-based discharge 

strategies for the systems in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 (case 5 and case 6), which took parameter 

influence into account, are suitable, and these can be treated as the experimental verifications 

in this chapter.  

 Verifications of Winding-based Discharge Method Selection Rules 

The parameters of the four new cases are shown in Table 6-2. 

TABLE 6-2 PMSM Powertrain Parameters of Case 1-4 

Parameters Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 

stator winding resistance Rs (Ω) 2.4 0.021 0.29 0.011 

number of pole pairs p 4 4 5 4 

moment of inertia J (kg·m2) 0.065 0.35 0.016 0.165 

viscous coefficient F 0.0035 0.004 0.0015 0.0035 

permanent magnet flux 
linkage Ψf (Wb) 0.098 0.236 0.24 0.075 

DC-bus voltage Udc0 (V) 400 500 540 334 

system safe current Isafe (A) 20 300 15 150 

rated speed ωrated (rad/s) 523 220 270 430 

DC-bus capacitor C (μF) 560 4700 1000 2400 

a) Case 1  

According the procedures in Fig. 6-5 and Fig. 6-7, substitute the parameter values into (6-4) 

and it can be obtained that fsol=-18.2 A. Because the magnitude of the required d-axis current 

is smaller than the safe current (criterion (6-5) is satisfied), the bus voltage would sharply 

decrease down to 60 V after injecting the required d-axis current in theory. When a discharge 
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request occurs at the maximum speed, the discharge performances of the LDA-CI (id_ref=fsol) 

and the voltage regulation-based methods are shown in Fig. 6-8 (a) and (b), respectively. 

Importantly, both NDZQ methods are able to reduce the bus voltage under 60 V immediately 

when the discharge algorithms are executed, and the current response time is nearly 40 ms. 

This proves that the criterion (6-5) is effective. Before leaving Fig. 6-8, it can be seen that there 

are obvious differences between the two NDZQ discharge strategies. Fig. 6-8 (a) illustrates that 

the bus voltage continuously decreases after injecting the fixed d-axis current, and it will reach 

zero at about 4.4 s, after which the bus voltage fluctuates around zero. At 5.5 s, the rotating 

speed is about 250 rad/s. In terms of the voltage regulation-based algorithm, it can maintain 

the DC-bus voltage at the pre-set value (56 V in this study) until 5.5 s, but the final machine 

speed is 350 rad/s. These represent that more energy has been dissipated by the machine 

windings when using the LDA-CI method in the discharge process. Consequently, the energy 

bleeding rate of the LDA-CI method is larger than that of the voltage regulation-based strategy. 

The reasons why this phenomenon arises can be explained by the current characteristics. In 

detail, when the voltage regulation-based algorithm is launched, the d-axis current quickly 

becomes -18.3 A, but afterwards, its magnitude gradually decreases because as the speed 

decreases, the flux-weakening current magnitude should get down simultaneously according 

to the PMSM intrinsic properties so as to generate the same back EMF (maintain at the pre-set 

bus voltage). Comparatively speaking, the d-axis current in Fig. 6-8 (a) stabilizes at -18.2 A 

until about 4.4 s. Simultaneously, although the q-axis current reference  is set as zero, it 

automatically turns to be negative due to the cross-coupling effect during discharge. In Fig. 6-

8 (a), the q-axis current in the machine is about -3.2 A at 0.5 s, but its magnitude increases 

constantly. However, the q-axis current in Fig. 6-8 (b) keeps -3.2 A. In summary, the current 

of the LDA-CI method is larger than that of the voltage regulation-based method due to the 

machine intrinsic properties so that it consumes more energy. Since instant discharge can be 

achieved for Case 1, the instant NDZQ discharge method will be selected for discharging the 

system according to the overall selection rules in Section 6.3.3. 
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Fig. 6-8. Discharge performances of Case 1 when NDZQ methods are used. (a) LDA-CI 
method. (b) Voltage regulation-based method. 

b) Case 2 

Substitute the system parameters into (6-4), and fsol=-343 A. Obviously, Isafe does not cover the 

required range, so instant discharge cannot be achieved for Case 2. Then, k1Qtot and Qb can be 

calculated according to (6-10) and (6-11) as 9396 J and 9049 J, respectively. Because the 

criterion (6-12) is satisfied, the long-cycle NDZQ discharge process should be employed. Fig. 

6-9 shows the discharge characteristics of the LDA-CI (id_ref =-Isafe) and the voltage regulation- 
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Fig. 6-9. Discharge performances of Case 2 when NDZQ method is used. (a) LDA-CI 
method. (b) Voltage regulation-based method. 

based methods. First of all, the bus voltage only reduces to 120 V when -300 A d-axis current 

is injected, proving that the instant discharge is not available. Secondly, the capacitor voltage 

decreases to 60 V at about 2.45 s where the rotating speed is 125 rad/s in Fig. 6-9 (a), and the 

bus voltage reaches the reference level at nearly 2.55 s for the voltage-regulation strategy. 

These indicate that the proposed discharge selection rules have selected the proper bleeding 

algorithm for this PMSM drive. Then, similar as the results in Fig. 6-8, the LDA-CI method 

presents faster energy bleeding speed. For Case 2, at about 3.4 s, the residual energy can be 

completely consumed in Fig. 6-9 (a).  Finally, between 3.0 s and 3.4 s, the magnitude of the 

real d-axis current in the machine is decreasing. Although the q-axis current witnesses a slight 

increase, the total current in the machine still drops, revealing the necessity of the reliability 

coefficient k1. Finally, it is interesting to see that the q-axis current and the bus voltage fluctuate 
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in Fig. 6-9 (a) at around 3.0 s. This happens because the bus voltage has arrived at the relatively 

low position at the moment, which is hard to maintain the d-axis current at the high reference 

level. In this case, the q-axis current magnitude will automatically increase (more energy flows 

to the bus side) to ensure that the DC-link voltage is as high enough as possible to stabilize the 

d-axis current. Whereas, when the bus voltage is very low, even the q-axis current magnitude 

shows a sharp increase, the d-axis current cannot remain at the reference level any longer. 

c) Case 3  
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Fig. 6-10. Discharge performances of Case 3 when piecewise NDNQ method is used. 

As for Case 3, fsol, k1Qtot and Qb can be calculated as -16.2 A 468 J and 727 J, respectively. 

Because -fsol>Isafe and k1Qtot<Qb, the NDZQ discharge strategies are not going to be selected 

according to the proposed selection rules. Moreover, when △t= 0.5 s (ten segments, ntr=10) 

and k2=1, a set of q-axis current reference s can be obtained: iq_ref_1…10={-0.21, -0.22, -0.23, -

0.24, -0.26, -0.27, -0.3, -0.33, -0.38, -0.45}. Meanwhile, the estimated speed ωm_tr and the 

threshold speed ωm_th are 108 rad/s and 119 rad/s (ωm_tr<ωm_th), respectively. Hence, the 

piecewise NDNQ discharge strategy needs to be selected for this case. Fig. 6-10 shows the 

discharge performances when employing the piecewise NDNQ strategy for discharge. It can 

be seen that the bus voltage gets down to 60 V at about 5.5 s and no dramatical voltage surge 

is witnessed (fluctuations are caused by the impact of △t). On these grounds the proposed 

discharge technique selection rules pick out the proper energy bleeding method for Case 3. 

d) Case 4 
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Fig. 6-11. Discharge performances of Case 4 when LDA-CI method is used. 

When the PMSM system parameters of Case 4 are used for calculation, it can be obtained that 

fsol=-201 A (-fsol>Isafe); k1Qtot= 1907 J and Qb= 15384 J (k1Qtot<<Qb); when △ t= 0.5 s, 

iq_ref_1…10={-1.92, -1.94, -1.95, -1.96, -1.97, -1.99, -2.0, -2.01, -2.03, -2.04}, ωm_tr=403 rad/s 

and ωm_th=138 rad/s (ωm_tr>ωm_th). Noted that none of the criteria are satisfied, so it will be 

concluded that the pure-winding-based discharge techniques cannot be applied to the drive 

according to the proposed discharge method selection rules (hybrid method is preferred). To 

verify this conclusion, Fig. 6-11 gives the simulation results when the instant NDZQ discharge 

(LDA-CI) method is adopted after a discharge request arises. It can be seen that after injecting 

current, the DC-bus voltage gradually increases because much more mechanical energy is 

converted to the electrical energy, recharging the DC-bus capacitor. This happens because 

although only a negative d-axis current is injected, a relatively large q-axis current will be 

automatically generated due to the cross-coupling effects during discharge. The q-axis current 

is able to produce large braking torque, quickening the speed deceleration process. At the 

moment, the discharge capacity of the windings is much lower than the conversion rate when 

only a total of Isafe is applied to the machine. Finally, as the bus voltage rises, the current in the 

machine is inclined to become uncontrollable, failing to reach the DC-bus capacitor discharge 

goal. All in all, the pure-winding-based discharge method is not applicable to Case 4, and the 

hybrid or bleeder-based techniques should be utilized, complying with the proposed selection 

rules.  

 Judgement for Discharge Methods in Previous Chapters 
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a) Case 5 (system in Chapter 3) 

As for the powertrain in Chapter 3, the piecewise NDNQ discharge strategy is employed. Here, 

using the parameters of the powertrain in Chapter 3, the proposed criteria for selecting the 

piecewise NDNQ method are verified. Following the procedures in Fig. 6.6, when △t= 0.5 s, 

the ten q-axis current references are calculated as iq_ref_1…10={-10.6, -11.3, -12.1, -13.1, -14.4, 

-16.2, -18, -23.4, -35.4, -39.5}, and id_ref_1…10={-99.4, -99.3, -99.2, -99.1, -98.9, -98.6, -98.3, -

97.2, -93.5, -91.8}. Then, it can be calculated that ωm_tr=66.6 rad/s and ωm_th=114 rad/s 

(ωm_tr>ωm_th). Hence, it can be concluded that the NDNQ method is applicable to the system 

in Chapter 3, so the criteria for piecewise NDNQ method are effective.  

b) Case 6 (system in Chapter 4) 

As for the powertrain in Chapter 4, the hybrid discharge strategy is employed. With reference 

to case 4, as long as it can be proven that the pure-winding-based discharge methods are not 

applicable to the system, the winding-based discharge strategy should be employed. When the 

system parameters of Case 6 are used for calculation, it can be obtained that fsol=-158.5 A (-

fsol>Isafe); k1Qtot= 7764 J and Qb= 14309 J (k1Qtot<<Qb); when △t= 0.5 s, iq_ref_1…10={-5.4, -5.6, 

-5.76, -5.94, -6.14, -6.36, -6.61, -6.9, -7.2, -7.58, -8.01}, ωm_tr=237 rad/s and ωm_th=120 rad/s 

(ωm_tr>ωm_th). It can be seen that none of the pure-winding-based discharge strategies can be 

employed. Consequently, the hybrid discharge method should be employed. 

In conclusion, the simulation and experimental results prove that the proposed winding-based 

discharge method selection principles based on parametric analysis are effective.  

6.5 Summary 

This chapter studies the principles which are used to select an appropriate winding-based 

discharge strategy for EVs according to the parameters of their powertrains. Firstly, the 

winding-based discharge strategies are recategorized. Then, as for the NDZQ methods and 

NDNQ method, which can be used in the high-speed situations, specific criteria for judging 

whether they are available for various EVs are derived based on parametric analysis. Then, by 

synthesizing those criteria, general selection rules for winding-based discharge strategies are 

developed with engineering needs considered. It deserves to be mentioned that the 
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implementation procedures of the criteria and selection rules have been detailed, through which 

an engineer can easily design a reliable and cost-effective discharge system for a new EV. The 

proposed selection rules in this chapter are able to facilitate the application and development 

of the winding-based discharge techniques, contributing to high crash safety level of EVs.
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 Conclusions and Future Work 

7.1 Conclusions 

As an eco-friendly transportation method, EVs have been witnessing an exponential growth. 

However, it must be acknowledged that the technologies concerning EVs are not entirely 

mature and there are still many problems that need in-depth explorations. Notably, the crash 

safety of EVs is attracting significant attention from not only the scholars and manufacturers 

but also the ordinary people now, making it a valuable topic for research. In this study, the crash 

safety-related issues of the high-voltage powertrain-based EVs are addressed. Especially, this 

research mainly focuses on the high-voltage electric shock hazards arising from the residual 

energy stored in the power electronic devices and the relevant prevention solutions. In order to 

dissipate the residual energy, various winding-based DC-bus capacitor discharge strategies are 

developed for different EVs and crash conditions, which can be regarded as the core 

technologies and novelties of this study. By using the proposed winding-based discharge 

methods, the residual energy stored in the EV powertrains can be dissipated quickly (within 5 

s) and reliably in a compact and cost-effective way, contributing to improving the crash safety 

of EVs. The main work and contributions of this study can be summarized as follows: 

In Chapter 2, an in-depth literature review on the safety-related topics of EVs in the crash 

conditions is presented. The review work focuses on the possible injury hazards that the 

occupants are subjected to and the efforts made to reduce risks. In detail, the injury hazards in 

the crash conditions are categorized into five groups: physical injuries, electric shock, corrosion, 

intoxication and burn. The rationale behind these dangers is analyzed firstly. In addition, the 

international and national regulations that are enacted to deal with these hazards so as to ensure 

that the vehicle and occupants are as safe as possible during crash are reviewed. It deserves to 

be mentioned that these regulations are mainly developed to standardize the design, 

manufacturing and testing processes of the automakers. Finally, the up-to-date practical 

technologies that can be adopted to reduce the corresponding risks and severity of injuries to 

passengers in the crash conditions are presented. Through the review work, a valuable topic 

about winding-based discharge techniques is discovered, and further, it is studied in this 
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research. This indicates that the review work can provide guidelines for the future studies. 

Moreover, it becomes easier for the ordinary people to clearly understand the safety issues of 

the EVs during crash and what the professionals have done to improve the safety level. 

In Chapter 3, a novel piecewise NDNQ discharge method which has stronger discharge 

capacity practically than the traditional LDA-CI method is developed for the EV powertrains 

with slightly large inertia and relatively small safe current. In this chapter, in order to illustrate 

the mechanism of a winding-based discharge strategy, an EFM which is a combination of 

energetics and electromagnetics is proposed. Through the EFM, the defects of the traditional 

discharge methods are analyzed by means of case study. Meanwhile, it is found that it is 

possible to quicken the discharge process by using a NDNQ control algorithm. On this ground 

a piecewise NDNQ strategy is proposed to quickly discharge the DC-bus capacitor and safely 

reduce the motor speed without voltage surge. In this part, it can be concluded that firstly, the 

winding-based discharge method is parameter-dependent. Secondly, if an inevitable crash 

occurs, the proposed NDNQ approach can avoid high-voltage electric shock hazard for an EV 

of which powertrain has extreme parameters. 

In Chapter 4, a novel combined residual energy consumption strategy based on both the internal 

windings and the external bleeder circuits is developed for the EV powertrains with highly 

extreme parameters to achieve five-second discharge requirement without greatly sacrificing 

the BR size and weight. In this chapter, in order to explicitly evaluate the BR size and weight 

sacrifice of the traditional external bleeder-based discharge strategy, an accurate model is 

established firstly. By the use of case study, it is found that for the EV powertrains with highly 

extreme parameters, the weight and size of the required BR are pretty large, which means that 

it is necessary to develop a hybrid discharge technique that synthesizes the advantages of the 

traditional winding-based and bleeder-based discharge schemes. Then, for the hybrid strategy, 

systematic design procedures are provided, which include external BR design and control 

algorithm design. Specifically, the external BR resistance is designed based on the extreme 

working condition (maximum speed), and full-power, partial-power and bleeder-based 

discharge algorithms are designed according to the working states at the moment of collision. 

By using the hybrid discharge approach, the size and weight of the external BR can be greatly 

reduced.  

In Chapter 5, reliable winding-based DC-bus capacitor discharge methods which incorporate 
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the PL-FT control strategies are proposed. To achieve a successful discharge over high-speed 

range without using position sensor, an improved SOSM based on continuous sigmoid function, 

which has strong robustness against external disturbances, is presented. Moreover, an adaptive 

sine-wave-based position observer with high immunity to voltage change is proposed for the 

discharge algorithms in the low- and zero-speed cases. In terms of the discharge procedures, 

novel indirect current regulation-based discharge methods (voltage regulation-based and speed 

regulation-based methods) are designed, which has enriched the winding-based discharge 

theories. Through this research, when implementing a winding-based discharge strategy, the 

position information measured by the external sensors is not needed any longer. Instead, the 

position used for achieving a winding-based discharge method can be estimated by the position 

observers. Because the position loss fault does not influence the discharge process, the 

reliability of the discharge system is improved. Further, the electric shock injury hazards can 

be reduced, improving the crash safety of EVs. 

In Chapter 6, general principles to determine whether or which winding-based DC-bus 

capacitor discharge technique is applicable to a particular EV. Because the proposed rules are 

obtained on the basis of theoretical analysis, they are simple to be implemented in engineering. 

In detail, firstly, according to the discharge characteristics, the NDZQ method is further divided 

into the instant and long-cycle NDZQ discharge strategies. By analyzing the desired d-axis 

current reference of the instant NDZQ method and the discharge capacity of the long-cycle 

method, the applicable conditions for them are deduced. Then, as for the piecewise NDNQ 

method, by using the calculated d, q-axis currents which are to be injected into the machine, 

the real machine speed and threshold speed after five-second discharge can be obtained, which 

are employed for determining the applicable conditions of this method. Finally, taking the 

hybrid discharge method into account, the overall rules for determining whether a winding-

based discharge strategy is available for a PMSM powertrain are discussed, directly 

contributing to discharge strategy selection in practice. Undoubtedly, the proposed selection 

rules in this chapter are important for the promotions of the winding-based discharge strategies.  

All in all, in terms of the topic about winding-based DC-bus capacitor discharge, this research 

combines both theoretical analysis and simulation/experimental validation to investigate and 

develop comprehensive winding-based DC-bus capacitor discharge theories and techniques for 

the high-voltage PMSM powertrain-based EVs in the crash conditions. In this area, the 

following achievements have been made in this study: 
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• The mechanism of the winding-based discharge strategies is clearly explained.  

• In addition to the traditional LDA-CI method, several novel winding-based discharge 

methods have been developed for different EVs. 

• The PL-FT algorithms are integrated into the discharge process, improving the 

reliability of the discharge system of an EV.  

• The impacts of system parameters on the winding-based discharge strategies are 

explored, based on which the principles for selecting proper discharge strategies for 

various EV drives are deduced. 

7.2 Future Work 

Based on the conclusions above and considering the limitations of the existed work, future 

research could be carried out in the following areas. 

 Further investigation is needed for more crash safety-related problems  

Chapter 2 takes the possible injury hazards to occupants as the main clue, analysing the 

crash safety-related issues of EVs and the efforts made to prevent injuries. In other 

words, the safety of occupants is focused on in this study. However, apart from the 

passengers, the components (especially the fragile electric devices) also need to be 

protected during crash. Therefore, it is important to study the impacts of crash on the 

internal devices and the corresponding protection techniques. Moreover, in addition to 

the electric shock risks which are mainly studied in this research, there are many topics 

(e.g., RESS-related injuries) that also need to be investigated in the future for the 

purpose of improving the crash safety comprehensively.  

 More fault-tolerant control algorithms need to be considered for the sake of high 
reliability 

Chapter 5 integrates the PL-FT control algorithms into the winding-based discharge 

process. However, during crash, apart from the position loss fault, various failures 

might occur on the powertrain devices. For instance, the hall-effect current sensors are 

inclined to malfunction due to the violent impact. In this case, the current sensor fault-
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tolerant control algorithms need to be employed to ensure a winding-based discharge 

method can be achieved successfully. Moreover, one or more cables used for connecting 

the inverter and machine might get broken during crash. At the moment, without 

effective open-phase fault- tolerant control algorithms, the PMSM cannot be controlled 

to operate normally. Besides, if an open-phase fault occurs, the discharge capacity of 

the machine windings will degrade. Even worse, the DC-bus voltage might fail to 

decrease to the safe level in time. Hence, when different faults are considered during 

crash, the winding-based discharge strategies need to be optimized by using fault-

tolerant techniques. 

 Fully use the switching loss of inverters and skin effect of conductors to accelerate 
the residual energy consumption and DC-bus voltage reduction velocity 

When using a winding-based discharge strategy, the inverter operates at a high 

switching frequency (HSF). When the transistors in the inverter switch between “ON” 

and “OFF” states, switching loss is generated. Therefore, the inverter could consume 

part of the residual energy when implementing a winding-based discharge method. 

Besides, it deserves to be mentioned that the influence of HSF goes far beyond this. 

Specifically, because HSF could generate high-frequency AC harmonics in the phase 

currents, skin effect occurs when the currents flow through the conductors. In this case, 

the resistance of the system rises, leading to faster energy consumption rate when the 

injected currents are fixed. For the sake of preciseness, it is significant to study the 

relationship between the switching frequency and the switching loss and skin effect. 

Moreover, the influence of switching loss and skin effect on the winding-based 

discharge methods needs to be explored.  

 Parameter identification strategies need to be integrated so as to improve the 
accuracy of the proposed winding-based discharge strategy selection rules  

According to Chapter 6, the winding-based discharge strategy selection rules totally 

rely on the powertrain parameters, some of which (e.g., the stator inductance, resistance, 

flux linkage of PM) are variable during not only the discharge process but also the 

normal control process. Once severe deviations occur on these parameters, it is possible 

to fail to achieve the “five-second discharge” or “no voltage surge” goals. On this 

ground it would be better to adopt the real-time parameter identification techniques to 
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obtain the accurate resistance, inductance and flux linkage of the machines during 

control. Because this research mainly focuses on the basic winding-based discharge 

selection rules, the parameter uncertainty issue is ignored temporarily. 

 More case studies are needed to verify that the proposed winding-based discharge 
strategy selection rules are effective  

In Chapter 6, six cases are used to verify that the proposed winding-based discharge 

strategy selection rules are effective. However, considering that the powertrains are 

completely different in different EVs, the verifications are not sufficient. In the future, 

more case studies should be employed to validate the proposed selection rules in 

engineering. 
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Appendices 

1. Vector Control for AC Motors 

The basic idea of vector control is coordinate transformation. In detail, the three-phase currents 

and voltages are transformed to the variables in the two-phase stationary (α, β) reference frame 

firstly, and then they are transformed to the variables in the direct-quadrature (d, q) rotating 

reference frame. The classical vector control is achieved by controlling the d, q-axis currents 

discretely, which are related to the exciting field and torque, respectively. Taking the currents 

of a PMSM as an example, the main principles concerning vector control are introduced below. 

The stator current performance of a PMSM in the three-phase stationary (A, B, C) reference 

frame is illustrated in Fig. A-1 (black curves), where the coils represent the armature windings. 

Then, define the two-phase stationary reference frame as the blue curves in Fig. A-1. Assuming 

that the number of three-phase and two-phase winding turns is Na and Nb, respectively, it can 

be obtained that: 

2 4cos 0 cos cos
3 3

2 4sin sin
3 3

b a A a B a C

b a B a C

N i N i N i N i

N i N i N i
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π π
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Fig. A-1. Model in stationary reference frames. 
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In order to obtain a square matrix which is simple for analysis, a virtual current i0 is added to 

the two-phase stationary reference frame, that is,  

0 ( )a
tr A tr B tr C

b

Ni k i k i k i
N

= + +                                                 (A-2) 

where ktr is a constant.  

Rewrite (A-1) and (A-2) in the form of matrix, and the relation (Clarke Transformation) 

between the three-phase currents and two-phase currents is: 

0
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3 30

2 2
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                                              (A-3)                        

Clarke transformation matrix can be extracted from (A-3): 
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In the constant power condition, the product of Clarke transformation matrix and its transposed 

matrix should equal E, that is: 
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Therefore, it can be calculated that: 
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So far, the three-phase currents have been transformed into the variables in the α, β reference 

frame. Then, define the direct-quadrature rotating reference frame as the red curves in Fig. A-

2. It can be seen that, firstly, the d, q reference frame rotates at the speed of rotor speed, and 

secondly, the direction of d axis complies with that of the rotor permanent magnet flux linkage. 

In addition, the angle between the α axis and d axis is the so-called rotor position θ. According 

to Fig. A-2, the relation (Park Transformation) between the α, β-axis currents and the d, q-axis 

currents can be described as: 

cos sin
sin cos

d

q

i i
i i

α

β

θ θ
θ θ

    
=    −    

                                         (A-7)  
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Fig. A-2. Model in two-pahse stationary and rotating reference frames. 

As for the classical vector control method, after obtaining the variables in the rotating reference 

frame, the corresponding PMSM model can be established as (3-7), (3-8) and (3-9). Besides, 

the structure of a classical vector control scheme is shown in Fig. A-3. As for the system, there 

are several aspects that need to be addressed. Firstly, it can be seen that the d, q-axis currents 

are controlled discretely. Although a speed controller is used to generate the q-axis current 

reference in a normal control process, the q-axis current together with the d-axis current can be 

controlled directly by setting fixed current references when needed. Secondly, the speed and 

rotor position information are usually measured by sensors which are embedded in the machine. 

Thirdly, because iA+iB+iC=0 in a machine, it is enough to measure any two of the three phase 

currents for the coordinate transformation.  
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Fig. A-3. Structure of a classical vector control scheme.                                                     
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3. Collaborations During PhD Period 

• Participate in the Newton Advanced Fellowship, “Artificial Intelligence Supported Safe 

Operation and Health Prediction for Electric Vehicle Motors”, a collaborative project with 

Prof. G. Wang at School of Electrical Engineering and Automation, Harbin Institute of 

Technology.  

4. Part of Control Codes in TMS320F28335 Platform (void main ( )) 

void main(void) 

{  InitSysCtrl();       
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 DINT; 

 InitPieCtrl(); 

 IER=0x0000;      

 IFR=0x0000;              

 delay(50000); 

 InitPieVectTable(); 

 EALLOW; 

 SysCtrlRegs.PCLKCR0.bit.TBCLKSYNC=0; 

 EDIS; 

 EPwm1Regs.ETSEL.bit.INTSEL = ET_CTR_ZERO;    

ET_CTR_ZERO=0X1 

    EPwm1Regs.ETSEL.bit.INTEN = 1;              

EPwm1Regs.ETPS.bit.INTPRD = ET_1ST;           

EPWMx_INT  ET_CTR_ZERO=0X1 

 EPwm1Regs.ETCLR.bit.INT = 1;                   

 

 EALLOW; 

 PieVectTable.TINT0 = &cpu_timer0_isr;  

    PieVectTable.EPWM1_INT = &epwm1_timer_isr;  

   PieVectTable.SCIRXINTB=&SCIB_RX_ISR;  

 EDIS; 

 

 EALLOW; 

 GpioCtrlRegs.GPAPUD.bit.GPIO20 = 0;   

 GpioCtrlRegs.GPAQSEL2.bit.GPIO20 = 0;   

 GpioCtrlRegs.GPAMUX2.bit.GPIO20 = 0;  

 GpioCtrlRegs.GPADIR.bit.GPIO20 = 1;  

 EDIS; 

 InitEPwmGpio();     

 Init_Epwm(); 

 InitCpuTimers();  

 Init_Timer0(); 
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 PieCtrlRegs.PIECTRL.bit.ENPIE=1; 

 PieCtrlRegs.PIEIER1.bit.INTx7 = 1;  

 PieCtrlRegs.PIEIER3.bit.INTx1 = 1; 

 PieCtrlRegs.PIEIER9.bit.INTx3=1;  

  IER |=(M_INT3| M_INT1|M_INT9);  

 EALLOW; 

 SysCtrlRegs.PCLKCR0.bit.TBCLKSYNC=1; 

 EDIS; 

 

 InitFlash(); 

 InitGpio(); 

 InitXintf();             

    InitSci(); 

 InitSciGpio(); 

 InitAdc(); 

 AD2S1210Initiate();  

 EnableInterrupts(); 

 

 GpioDataRegs.GPBSET.bit.GPIO36 =1;  

 GpioDataRegs.GPBCLEAR.bit.GPIO37 =1;  

 GpioDataRegs.GPASET.bit.GPIO12 =1; 

 GpioDataRegs.GPACLEAR.bit.GPIO13 =1; 

 GpioDataRegs.GPASET.bit.GPIO20 =1;  

  

 rampspeed.RampUpMax=500;  

 rampspeed.RampDownMax=500;  

 ERTM; 

 

    delay(4000); 

while(1) 

  

 { if(scirx.ucgst==0)              

  {  
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   EPwm4Regs.DBCTL.bit.OUT_MODE=0; 

   EPwm4Regs.AQCSFRC.all=0x000A; 

  } 

  if(bridge_FLT_constant==0  || scirx.ucgst==1)  

  {  

      EPwm1Regs.DBCTL.bit.OUT_MODE=0;  

   EPwm2Regs.DBCTL.bit.OUT_MODE=0; 

   EPwm3Regs.DBCTL.bit.OUT_MODE=0;  

 

   EPwm1Regs.AQCSFRC.all=0x000A; 

   EPwm2Regs.AQCSFRC.all=0x000A; 

   EPwm3Regs.AQCSFRC.all=0x000A;  

  } 

  else if (scirx.posset==0) 

  {  

   EPwm1Regs.DBCTL.bit.OUT_MODE=0;  

   EPwm2Regs.DBCTL.bit.OUT_MODE=0; 

   EPwm3Regs.DBCTL.bit.OUT_MODE=0;  

   EPwm3Regs.AQCSFRC.all=0x0000;  

   for(pset=0;pset<100;pset++) 

      {                      

    EPwm1Regs.AQCSFRC.all=0x000A; 

    EPwm2Regs.AQCSFRC.all=0x0006; 

    EPwm3Regs.CMPA.half.CMPA=100; 

    SET_SPL(); 

    asm(" RPT #50 || NOP");  

    CLR_SPL();   

    asm(" RPT #50 || NOP"); 

       CLR_A0(); CLR_A1();  

    asm(" RPT #6 || NOP"); 

    position0= *EXT_AD2S1210; 

   } 
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   if(position0>=8000 && position0<=11000) 

    { 

     position_cnt=1;  

     position_cnt_s=0;  

     rdc.MotorInitAngle=20154; 

    } 

     else if(position0>=30000 && position0<=34000)  

    { 

     position_cnt=0; 

     position_cnt_s=0; 

     rdc.MotorInitAngle=42884; 

    } 

   else if(position0>=52000 && position0<=56000) 

    { 

     position_cnt=1; 

     position_cnt_s=0; 

     rdc.MotorInitAngle=63822; 

    } 

 

   position1=position0; 

  } 

  else if(scirx.posset==1 && scirx.staset==1 && scirx.controlmodeset==1 && 

scirx.ucgst==0) 

  {  

   EPwm1Regs.DBCTL.bit.OUT_MODE=DB_FULL_ENABLE;  

   EPwm2Regs.DBCTL.bit.OUT_MODE=DB_FULL_ENABLE; 

   EPwm3Regs.DBCTL.bit.OUT_MODE=DB_FULL_ENABLE;  

 

   EPwm1Regs.AQCSFRC.all=0x0000; 

   EPwm2Regs.AQCSFRC.all=0x0000; 

   EPwm3Regs.AQCSFRC.all=0x0000;/  

   stopflag=0;  

   if(scirx.dirset==0)   
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    speed_ref=(float)(scirx.speedset)/BASE_RPM; 

   else 

    speed_ref=(float)(-1.0)*(scirx.speedset)/BASE_RPM; 

  } 

  else if(scirx.staset==0)    

  {  

   speed_ref=10.0;                

   if(scirx.controlmodeset==1  

   { 

    if(rdc.MotorSpeed<=20) 

     stopflag=1; 

    if(stopflag==1) 

    { EPwm1Regs.DBCTL.bit.OUT_MODE=0;  

     EPwm2Regs.DBCTL.bit.OUT_MODE=0; 

     EPwm3Regs.DBCTL.bit.OUT_MODE=0;  

     EPwm1Regs.AQCSFRC.all=0x000A; 

     EPwm2Regs.AQCSFRC.all=0x000A; 

     EPwm3Regs.AQCSFRC.all=0x000A;  

     rampspeed.SetpointValue=0;  

     speedbldc.Ui =0;         

     speedbldc.Fdb =0; 

     speedbldc.Up =0; 

     speedbldc.Out=0; 

     currentq.Ui = 0; 

     currentq.Up= 0; 

     currentq.Fdb= 0; 

     currentq.Out= 0; 

     currentd.Ui = 0; 

     currentd.Up=0; 

     currentd.Fdb= 0; 

     currentd.Out= 0; 

     speed.Ui= 0; 

     speed.Up= 0; 
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     speed.Fdb= 0; 

     speed.Out= 0; 

     ruoci.Ui= 0; 

     ruoci.Up= 0; 

     ruoci.Fdb= 0; 

     ruoci.Out= 0; 

    } 

    else if((abs(rdc.Speed)*rdc.BaseRpm)<50) 

    { 

      

     EPwm1Regs.DBCTL.bit.OUT_MODE=0;  

     EPwm2Regs.DBCTL.bit.OUT_MODE=0; 

     EPwm3Regs.DBCTL.bit.OUT_MODE=0;  

     EPwm1Regs.AQCSFRC.all=0x000A; 

     EPwm2Regs.AQCSFRC.all=0x000A; 

     EPwm3Regs.AQCSFRC.all=0x000A;  

    } 

   }      

  } 

 } 

} 
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Abbreviations 

ICE Internal combustion engine 

EV Electric vehicle 

GHG Greenhouse gas 

FAME Phase II Faster Adoption and Manufacturing of Electric Vehicles in India Phase II

IEA International Energy Agency 

UN United Nations 

ECE Economic Commission for Europe 

PMSM Permanent magnet synchronous motor 

LDA-CI Large-d-axis current injection 

EFM Energy flow model 

BR Bleeding resistor 

NDZQ Non-zero d-axis, zero q-axis 

NDNQ Non-zero d-axis, non-zero q-axis 

ID Instrument board 

WS Windshield 

SW Steering wheel 

RESS Rechargeable energy storage system 

DC Direct current 

AC Alternating current 

IP Ingress protection 

FMVSS Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards 

US United States 

GB, GB/T Guobiao 

KMVSS Korea Motor Vehicle Safety Standards 

ADR Australian Design Rules 
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AIS Automotive Industry Standards 

HIC Head injury criteria 

RHA Resultant head acceleration 

NIC Neck injury criteria 

NBM Neck bending moment 

ThCC Thorax compression criterion 

V·C Viscous criterion 

FFC Femur force criterion 

TCFC Tibia compression force criterion 

TI Tibia index 

MSKJ Movement of the sliding knee joints 

RSWD Residual steering wheel displacement 

NTF Neck tensile force 

NSF Neck shear forces 

NCF Neck compression force 

RDC Rib deflection criterion 

PSPF Pubic symphysis peak force 

APF Abdominal Peak Force 

LSF Lateral shoulder force 

RLSA Resultant lower spine acceleration 

PAR Posterior angular rotation 

CRVeM Carbon fiber reinforcement vinyl ester with microsphere 

GMT Glass mat thermoplastic 

FOA Fly Optimization Algorithm 

NSGA-II Non-dominated sorting in genetic algorithms-II 

CFRP Carbon-fiber-reinforced plastic 

TRB Tailor Rolled Blank 

DP Dual-phase 
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BMS Battery management system 

FML Fiber metal laminate 

DSP Digital signal processor 

RC Resistance-capacitance 

EMF Electromotive force 

UR Uncontrolled rectifier 

VDR  Voltage descending rate 

KETEE Kinetic energy that is converted into the electric energy 

VBP Voltage balance phenomenon 

LPF Low pass filter 

PL-FT Position loss fault-tolerant 

SOSM Second order sliding mode 

SW-LSPO Sine-wave based low-speed position observer 

SM Sliding mode 

HSPO High-speed position observer 

HF High frequency 

CSF Continuous sigmoid function 

SW Sine-wave 

PWM Pulse width modulation 

SVPWM Space vector pulse width modulation 

BV Balanced voltage 

PI Proportional-integral 

HSF High switching frequency 
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